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This dissertation addresses the tension between the celebration of multilingualism and 

the assumed loss of translation: multilingualism will eventually turn translation from a 

professional task to an ordinary activity. Then, how should we deal with the loss in 

translation? What is exactly lost in translation? Should it be taken for granted? What if 

the loss is more or less a historical construct? Identifying the feeling of loss in 

translation, this dissertation argues that there is melancholy in language. What is 

assumed to be lost in translation was never there in the original because due to the 

heterogeneity of language transparent communication is never guaranteed. In 

assuming the loss in translation, one rather reveals a desire and intention for linguistic 

homogeneity and homolingual community, which are essentially colonial and at the 

same time a melancholic reaction to the ungrieved heterogeneity in language. 

Translation repeats the loss in language and returns to the heterogeneity, i.e., 

difference in multiplicity. This logic of translation that repeats and return to difference 

provides insight for the postcolonial paradox of returning to the colonial and for the 

diasporic return to the past for a break and new departure. The singularity of 

postcolonial diasporas thus reaches the heterogeneity of language through the 

temporal dialectic of repetition. Investigating this logic of translation, this dissertation 

focuses on Yi Sang and his bilingual writings during the Japanese occupation of 



 

Korea, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s experiments with the mediality of language in 

DICTEE during the postcolonial Cold War era, and Ook Chung’s diasporic language 

and dewriting [désécrire] of the origin in Kimchi. The multiplicity of languages in 

their works recounts difference as Yi Sang breaks the twosomeness of the colonial and 

the colonized languages into infinity and reveals the postcoloniality of difference as 

opposed to colonial monolingualism; Theresa Hak Kyung Cha focuses on the 

“Tertium Quid” that connects anonymized disconnections through second tongues; 

and the fourth square of writing in Ook Chung’s Kimchi leads to an empty center of 

dissemination. Recounting multiplicity thus allows for working-through when 

translation repeats the loss of the original heterogeneity in language over and over 

again.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: THE MELANCHOLY OF LANGUAGE 

Lost in Language, the Lost Language  

Blatand is the name of the main character in the short story “Sweetheart 

Sorrow” by David Hoon Kim, published in The New Yorker in June 2007. The 

character with this Danish name was adopted from Japan as an infant and is currently 

living in Paris. Before abandoning his dissertation, he was a student in the Department 

of littérature générale et comparée at the Sorbonne. Since his student identification 

card, along with his student visa expired, he has been living as an illegal resident in 

Paris, giving private English lessons to French students. What is fascinating about this 

character is that the several layers of his foreignness—as a Japanese-looking Dane 

living in Paris teaching English as a sans-papiers—eventually raise the issue of 

language and loss as he immerses himself in a new job as a translator.  

The story begins after Blatand’s Japanese girlfriend Fumiko locks herself in 

her room. He tries to communicate with her from behind her door for several days, but 

she remains silent after saying “J’ai froid”—“I’m cold”—or “Ta voix”—“Your voice.” 

In the meantime, Blatand gets a translating job from an old, blind French physicist 

who wants his treatise translated into English. In addition to the treatise, the piece 

includes a series of letters between the physicist and the Académie des sciences 

regarding the rejection of his articles for publication. Although he does not know 

much about physics, Blatand instantly gets absorbed in translating. Then, he learns 

that the physicist is a widower and gradually understands that his treatise on 

gravitational interactions is, in essence, a work of mourning. Upon finishing the 

translation, Blatand finally understands Fumiko’s last words “in her garbled, 
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mispronounced French”: it was not “J’ai froid” or “Ta voix” but “Au revoir”—

“Goodbye” (129). 

The title “Sweetheart Sorrow” comes from a Danish expression “kæreste sorg” 

describing “the sadness one feels at the thought of a love affair nearing its end” (118). 

The story intriguingly shows how the “sadness one is not yet ready to face” is 

expressed in language and not through language as it features different types of 

speakers going through the loss of a loved one (118). Each character in the story lives 

in a different linguistic reality. The physicist speaks “ponderous and antiquated” 

French, “straight out of the Littré” (119), and as Blatand assumes, “his knowledge of 

English [is], like the knowledge of dead languages, a mostly passive one” (124). On 

the other hand, Blatand’s Japanese girlfriend Fumiko, although absent in the story and 

only appearing in Blatand’s flashbacks, speaks French as a foreign language with 

enough difficulty to cause “frequent misunderstandings” (118). “Words, in her mouth, 

always seemed to have one syllable too many,” Blatand recalls, “She smoked 

Marlboro Lights, which she pronounced Maru-boru Right” (119). Finally, the 

Japanese-looking Dane speaks several languages besides Danish and can “give [his] 

French ‘r’s a British lilt” (119). Ironically, “the only thing [he is] able to say in 

Japanese is ‘I don’t speak Japanese,’” and he is “unable to pronounce the name of the 

city where [he] was born” (119). Roughly speaking, they seem respectively to 

represent a native speaker, a foreign speaker, and a polyglot without the so-called 

mother tongue. Their linguistic conditions illuminate the loss differently: the 

monolingual widower mourns for his long-lost wife in his mother tongue but is not 

understood by his fellow countrymen; the foreign woman wants but fails to bid 

goodbye to her lover at her last moment because of her foreign accent; the 

multilingual translator is the first to notice the loss expressed in the language of the 
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monolingual widower yet belatedly realizes the loss of his own loved one from the 

country where he was born, Japan, the language of which he does not speak. 

The intersection of language and loss is filled with sorrow. The physicist’s 

treatise turns out to be titled “On the Persistence of Sorrow in Gravitational 

Interactions.”1 Sorrow does not only come from loss but is also intimately related to 

the linguistic realities involved in the loss. For the loss is internalized in language, and 

language is thus already melancholic. Although each linguistic reality may appear 

differently, the native speaker, the foreign speaker, and the multilingual translator in 

the story all live in the melancholy of language. That is to say, their different 

relationships with the mother tongue and foreign language(s) do not necessarily divide 

them. For they all bear witness to the heterolingual realities put aside in homolingual 

communities. For example, it is not that the French scientists have trouble making 

sense of the physicist’s work or that his articles may be understood better in English; 

as Blatand notices, the physicist’s persistent sorrow requires translation not because 

the blind widower’s native language happens to be French but because he chose the 

language of science as medium to impart his sadness while the community of that 

language only looks into the “experimentally verifiable element” (123). In this case, 

the language of science and the Académie des sciences in the story represent the 

homolingual community that “assumes the normalcy of reciprocal and transparent 

communication in a homogeneous medium” (Sakai, Translation and Subjectivity 8). 

Be it French, English, or any language of certain knowledge, when it expects 

individuals to have the same way of speaking, listening, reading, writing, and so on, it 

fails to recognize the “heterogeneity…inherent in any medium” (Sakai, Translation 

and Subjectivity 8). Certainly, it is not to criticize the language of science per se; 

                                                             
1 The story is republished under the same title, “On the Persistence of Sorrow in Gravitational 
Interactions,” in American Odysseys: Writings by New Americans in 2013. 
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rather, by employing such a specific kind of language that requires a particular use of 

language agreed upon by all its users, the story shows how loss and sadness can be 

expressed in language itself and not through language. What the community of the 

language of science as a homogeneous medium tries to read through language might 

be scientifically proven knowledge; however, what is expressed in language can 

always be something entirely different. It is the translator who finds a loss 

internalized, and sadness expressed, in language.      

The author of the story, David Hoon Kim—who was born in Korea, raised in 

the United States, and educated in France—weaves heterolingual realities in the story 

and cleverly employs the position of translator. For the “translator acts as a 

heterolingual agent [and] necessarily occupies a position in which multiple languages 

are implicated within one another” (Sakai, Translation and Subjectivity 9). When 

Blatand translates the physicist’s treatise from French into English, for example, what 

he really understands is less the theoretical physics than the blind widower’s loss and 

sadness. This is because his translation is from a language of the other to another 

language of the other, that is, from a physicist’s language to a blind widower’s 

language, rather than from one national language to another. The translator’s 

heterolinguality simply lies in understanding that one language is always different 

from others, for the translator recognizes that any address calls for translation in order 

to be delivered. Being multilingual does not guarantee heterolinguality. One can still 

be homolingual while multilingual if he or she takes for granted mutually transparent 

communication and fails to recognize the possibilities of not being understood by 

others at all, even in what is allegedly same language.  

It is for this reason that Naoki Sakai distinguishes addressing from 

communicating when he defines the homolingual address and the heterolingual 

address: “‘[A]ddressing’ is anterior to ‘communicating.’ And ‘addressing’ is 
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distinguished from ‘communicating’ because an addressing does not guarantee the 

message’s arrival at the destination” (4). That is to say, the “addressees would respond 

to [the addresser’s] delivery with varying degrees of comprehension, including cases 

of the zero degree at which they would miss its signification completely” (4). Sakai 

calls this “manner of relating the addresser to the addressees the heterolingual 

address” (4). In contrast with the homolingual address, “the heterolingual address does 

not abide by the normalcy of reciprocal and transparent communication, but instead 

assumes that every utterance can fail to communicate because heterogeneity is 

inherent in any medium, linguistic or otherwise” (8). The homolingual address 

actually has nothing to do with “the social condition of conversation in which both the 

addresser and the addressee supposedly belong to the same language community; they 

believe themselves to belong to different languages yet could still address themselves 

homolingually” if they cannot assume a failure of communication in the inception of 

their addressing (4).  

Blatand’s heterolingual reality, therefore, is not directly brought about by his 

multilingual upbringing. As a translator, Blatand always stays open to the possibilities 

of the failure of communication. As soon as he thinks that he heard Fumiko say, “J’ai 

froid”—“I’m cold”—, he doubts that “it could have been ‘Ta voix’—‘Your voice’” 

(118). Until he finally understands that it was “Au revoir” towards the end of the story, 

he is never certain about his reception of her last words. The practice of translation 

plays a key role in his final understanding: he gets fascinated by the physicist’s errors 

on masculine and feminine articles, which are rarely made by native speakers, and is 

surprised to see the word “possum” in a passage about “positron” in the treatise, 

whether it is a typographic error or not. In doing so, Blatand realizes that the so-called 

native speaker must be blind since he does not know that his language requires 

translation—not because it seeks audiences who speak a foreign language but because 
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it always contains multiple possibilities of being misunderstood or not understood at 

all, regardless of its national linguistic identity.  

It is perhaps for that reason that the heterolingual translator does not, or even 

should not, have a native language. The translator is “a singular that marks an elusive 

point of discontinuity in the social,” that is, the one who “must be internally split and 

multiple, and devoid of a stable positionality” (Sakai 13). In an interview regarding his 

debut fiction “Sweetheart Sorrow” and the question of language and identity, David 

Hoon Kim discusses his own lack of a native language and complicated positionality: 

I’ve always been obsessed by languages, perhaps because I don’t really 

have one that I can claim wholly as my own. It might have something 

to do with the fact that, having lived in Korea until I was eight, and 

then in the United States and France, I don’t really have a native 

language—at least, not the way most people define a native language. I 

feel at home in more than one language, but never quite completely at 

home in any. I’ve always been disturbed by how often people confuse 

the words “nationality” and “ethnic origin”—both here in the U.S. and 

in France—as though the two were interchangeable. (One’s nationality, 

all too often, is not the same as one’s ethnic origin—and sometimes 

neither is the same as one’s national origin.) For me, these terms are far 

from interchangeable, and my nationality and my ethnic origin give 

only a partial picture of who I am. I speak French and Korean but do 

not have French or Korean nationality, which doesn’t keep me from 

feeling French or Korean, especially when I’m in the U.S., just as I feel 

very American when I’m in France. As a result, rather than adhere to a 

nationality or seek affiliation with a native language, I see myself as an 

inhabitant of the French language, a denizen of the Korean language, 
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and a citizen of the English language. For me, the bond between 

language and identity is at once unavoidable, tenuous, and paradoxical. 

(“Living Language”)2  

The connection between the native language, the nationality, and the ethnic origin is 

not just problematic but also disturbing, especially for the one who feels “at home in 

more than one language, but never quite completely at home in any.” Such a 

connection cannot be innocent when it is assumed as normal or taken for granted 

because it represses a certain condition and an existing reality of those who live 

multiple languages at once. When one’s nationality, ethnic origin, national origin and 

so on do not match, one struggles to feel home in any one; rather, one lives 

multiplicity as such. And the singularity in language directly testifies to this 

multiplicity.  

 Without a native language, the translator lives languages that are always 

entangled and inseparable. Kim continues on talking about his own experiences as a 

translator in the interview:     

Although I spent three years working as a freelance technical translator, 

I have always had an enormously hard time going from one language to 

another. I don’t know why this is. For me, the languages inhabiting my 

brain are not neatly lined up next to one another—it’s more like a 

jumbled mess—and no one word in one language has an ideal 

equivalent in another. I’ve always imagined my head as a darkened 

room, where all I have is a flashlight, so that I can never see the whole 

room, only parts of it at a time. […] I try to keep the two languages 

                                                             
2 The interview between David Hoon Kim and his editor, Cressida Leyshon, was published online only 
at the newyorker.com 
(http://www.newyorker.com/online/2007/06/11/070611on_onlineonly_kim#ixzz18lIjjGt4). The web 
address no longer links the page, but the whole interview was saved and archived personally in 2010. 
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separate when I write, but I find that one language is always 

contaminated by the other. (“Living Language”) 

Translators are not the ones who readily go from one language to another. As Kim 

says, they are the ones who truly know how hard, if not impossible, it is to do so 

because the multiplicity is not separable or countable. Sakai asserts that it is within the 

assumptions of the homolingual address that “translation is understood to be a transfer 

of a message from one clearly circumscribed language community into another 

distinctively enclosed language community” (6). In the heterolingual address, on the 

other hand, “translation occurs whenever the addressee accepts a delivery from the 

addresser” (9). The “act of inception or reception occurs as the act of translation, and 

translation takes place at every listening or reading,” in speech or writing (9). 

Therefore, “the name ‘translator’ signifies neither a professional specialty nor a social 

status but instead designates an agent or a human being who is engaged in the act of 

translation” (11). In a word, every linguistic being is responsible for the task of the 

translator.  

 One does not need to lose a native language in order to engage in the act of 

translation. Yet one must be able to become a foreigner in one’s own language. The 

foreigner here does not necessarily mean the one who has a foreign nationality or 

speaks a foreign language as the mother tongue. “To be a foreigner, but in one’s own 

language, not only when speaking a language other than one’s own,” states Deleuze 

and Guattari: “To be bilingual, multilingual, but in one and the same language, 

without even a dialect or patois” (A Thousand Plateaus 98). The translator must know 

how to be bilingual or multilingual even in one and the same language and is, 

therefore, always a foreigner in his or her mother tongue. It is not merely coincidental 

that Blatand cannot speak the language of the country where he was born and is living 

in Paris as an illegal resident. He is a foreigner through and through. Moreover, he 
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literally remains invisible as a translator to the blind physicist. Sakai warns about the 

position of the translator as well as the foreigner put aside in the regime of 

homolingual address:  

The regime of homolingual address unwittingly postulates even more 

assumptions: since speech by or to a foreigner is secondary, the normal 

delivery must accomplish itself within the same medium, and 

translation, insofar as it requires the postulation of differing media, 

cannot be either primordial or originary. Under this regime, an 

utterance must be delivered first; it is translated secondarily. It 

postulates a sphere of linguistic homogeneity… (6).  

In this regime, “the image of translator [is] a somewhat heroic prestigious agent,” but 

“the position of the translator is set aside and viewed to be secondary” (5-6). In the 

attitude of the heterolingual address, on the other hand, “you are always confronted, so 

to speak, with foreigners in your enunciation,” and accordingly, the translator is an 

ordinary agent rather than a heroic prestigious yet secondary and exceptional one 

(Sakai 6, 9). 

When the translator and the foreigner are set aside, in other words, where the 

heterolingual attitude is considered as exceptional or abnormal, the loss is expressed, 

above all, in language. Hence the melancholy of language. Such a fascinating story as 

“Sweetheart Sorrow” opens an argument on linguistic melancholia by illustrating how 

a translator, who is also a foreigner in a multifaceted way, notices a monolingual text 

like the treatise on theoretical physics to be a work of mourning that can be 

sympathized with by those who do not have their own languages. The physicist’s 

rejected articles are certainly more than just a normal work of mourning. Blatand 

narrates:  
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In the study, after groping about, he handed me a thick bundle of 

papers: the remainder of his treatise, whose title page read “On the 

Persistence of Sorrow in Gravitational Interactions.” To my surprise, I 

said to him, “I’m sorry about your wife.”  

 It was as though he hadn’t heard, and for a few torturous 

heartbeats I wasn’t sure if I had spoken the words out loud.  

 “My wife?” Softly, ever so softly, Raoul de Gadbois said, “My 

wife passed away fifteen years ago, Monsieur Blatand.” (128-129).    

It is not simply because fifteen years is too long that the physicist’s persistent sorrow 

must be considered as an interminable melancholia rather than as a normal reaction to 

the loss of a loved one, i.e., mourning, that resolves itself “after a certain lapse of 

time” (Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia” 244). Besides the interminability, 

melancholia differs from mourning for its inexplicability and demand for analytic 

attention. Freud states, “It is really only because we know so well how to explain it 

that this attitude [mourning] does not seem to us pathological” (244). The 

melancholic, on the other hand, does not seem to “see clearly what it is that has been 

lost” (245). “[E]ven if the patient is aware of the loss which has given rise to his 

melancholia,” Freud goes on, “he knows whom he has lost but not what he has lost in 

him” (245). It is at this point that linguistic melancholia can be addressed. When the 

positions of the foreigner and the translator are set aside, and their speeches are 

considered as secondary or exceptional, those who remain in the sphere of linguistic 

homogeneity may suffer from a loss. It might be clear whom they have lost—the 

heterolingual multilinguals—but not what they have lost in their language as such. 

Linguistic melancholia, thus, does not imply the melancholic language of linguistic 

beings but alludes to a language that is obsessed with language itself through the threat 
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of losing itself. In a word, what is lost in that language is none other than language 

itself, which is inherently multiple, heterogeneous, and hybrid in itself.  

 

Freud’s Melancholia and Heterogeneity 

 Freud’s 1917 argument about melancholia provides an important insight into 

the formation of the identifications ruled by certain normative identities. Reading 

Freud’s “Mourning and Melancholia” in cultural, social, political, and historical 

contexts allows one to view ungrieved loss from various perspectives. Thus, gender 

studies, race studies, and postcolonial studies, among others, in the twentieth century 

pay close attention to melancholia in relation to the formations of normative identities. 

These speculations eventually lead to heterogeneity, multiplicity, and hybridity as the 

loss that is repressed yet desired, which provides insight into linguistic melancholia. 

 The paradox of heterogeneity arises from the regression into narcissism in 

melancholia. Freud begins his argument on melancholia with the analogy of mourning, 

which is “regularly the reaction to the loss of a loved person, or to the loss of some 

abstraction which has taken the place of one, such as one’s country, liberty, an ideal, 

and so on” (243). For the comparison helps to render the inexplicably persistent 

condition of melancholia “a little more intelligible” in that the same features, such as 

“a profoundly painful dejection, cessation of interest in the outside world, loss of the 

capacity to love, [and] inhibition of all activity [….] are met with in mourning” (244). 

Then, what distinguishes melancholia from mourning, according to Freud, is above all 

the “disturbance of self-regard” (244). The “lowering of the self-regarding feelings to 

a degree that finds utterance in self-reproaches and self-revilings, and culminates in a 

delusional expectation of punishment” is absent in mourning (244). It is at this point 

that Freud finds the ego in the place of the object in melancholia, which suggests a 

regression into narcissism. The “self-reproaches are reproaches against a loved object 
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which have been shifted away from it onto the patient’s own ego” (248). The 

disturbance of self-regard in melancholia, therefore, alludes to the narcissistic 

identification with the object.  

 As Freud states, “In melancholia the relation to the object is no simple one” 

(256), and this is mainly because of the melancholic’s narcissistic identification with 

the object, an identification through which a loss in regard to an object is shifted to a 

loss in regard to the ego. Yet, it does not mean that the object is simply replaced by the 

ego in melancholia. According to Freud, “one part of the ego sets itself over against 

the other, judges it critically, and, as it were, takes it as its object” (247). In other 

words, “the ego and its lost loves reside in perpetual habitation,” and “the lost object is 

set up within the ego as a critical voice or agency” (Butler, Gender Trouble 78, 79). 

From this point on, Judith Butler speculates about the melancholy of gender:  

[T]he heterosexual melancholy [is] the melancholy by which a 

masculine gender is formed from the refusal to grieve the masculine as 

a possibility of love; a feminine gender is formed (taken on, assumed) 

through the incorporative fantasy by which the feminine is excluded as 

a possible object of love, an exclusion never grieved, but “preserved” 

through the heightening of feminine identification itself. In this sense, 

the “truest” lesbian melancholic is the strictly straight woman, and the 

“truest” gay male melancholic is the strictly straight man. (Bodies That 

Matter 234)  

Such a view suggests that melancholia is not merely a pathological or abnormal 

condition, as opposed to the normal process of mourning. In her reading of Freud’s 

The Ego and the Id, Butler points out that “the identification with lost loves 

characteristic of melancholia becomes the precondition for the work of mourning,” 

which suggests that melancholia might be more fundamental than mourning (Gender 
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Trouble 79). That is to say, “Strictly speaking, the giving up of the object is not a 

negation of the cathexis, but is internalization and, hence, preservation” (Butler, 

Gender Trouble 79). By repressing homosexual or bisexual leanings in the early stage 

of development, normative heterosexuality does not acknowledge the heterogeneity of 

sexual orientations and gender identities. The “‘normal’ constitution of gender 

presentation in which the gender performed” rather produces homogeneous 

masculinity and femininity, so to speak (Butler, Bodies That Matter 235-236).  

 What is problematic is that the homogenous norms for gender identifications 

also rule the propriety of gender. Butler states, “the fear of homosexual desire in a 

woman may induce a panic that she is losing her femininity, that she is not a woman, 

that she is no longer a proper woman, that if she is not quite a man, she is like one, 

and hence monstrous in some way. Or in a man, the terror of homosexual desire may 

lead to a terror of being construed as feminine, feminized, of no longer being properly 

a man, of being a ‘failed’ man, or being in some sense a figure of monstrosity or 

abjection” (The Psychic Life of Power 136; italics mine). What is truly feared here is 

less the homosexual desire per se than the impropriety of gender identity at the 

expense of the multiple possibilities of desire, including homosexual, bisexual, and 

heterosexual. When one does not see oneself as a proper woman or man, one’s self-

worth becomes lowered to the extent that one considers oneself to be “monstrous” or 

“failed.” In melancholia, the ego appears impoverished “precisely through the 

workings of self-beratement” within a comparison to what Freud calls the ego-ideal, 

i.e., “the ‘measure’ against which the ego is judged by the super-ego” (Butler, The 

Psychic Life of Power 141). “This ideal,” according to Freud, “has a social side: it is 

also the common ideal of a family, a class or a nation” (The Ego and the Id 81). The 

social side of the ego-ideal generates severe self-criticisms based on the common ideal 
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that forces propriety upon the ego, and this situation offers a theoretically critical 

account for the social norms involved in the melancholy today.  

 For that reason, is it significant to turn “from the consideration of melancholia 

as a specifically psychic economy to the production of the circuitry of melancholia as 

part of the operation of regulatory power” as Butler attempts herself (The Psychic Life 

of Power 143). For Freud, it is the inexplicability of melancholia that persistently 

draws analytic attention, as opposed to mourning, which “we know so well how to 

explain” (“Mourning and Melancholia” 244). Precisely because of that uncertainty and 

inexplicability, how melancholia is explained and understood can also reveal certain 

aspects of the operation of regulatory power that produces what is viewed as 

melancholia. Butler continues: 

If melancholia designates a sphere of attachment that is not explicitly 

produced as an object of discourse, then it erodes the operation of 

language that not only posits objects, but regulates and normalizes 

objects through that positing. If melancholia appears at first to be a 

form of containment, a way of internalizing an attachment that is barred 

from the world, it also establishes the psychic conditions for regarding 

“the world” itself as contingently organized through certain kinds of 

foreclosures. (The Psychic Life of Power 143) 

That is how the speculation about the melancholy of normative heterosexuality is 

revealing and subversive, whereas the homosexual melancholia discussed in 

heterosexual discourses remains passive and may even reinforce homogeneous rules 

upon gender identifications.   

 The constitutive loss in melancholia thus presents a particularly apt paradigm 

for elucidating the melancholy of the rejected, denigrated, and repressed minority as 

the other. Anne Anlin Cheng sees several aspects of melancholia relevant to 
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racialization and national formation, particularly the melancholy of the privileged 

white race in the United States: 

Like melancholia, racism is hardly ever a clear rejection of the other. 

While racism is mostly thought of as a kind of violent rejection, racist 

institutions in fact often do not want to fully expel the racial other; 

instead, they wish to maintain that other within existing structures. 

With phenomena such as segregation and colonialism, the racial 

question is an issue of place (the literalization of Freudian melancholic 

suspension) rather than of full relinquishment. Segregation and 

colonialism are internally fraught institutions not because they have 

eliminated the other but because they need the very thing they hate or 

fear. (This is why trauma, so often associated with discussions of racial 

denigration, in focusing on structure of crisis on the part of the victim, 

misses the violators’ own dynamic process at stake in such denigration. 

Melancholia gets more potently at the notion of constitutive loss that 

expresses itself in both violent and muted ways, producing 

confirmation as well as crisis, knowledge as well as aporia.) (The 

Melancholy of Race 12) 

The melancholy of raced subjects signifies far more than the interminable grief on the 

part of the racial minorities. It rather refers to the instability of the dominant, 

privileged race and their normative identity “as a melancholic outcome of the 

repression of racial heterogeneity” (Chow, Not Like a Native Speaker 70). As Cheng 

writes, “While all nations have their repressed histories and traumatic atrocities, 

American melancholia is particularly acute because America is founded on the very 

ideals of freedom and liberty whose betrayals have been repeatedly covered over” 

(The Melancholy of Race 10). Racialization of the others and minorities must be 
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addressed as a melancholic response to the dominant racial melancholia. In American 

racial dynamics, the privileged white identity operates melancholically in that 

diversity and heterogeneity, which constituted America at its inception, are reduced to 

racial others and minorities.  

 Intertwined with the double melancholia of race, so to speak, is the workings 

of identification. It is noteworthy, then, that Frantz Fanon mentions “double 

narcissism” in terms of the Black-White racial relationship in colonialism. Fanon 

states, “The white man is sealed in his whiteness. The black man in his blackness. We 

shall seek to ascertain the directions of this dual narcissism and the motivations that 

inspire” (11-12). As Julia Borossa clarifies, “Whiteness and blackness clearly do not 

function here as hermetic containers and to a large extent are dependent on each other. 

Crucially, in Fanon’s elaboration of the processes at play, both psychic and social facts 

are relevant and their interaction undermines any easy solutions” (115). Although 

Fanon does not talk specifically about melancholia, the double narcissism alludes to 

the double mechanism involved in the narcissistic identification with the object in 

melancholia, especially when the racial relationship is tangled up with colonialism.3   

 It is for that reason that Paul Gilroy “draws inspiration from Fanon’s 

determination to make ‘race’ historical and, above all, social” when he contends that 

Britain’s postcolonial melancholia, coming from a failure of mourning the loss of the 

empire, results in “the nation’s intermittent racial tragedies” (53, 106). According to 

Gilroy, Britain’s melancholic relation to her former colonies brings out xenophobia 

and nationalism in which “it is homogeneity rather than diversity that provides the 

new rule” (2). This postcolonial melancholia, therefore, paradoxically addresses racial 

heterogeneity and multicultural nationality. Gilroy states: 

                                                             
3 Fanon refers, however, to the “black body” as “distorted, recolored, clad in mourning” (113). 
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The multilayered trauma—economic and cultural as well as political 

and psychological—involved in accepting the loss of the empire would 

therefore be compounded by a number of additional shocks. Among 

them are the painful obligations to work through the grim details of 

imperial and colonial history and to transform paralyzing guilt into a 

more productive shame that would be conducive to the building of a 

multicultural nationality that is no longer phobic about the prospect of 

exposure to either strangers or otherness (99).  

 The consolidation of postcolonial melancholia suggests an even 

more disturbing possibility, namely that many people in Britain have 

actually come to need “race” and perhaps to welcome its certainties as 

one sure way to keep their bearings in a world they experience as 

increasingly confusing. For them, there can be no working through this 

problem because the melancholic pattern has become the mechanism 

that sustains the unstable edifice of increasingly brittle and empty 

national identity. (106) 

In other words, the loss of empire signifies the trauma of plurality, and the notion of 

“race” appears as a post-imperial, melancholic reaction in order to reduce the plurality 

to the others, strangers, and foreigners, which ends up being the mechanism to deal 

with multiculturalism as well.  

 The above speculations on the melancholy of gender, race, and nation suggest, 

over all, the heterogeneity in multiplicity and plurality as the original condition that is 

lost in the formations of identifications. Normative gender identifications are formed 

based on the normative heterosexuality that gives up multiple, heterogeneous 

possibilities of desire by suppressing homosexual and bisexual leanings. The racial 

identification of the dominant, privileged white is only possible by repressing racial 
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heterogeneity and hybridity, to which the racialized minorities are formed as the 

melancholic response. The racializations, furthermore, entail the melancholy of nation 

that is founded upon plurality and diversity yet internalizes such heterogeneous 

multiplicity as a loss. Racism in the United States is particularly melancholic because 

it cannot thrive without repressing the founding condition of the nation. As for 

postimperial Great Britain, the very notion of “race” is required to deal with the 

strangers and foreign others in the nation, and this relationship displays a melancholic 

reaction to the loss of imperial ideals and the guilt of colonial history. Over all, 

because heterogeneity threatens the norms that reflect the common ideals of a family, 

race, nation, or culture to the ego-ideal, it is repressed where homogeneity provides 

the rules. The original heterogeneity is thus internalized as a loss in the formation of 

narcissistic identifications, which operates on not only a psychological level but also 

cultural, political, and historical levels. 

 

The Heterolingual Confusion  

 It is the internalized and thus ungrieved loss of heterogeneity that lies in the 

midst of linguistic melancholia as well. In a word, linguistic homogeneity is 

fundamentally melancholic as it suppresses the heterolingual possibilities that underlie 

the very structure of language as such. Benjamin proposes that the relationship 

between language and melancholy is profound. For melancholy, first and foremost, 

should be understood as linguistic, and language as such melancholic. According to 

Benjamin, “There is no event or thing in either animate or inanimate nature that does 

not in some way partake of language” (“On Language” 62). And it is “the 

metaphysical truth” for Benjamin that when language is endowed—“(though ‘to 

endow with language’ is more than ‘to make able to speak’)”—“all nature would begin 

to lament” (“On Language” 62, 72). Benjamin’s ontological speculation on the 
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linguistic melancholia does not need to be distinguished from the psychological, 

cultural, social, or political analyses of melancholia in terms of the ruling homogeneity 

and suppressed heterogeneity. For understanding the kinship between language and 

melancholy eventually leads to heterogeneity as the ultimate condition of all things. 

 It is because communication between, and communicability of, all things 

cannot be taken for granted that language as such is melancholic, and that melancholy 

is fundamentally linguistic. Benjamin speculates:   

What does language communicate? It communicates the mental being 

corresponding to it. It is fundamental that this mental being 

communicates itself in language and not through language. Languages, 

therefore, have no speaker, if this means someone who communicates 

through these languages. Mental being communicates itself in, not 

through, a language, which means that it is not outwardly identical with 

linguistic being. Mental being is identical with linguistic being only 

insofar as it is capable of communication. What is communicable in a 

mental entity is its linguistic entity. Language therefore communicates 

the particular linguistic being of things, but their mental being only 

insofar as this is directly included in their linguistic being, insofar as it 

is capable of being communicated. (“On Language” 63) 

Language communicates “something communicable per se” (66). Though this simple 

proposition may sound obvious and tautological, as Benjamin acknowledges, it is 

significant in that it also posits the noncommunicable as equally obvious as the 

communicable: “For language is in every case not only communication of the 

communicable but also, at the same time, a symbol of the noncommunicable” 

(Benjamin, “On Language” 74).  
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 Such understanding of the communicability of language comes from 

recognizing the multiplicity of languages. For the idea of one perfect language with 

the inherent immediacy of all things can only exist as God’s. That is to say, the reality 

of man’s language begins with its multiplicity and the loss of immediacy. Benjamin 

explains, “man makes language a means (that is, a knowledge inappropriate to him), 

and therefore also, in one part at any rate, a mere sign; and this later results in the 

plurality of languages” (“On Language” 71). Thus, man’s linguistic reality is in “the 

abyss of the mediateness of all communication” (“On Language” 72). What language 

mediates is, however, not a content but the linguistic being itself, and the linguistic 

being of all things is none other than their language (“On Language” 63). Therefore, 

language mediates itself, which makes language a pure medium. Regarding the 

plurality of languages, Benjamin comments, “languages relate to one another as do 

media of varying densities” (“On Language” 70). In other words, the multiple 

languages are related in degree rather than kind. Linguistic confusion thus means the 

confusion in communication ensuing the confused signs. The multiplicity of languages 

came into being with various degrees of communication, including non-

communication, incapacity and failure of communication.  

 It is for this reason that Benjamin urges us to think of translation from the 

outset, once language is being identified, rather than consider it necessary after 

linguistic identifications are complete: 

It is necessary to found the concept of translation at the deepest level of 

linguistic theory, for it is much too far-reaching and powerful to be 

treated in any way as an afterthought, as has happened occasionally. 

Translation attains its full meaning in the realization that every evolved 

language (with the exception of the word of God) can be considered a 

translation of all the others. (“On Language” 69-70) 
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Since the one perfect language with inherent immediacy cannot be assumed except as 

God’s—that is to say, such a language is not possible (for man anyway)—all 

languages are related to one another with various degrees of communicative capacity. 

The “translatability of language into one another is established” in that linguistic 

relation (Benjamin, “On Language” 70). Thus, every language is a translation of all 

the others, which signifies that translation happens just as language comes into being 

and not afterwards. “Translation is removal from one language into another through a 

continuum of transformations. Translation passes through continua of transformation, 

not abstract areas of identity and similarity” (Benjamin, “On Language” 70). Hence, 

translation designates the original condition of (man’s) language to be multilingual and 

heterolingual where the communicative capacity must always be questioned first.  

 What is more important, translation directly refers to the loss in language: on 

the one hand, it refers to man’s language as having always already lost the inherent 

immediacy and the capacity of transparent communication, which only God’s 

language possesses; on the other, it is simply the loss of one language for another in 

order for every language to come into being since a language is always a translation. 

The latter is illustrated in the story of the Babel. The biblical account of the confusion 

of tongues and of dissemination addresses the confusion around the multiplicity of 

languages and translation at the deepest level. First of all, the confusion of tongues 

does not only refer to the multiplication of language or the confused signs; it is first 

and foremost confusion in communication. Before the construction of the Tower of 

Babel, “the whole world had one language and a common speech” (New International 

Version, Genesis 11.1). Then, God sees the city and the tower that the people are 

building and says “If as one people speaking the same language they have begun to do 

this, then nothing they plan to do will be impossible for them. Come, let us go down 

and confuse their language so they will not understand each other” (NIV Genesis 11:6-
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7). Due to the confusion of language, the people no longer understand each other. It is 

not just the “one language” but, more importantly, the “common speech” that is lost. 

Transparent, mutual understandings are not granted any more; the possibilities of 

misunderstandings, the incapacity and the failure of understanding must all be 

included now. The communication is not guaranteed. Fritz Lang’s futuristic motion 

picture Metropolis (1927) also illuminates this confusion as it portrays the story of the 

Tower of Babel: “People spoke the same language, but could not understand each 

other…” The modern interpretation of the myth in Metropolis focuses on the non-

communication between the rulers and workers in the city, which suggests that the 

confusion of language may have nothing to do with the confusion of signs, for the 

people cannot understand each other even though they speak the same language.  

 The confusion of signs, however, paradoxically brings forth translation at the 

foundation of a language, which is exactly what Voltaire is astonished about, although 

it is not necessarily the same as Benjamin’s speculation of languages as translations: 

I do not know why it is said in Genesis that Babel signifies confusion, 

for Ba signifies father in the Oriental tongues, and Bel signifies God; 

Babel signifies the city of God, the holy city. The Ancients gave this 

name to all their capitals. But it is incontestable that Babel means 

confusion, either because the architects were confounded after having 

raised their work up to eighty-one thousand Jewish feet, or because the 

tongues were then confounded; and it is obviously from that time on 

that the Germans no longer understand the Chinese; for it is clear, 

according to the scholar Bochart, that Chinese is originally the same 
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tongue as High German. (quoted in Derrida, “Des tours de Babel” 

166)4 

What Voltaire does not understand is why the proper name “Babel” is translated in 

Genesis as a general signifier attached to the general signified of “confusion” although 

it is clear that “Babel” indicates confusion, either the state of being unable to 

understand or the confused tongues. According to Derrida, it is none other than “a kind 

of associative confusion that a unique tongue [une seule langue] rendered possible” by 

which the proper and even holy name Babel was translated into a common noun 

“confusion” (“Des Tours de Babel” 166; 210). The idea of one unique tongue 

translates the untranslatable. In other words, a language identifies itself as the 

“unique” one through translation. If the story of Babel in Genesis tells anything with 

regard to the nature of language and linguistic melancholia, it is not the loss of the one 

language but the genesis of confusion imposed on language. Being obsessed with the 

loss of the one and same language only reveals the homolingual desire where there is 

no confusion but transparent communication, which exists only in a myth that tells 

how it was lost. 

 

Melancholic Creation of Language  

 The irony is that language is created where it is lost. The imposed confusion 

engenders a melancholic reaction to the loss of the ideal language in which everyone 

understands each other. Like the regression into narcissism in melancholia, in which a 

                                                             
4 “Je ne sais pas pourquoi il est dit dans la Genèse que Babel signifie confusion, car Ba signifie père 
dans les langues orientales, et Bel signifie Dieu; Babel signifie la ville de Dieu, la ville sainte. Les 
anciens donnaient ce nom à toutes leurs capitales. Mais il est incontestable que Babel veut dire 
confusion, soit parce que les architectes furent confondus après avoir élevé leur ouvrage jusqu’à quatre-
vingt et un mille pieds juifs, soit parce que les langues se confondirent; et c’est évidemment depuis ce 
temps-là que les Allemands n’entendent plus les Chinois; car il est clair, selon le savant Bochart, que le 
chinois est originairement la même langue que le haut-allemand” (Voltaire, Dictionnaire philosophique; 
quoted in “Appendix,” which is the French original of Derrida’s “Des tours de Babel,” in Difference in 
Translation 210). 
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part of the ego becomes an object of the ego, language is objectified, or is defined as 

an object, in linguistic melancholia. In this narcissistic identification of language as an 

object, any possibility that might cause the confusion is avoided: the heterolingual 

multiplicity inherent in language is ignored or set aside, and transparent 

communication is assumed as normalcy. The language created in this sphere of 

linguistic homogeneity is, narcissistically, self-contained, according to which 

translation is represented as a possibly transparent communication between one 

homogeneously identified language and another rather than something borne out of, 

and bearing witness to, confusion. Instead of signifying the loss, translation in this 

case serves the construction of the homogeneous language. For translation is 

represented in what Naoki Sakai calls “the regime of translation, an institutionalized 

assemblage of protocols, rules of conduct, canons of accuracy, and ways of viewing” 

(“Translation” 74). Sets of languages involved in translation are co-figured as 

homogeneously systematic unities: 

[I]n the regime of translation, it is as if there were a causal relationship 

between the co-figurative schematization of translation and the process 

of translation. Collapsing the process of translation onto its co-

figurative schematization, the representation of translation repeatedly 

discerns the domestic language co-figuratively—one unity is figured 

out, represented and comprehended as a spatial figure, in contrast to 

another—as if the two unities were already present in actuality. (Sakai, 

“Translation” 74) 

Such co-figuring operates only in “the schema for which no object, not even a 

hypothetical one, is directly given” (Kant quoted in Sakai, “Translation and the Figure 

of Border” 27). For language does not offer an object that is empirically perceptible. 

In the schema of cofiguration, therefore, language is rather created as an object.  
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 What is problematic when language is objectified and thus created is less the 

discrepancy between such creation and linguistic realities than the tendency to 

consider the propositions for this objectification as the nature and function of 

language. Observing the delayed reception of “Structuralism” in English that marks 

the radical separation in the movement of thought from the French-speaking world, 

Samuel Weber returns to Saussure’s seminal work of the movement, Course in 

General Linguistics, and points out how Saussure reveals that a point-of-view can 

create an object as desired. “What vitiates much discussion of Saussure is,” Weber 

states, “the tendency to reduce the Cours to a body of propositions concerning the 

nature and function of language while disregarding the context within which that 

thought defines itself” (“Saussure and the Apparition of Language” 915). The context 

to which Weber refers is that Saussure attempts to “establish linguistics as an authentic 

and rigorous science” and, in order to do so, deals with “the delineation of the ‘true 

and unique object’ of linguistics” above all (Weber, “Saussure” 915). It is clearly 

indicated in the beginning of Saussure’s Course in General Linguistics: “The science 

that has been developed around the facts of language passed through three stages 

before finding its true and unique object” (1). Moreover, Saussure clarifies that in the 

science of language, “far from the object preceding the point-of-view, it would seem 

that it is the point-of-view which creates the object” (8). For, while “an autonomous 

science requires an ‘integral and concrete’ object,” language “does not offer such an 

object to mere perception. The phenomena of language do not present a unified aspect 

to the observer. The object of language is not accessible to empirical perception” 

(Weber, “Saussure” 915). Language in Saussure’s linguistic theory is therefore created 

as an object for a systematic theory and is far from being real nor ideal.  

 Since an object of a science must be “true and unique,” “integral and 

concrete,” the science of language creates its object as “a self-contained whole” and 
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endows it with “unity” so that it is accessible to scientific study (Saussure 9, 11). 

Saussure distinguishes the language-system (la langue) from language (le langage) 

and speech (parole). The privileged object for his linguistics is the language-system, 

and basically he creates the system of the object to avoid any confusion coming from 

language outside linguistics. As Weber explains: 

Language as a whole is “many-sided and heterogeneous,” involving the 

physical, physiological and psychical domains, pertaining at once to the 

individual and the social; it eludes the definitive classification, “for we 

cannot discover its unity” (9). Speech, on the other hand, involves 

equally a variety of factors—including the psychical-physical aspects 

of phonation no less than the individual volition of the speaker—all of 

which “have no place in linguistics except through their relation to the 

language-system” (18). (“Saussure” 916)5  

Weber continues, “The attributes of the language-system include, first of all, its 

homogeneity, as opposed to the hybrid character of language and speech” (“Saussure” 

916). The sphere of linguistic homogeneity takes the descriptions of the language-

system—a self-contained, homogeneous unity—as the nature and function of language 

although it is a product of “a point-of-view seeking to construct its object in a manner 

which will enable linguistics to establish itself as an autonomous science” (Weber, 

“Saussure” 916). In doing so, the realm of linguistic homogeneity reveals its own 

intention or desire: a self-contained, putative unity of one language community in 

which communicative incapacities are not considered as normal. Such is the 

melancholic response to the heterolingual confusion that is the original condition of 

language.  

                                                             
5 Weber’s page references are to Saussure’s Course in General Linguistics (New York, 1959) 
translated by Wade Baskin.  
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 Despite the fact that the language as a homogeneous and self-contained system 

is created without concerning the concept of translation and having carefully avoided 

it at the inception, it is ironical that the regime of translation is involved deeply at the 

founding stage of a national language when it is being constructed as a self-closed 

unity. The practice of translation, on the other hand, which witnesses the radically 

heterogeneous language, must remain silent for this enterprise. Instead, a certain 

representation of translation is promoted to provide a kind of a mirror-image for one 

national language to assume. Sakai explains: 

The particular representation of translation in which translation is 

understood to be communication between two particular languages is, 

no doubt, a historical construct. And it is this particular representation 

of translation that gave rise to the possibility of figuring out the unity of 

ethnic or national language together with another language unity…. 

This is to say that the schema of cofiguration is a means by which a 

national community represents itself to itself, thereby constituting itself 

as a subject. But it seemed to me that this autoconstitution of the 

national subject would not proceed unitarily,—on the contrary, it would 

constitute itself only by making visible the figure of an other with 

which it engages in a translational relationship. (Sakai, Translation and 

Subjectivity 15-16)  

In other words, the autoconstitution of the national subject based on the assumed unity 

of the national language is preceded by a hetero-constitution, so to speak, in this 

representation of translation.   

 The schema of cofiguration in the representation of translation resembles 

Lacan’s mirror stage insofar as the basic idea of the self-contained language as a unity 

has to do with the melancholic regression into narcissism. The identification of 
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national language takes place when the image of the language is assumed as a self-

contained whole as what happens to the I with the mirror-image in the formative 

mirror stage. According to Lacan, “the mirror stage is a drama whose internal pressure 

pushes precipitously from insufficiency to anticipation—and, for the subject caught up 

in the lure of spatial identification, turns out fantasies that proceed from a fragmented 

image of the body to what I will call an ‘orthopedic’ form of its totality…” (Écrits 78; 

96-97). The fragmented image takes the total form in the spatial identification between 

the I and the mirror-image. What is problematic is that the assumed totality not only 

assumes power but also immobilizes the movements. Lacan explains: 

For the total form of his body, by which the subject anticipates the 

maturation of his power in a mirage, is given to him only as a gestalt, 

that is, in an exteriority in which, to be sure, this form is more 

constitutive than constituted, but in which, above all, it appears to him 

as the contour of his stature that freezes it and in a symmetry that 

reverses it, in opposition to the turbulent movements with which the 

subject feels he animates it. (Écrits 76; 95)  

A gestalt, i.e., the image of a whole, freezes the contour of a fragmented, turbulent 

body and presents it as immobile. The drama of the mirror stage now anticipates the 

immobile image of the whole to be already there.  

 When the regime of translation facilitates the schema of cofiguration and 

represents translation accordingly, a similar kind of drama unfolds, which is why 

Derrida also points out that “the metaphorical concept of translation […] is dangerous 

[…] because it presupposes [the counterpart] which would be already there, 

immobile” (Writing and Difference 211). As the turbulent movements of the body get 

frozen in the image of the whole, the movements of translation are immobilized in the 

narcissistic drama that concerns the formation of the national language through the 
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regime of translation. The “specular image seems to be the threshold of the visible 

world,” Lacan states, “if we take note of the role of the mirror apparatus in the 

appearance of doubles, in which psychical realities manifest themselves that are, more 

over, heterogeneous” (Écrits 77; 95). It is paradoxical, then, that such primarily 

narcissistic identification cannot but form itself based on the heterogeneity in both 

social and psychical realities. Moreover, the melancholic creation of language reveals 

itself to be narcissistically formative based on this heterogeneity.  

 

Repetition, the Temporal Dialectic 

 In both cases, the mirror stage and the schematic representation of translation, 

that concern the image of whole for the formation of the subject, movements are 

immobilized, and the heterogeneous realities are suppressed. In the spatial gap 

between the frozen image and the animating movements lies temporalisation. The 

melancholic creation of the object regresses into the narcissistic identification of the 

subject that depends on the anticipation of the image of a whole. Oscillating between 

the regression and the anticipation, repetition as movement is immobilized.  

 Lacan zeroes in on the spatiality entangled with the temporal dialectic: 

“mimetic facts, understood as heteromorphic identification, are of just as much interest 

to us insofar as they raise the question of the signification of space for living 

organisms,” for he recognizes “in the spatial capture manifested by the mirror stage, 

the effect in man, even prior to this social dialectic, of an organic inadequacy of his 

natural reality” (Écrits 77; 96).6 This signification of space between reality and the 

imaginary identification in primary narcissism turns out to be a temporal dialectic that 

is involved in between the reality of “an organic inadequacy” and the anticipation of 

an organic whole. After all, the “shattering of the Innenwelt to Unwelt circle” projects 

                                                             
6 Page references to Lacan’s Écrits in French follow the English translation. 
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“the individual’s formation into history” (Écrits 78; 96). First of all, “the subject 

caught up in the lure of spatial identification” in the mirror stage refers to what he or 

she sees in the mirror, i.e., the eye of the self (Écrits 78; 96). Yet the eye is always 

triumphed by a gaze due to “the pre-existence of a gaze”: “I see only from one point, 

but in my existence I am looked at from all sides” (Lacan, The Four Fundamental 

Concepts 69; 72). This suggests that the subject in the imaginary comes into being 

retrospectively through the process of the subject formation in the symbolic, although 

the mirror stage in which the imaginary identification occurs is prior to the symbolic 

in the order of time. Accordingly, Lacan states, “this is a retroversion effect by which 

the subject, at each stage, becomes what he was (to be) [était] before that, and ‘he will 

have been’ is only announced in the future perfect tense” (Écrits 684; 808). This 

temporalisation is obsessed with past while being at the same time future-oriented. 

According to Laplanche, the temporalisation is “the capacity which the human being 

has of creating, of secreting—sit venia verbo—his own time,” and the “process of 

temporalisation is understood as oriented by its end, even if this concept does not 

include an explicit and theological finality” (162, 163).  

 This temporalisation intimately involves spatial identification through 

imagination and schematism. Laplanche states, “it was Kant who paved the way for a 

theory of active temporalisation with his notions of ‘transcendental imagination’ and 

of ‘schematism’: it is time, as movement, which activates the putting into play of the 

categories of Pure Reason” (“Psychoanalysis, Time and Translation” 163). With the 

mirror image, the eye gets conscious of the gaze after the fact [nachträglich]; with the 

schematic representation of translation, “the transferential desire to see oneself from 

another’s position is actually created after the process of translation” as Sakai and 

Solomon warn (13). The afterwardness [nachträglichkeit] here is particularly alarming 

because it suggests that, if a point-of-view sometimes creates an object as in Weber’s 
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reading Saussure’s linguistics begins with defining language for a systematic theory, it 

might be translation that creates that point-of-view. That is to say, translation precedes 

the formation/creation of language. How is this possible especially when the practice 

of translation follows linguistic products as the so-called original? It is because 

translation is first and foremost repetition whether for the concept or for the practice. 

Between narcissistic regression and anticipation, one repeats what is yet to come, i.e., 

what “he will have been,” not what has already come (Lacan, Écrits 684; 808).  

 Repetition is the very temporality of melancholia. What makes melancholia 

perplexing at first for Freud is that, although he does not explicitly mention it, time 

does not seem to work in melancholia whereas mourning is normally overcome “after 

a certain lapse of time” (“Mourning and Melancholia” 244). Melancholia is usually 

distinguished from a regular reaction to a loss because of its interminability. In other 

words, melancholia seems to have its own temporality. The temporal aspect in the 

speculations of mourning is, however, often missed as Laplanche points out: 

From the start, mourning was conceived by Freud as work and 

reworking. What I must however criticise in his conception is the fact 

that it places the accent primarily on the detachment of the subject from 

the loved one, the ‘lost object’. The work of mourning is certainly 

much more complex: what Freud and probably the majority of analysts 

have missed is what this bears on, and the temporal dialectic which 

corresponds to it. (172) 

The temporal dialectic in mourning is arguably coming from the temporalization of 

repetition in melancholia. Although the repetition of the loss may appear as a 

dominant characteristic of melancholia, Freud later suggests that the melancholic way 

of giving up the lost object may precondition a work of mourning.  
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 The detachment from the loved one, on the other hand, should rather be 

considered as an analysis and not necessarily as “the liberating severing of a bond 

with the object,” according to Laplanche (“Psychoanalysis, Time and Translation” 

172). And the analysis for Laplanche means none other than a movement of 

detranslation and retranslation, i.e., repetition: “analysis proposes to undo the 

imperfect translation that the patient presents in his present life, his dreams, his 

symptoms,” for “the loss necessitates the work of a reordering…. [T]hen there exists 

already, in human existence in general, something akin to a movement of translation, 

and of detranslation-retranslation” (173). The “drive to translate (Trieb zue 

Übersetzung—to use Novalis’s term) [that] issues, springs up, not from the translator 

but from this untranslated or this imperfectly translated, which endlessly demands a 

translation” is “the basis of the process of temporalisation” (173-174). For the 

temporal dialectic presupposes the existence of the other that is materialized by the 

untranslatable since repetition designates difference rather than the same: 

This primordial to-be-translated, this other of the process of 

temporalisation, is to be discovered at two levels: the inside-other 

(Freud’s das Andere), that is the other-thing in us, and the outside-other 

(Freud’s der Andere), that is the other person of our personal pre-

history). The inside-other is termed the unconscious…. It is the 

inexhaustible stores of material that each human being in the course of 

his existence strives as a last resort to translate into his acts, his speech, 

and the manner in which he represents himself to himself—it is this 

untranslatable that I term the unconscious, untranslatable but endlessly 

retranslated (more or less successfully depending on the case)—upon 

which the auto-theorisation of the human being seizes but which it 
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cannot reduce except in an unstable and asymptotic fashion. (Laplanche 

174)7 

The loss in melancholia is internalized as the inside-other that remains untranslatable 

yet endlessly retranslated, which brings in the temporal dialectic in the work of 

mourning.  

 Translation for Laplanche primarily means self-representation, that is “the 

view that the human being creates himself,” i.e., “a translation of…himself” 

(“Psychoanalysis, Time and Translation” 173). Even though it is mostly a 

metaphorical sense of translation and does not directly concern language as such, it is 

significant that even in the metaphorical sense translation always involves the 

immanent other upon which the subject/self is created. “Psychoanalysis has taught us 

to consider this ‘self’ neither as auto-nomous, nor as transparent, nor even as auto-

centred,” adds Laplanche (“Psychoanalysis, Time and Translation” 173). Only through 

such translation can the self enter into time. Laplanche explains:  

What Freud designates on occasion as ‘primal repression’ is nothing 

other than the result of what can legitimately be called the proto-

historisation of the human being: his manner of auto-theorising from 

the start, of responding to what I designate as ‘enigmatic signifiers’ 

with a world view, and thereby entering into time by means of 

translation, which is at once a taking oneself forward and a leaving 

behind. Soon the new translations will cover up this archaic to-be-

translated. The succession of developmental stages, infinitely more 

complex than the tenets of the manuals of psychoanalysis would have 

                                                             
7 For Laplanche, the untranslatable that endlessly demands a translation and retranslation suggests the 
passivity of temporalisation, which leads to his seduction theory, that is “the basis of the interhuman 
relation” defined as “a passivity-activity relationship” and “an asymmetrical relationship” (Laplanche, 
“Psychoanalysis, Time and Translation” 175). The seduction theory is out of concern here since “the 
imbalance in itself is atemporal” (Laplanche 175). 
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it, is finally only this movement of detranslation-retranslation of an 

‘originary’ (an adult originary, then the originary of the individual 

unconscious) according to available idioms: the ‘languages’ of orality, 

anality, genitality etc.  

 Let us consider once more the three ekstases: the human being 

reaches towards a future only because he is auto-theorising and auto-

translating: each important circumstance of his life (and I have given 

the examples of mourning and the psychoanalytic cure), is for him the 

occasion to call into question the present translation, to detranslate it by 

turning towards the past and to attempt a better translation of this past, 

a more comprehensive translation, with renewed possibilities. The 

fundamental moments of human temporalisation are those in which this 

reworking takes place through the afterwards effect (dans l’après 

coup). (“Psychoanalysis, Time and Translation” 176) 

 Repetition as the movements of translation suggests that temporality may be 

“independent of time” especially when time is defined with the linear order 

(Laplanche, “Psychoanalysis, Time and Translation” 162). That is why in melancholia 

time does not seem to move on whereas mourning finds resolution “after a certain 

lapse of time” (Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia” 244). Benjamin elucidates how 

sorrow takes place in repetition. Comparing the mourning play [Trauerspiel] and 

tragedy, Benjamin pays attention to “the different ways they relate to historical time” 

(“Trauerspiel and Tragedy” 56). In tragedy historical time works on an extreme 

determinacy: “the smallest false step leads to guilt, …the slightest error, the most 

improbable coincidence leads to death, …the words that would clear up and resolve 

the situation and that seem to be available to all remain unspoken…everything that 

happens is a function of that time” (56). The law of the mourning play is, however, 
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founded upon repetition: The “mourning play presents us not with the image of a 

higher existence but only with one of two mirror-images, and its continuation is not 

less schematic than itself.…The mourning play exhausts artistically the historical idea 

of repetition” (57). If the tragic death is “overdetermined” and means “conclusive 

finality,” death in the mourning play “puts an end to the game, so as to repeat the same 

game, albeit on a grander scale, in another world” (56, 57). “The dead becomes 

ghosts”; “The universality” of time in the mourning play is “spectral, not mythic” (57). 

 Language plays a key role in these different perceptions of time. Benjamin 

states, “Whereas in tragedy the eternal inflexibility of the spoken word is exalted, the 

mourning play concentrates in itself the infinite resonance of its sound” (“The Role of 

Language in Trauerspiel and Tragedy” 61). Therefore, while “[e]very speech in the 

tragedy is tragically decisive, ….[l]anguage in the process of change is the linguistic 

principle of the mourning play” (“The Role” 59, 60). A word is “subject to change, as 

it moves from its source toward a different point, its estuary” (“The Role” 60). 

Namely, the tragic language is “frozen in signification,” but nature “remains a torso” 

in the mourning play (“The Role” 60). For the feeling of sorrow essentially comes 

from nature “find[ing] itself betrayed by language” because of “the ambiguity of the 

word, its signifying character”; in other words, “sorrow fills the sensuous world in 

which nature and language meet” (“The Role” 60). Ultimately, it is the feeling of 

sorrow that enables repetition in language and time. “For compared with the 

irrevocability of tragedy, which makes an ultimate reality of language and the 

linguistic order, every product animated by a feeling (of sorrow) must be called a 

game” (“The Role” 61).  

 Repetition, the melancholic temporality, therefore, means the intrinsic 

heterogeneity, i.e., hybridity. Benjamin asserts, “The nature of repetition in time is 

such that no unified form can be based on it” (“Trauerspiel” 57). Accordingly, “The 
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mourning play is in every respect a hybrid form” (“Trauerspiel” 57). Tragedy “remains 

formally unified. Its temporal character is exhaustively shaped in the form of drama. 

The mourning play, on the other hand, is inherently nonunified drama, and the idea of 

its resolution no longer dwells within the realm of drama itself” (“Trauerspiel” 57).  

 To sum up, translation designates repetition as a temporality that is 

independent from time, yet by inherently involving the untranslatable other that 

demands retranslation, i.e., repetition, it leads to entering into time. If such a 

perspective is mainly said to concern translation as self-representation or auto-

theorising in the individual’s relationship with history, melancholia in the Trauerspiel 

illuminates the intimate link between language as such and repetition in time. Due to 

the linguistic heterogeneity, a language must always be a translation of the others. The 

language in the process of change signifies the melancholy of nature that operates in a 

repetition in which even death cannot mean finality but a repetition of another time in 

hybrid form. 

 

The Untranslatable Return to the Future: Postcolonial Diaspora 

 The untranslatable other that conditions repetition is basically resistance. It is 

for this reason that for Freud repetition is an acting out. One repeats instead of 

remembering what is forgotten or repressed, that is, the inherent other. Freud interprets 

the compulsion to repeat as a way of remembering something that one resists to 

remember:  

[T]he patient does not remember anything of what he has forgotten and 

repressed, but acts it out. He reproduces it not as a memory but as an 

action; he repeats it, without, of course, knowing that he is repeating it. 

[…] As long as the patient is in the treatment he cannot escape from 

this compulsion to repeat; and in the end we understand that this is his 
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way of remembering. (“Remembering, Repeating and Working-

Through” 150) 

Freud emphasizes, “the patient repeats instead of remembering, and repeats under the 

conditions of resistance…, [and] the greater the resistance, the more extensively will 

acting out (repetition) replace remembering” (“Remembering, Repeating and 

Working-Through” 151). That is to say, the more intrinsic the other, the more 

extensively the self will repeat, which is perhaps why repetition is also a transference:  

What interests us most of all is naturally the relation of this compulsion 

to repeat to the transference and to resistance. We soon perceive that 

the transference is itself only a piece of repetition, and that the 

repetition is a transference of the forgotten past not only on to the 

doctor but also on to all the other aspects of the current situation. We 

must be prepared to find, therefore, that the patient yields to the 

compulsion to repeat, which now replaces the impulsion to remember, 

not only in his personal attitude to his doctor but also in every other 

activity and relationship which may occupy his life at the time… 

(Freud, “Remembering, Repeating and Working-Through” 150-151) 

Translation as repetition can, therefore, be approached as a remembering action, that 

is, transference or resistance. For the repressed, that which is repeated, is none other 

than what remains untranslated. “A failure of translation—this is what is known 

clinically as ‘repression,’” defines Freud, “The motive for it is always a release of the 

unpleasure that would be generated by a translation; it is as though this unpleasure 

provokes a disturbance of thought that does not permit the work of translation” (The 

Complete Letters of Signmund Freud to Wilhelm Fliess, 208). Although the word 

“translation” is used mostly for a metaphorical sense—that is, translation from the 

unconscious to the conscious—, translation is nonetheless repetition of the repressed. 
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That is to say, translation in any sense, whether literal or figurative, is always 

repetition. 

 One must be, however, wary of seeing “the return of the repressed” as 

“symptom-formation.” Freud mentions, “All phenomena of symptom-formation can 

be fairly described as ‘the return of the repressed.’ The distinctive character of them, 

however, lies in the extensive distortion the returning elements have undergone, 

compared with their original form” (Freud, Moses and Monotheism 201). Translation 

must be distinguished from distortion. And translation as repetition should not be 

considered as a symptom of some sort of illness just as the melancholy of language 

here is not viewed as pathological. Like Butler offers “a certain cultural engagement 

with psychoanalytic theory that belongs neither to the fields of psychology nor to 

psychoanalysis, but which nevertheless seeks to establish an intellectual relationship to 

those enterprises” and tries to suggest “some productive convergences between 

Freud’s thinking on ungrieved and ungrievable loss and the predicament of living in a 

culture which can mourn the loss of homosexual attachment only with great difficulty” 

(The Psychic Life of Power 138). Thinking the melancholy of language and the 

repetition of translation seeks to provide a cultural engagement with psychoanalytic 

theory and postcolonial diaspora studies that concern the repressed or forgotten others 

who repeatedly demand to be remembered. For the return of the repressed rather 

designates a break for a newly established open future.  

 Again, the temporality matters. The return in the repetition of translation 

designates a break of time. In The Location of Culture, Homi Bhabha explicitly 

superimposes the temporality of psychoanalytic theory and history:  

Psychoanalytic temporality…invests the utterance of the ‘present’—its 

displaced times, its affective intensities—with cultural and political 

value. Placed in the scenario of the unconscious, the ‘present’ is neither 
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the mimetic sign of historical contemporaneity (the immediacy of 

experience), nor is it the visible terminus of the historical past (the 

teleology of tradition). (215)  

As the present is placed as displaced times, the linear order from the past through 

present to the future gets broken. The past is thus rediscovered instead of being fixed 

to designate the present, and the future remains unknowable. Leaving the future open 

gives a chance to the repressed or forgotten others. As Bhabha states, “a historical 

intermediacy, familiar to the psychoanalytic concept of Nachtraglichkeit (deferred 

action)…[in which] the past is discovered in the present, so that the future becomes 

(one again) an open question, instead of being specified by the fixity of the 

past…makes available to marginalized or minority individuals a mode of performative 

agency” (219). The marginalized others, who are regularly forgotten or repressed, 

break times.  

 Even the return to the origin can insert a discontinuity and twist the past into an 

open future. Cathy Caruth argues how a return of the repressed to the origin can turn 

out to be a new departure to a newly established future:  

The notion of Jewish history as a history of return might seem 

unsurprising in the perspective of a psychoanalyst, whose works 

repeatedly focus on the necessity of various kinds of return—on the 

return to origins in memory and on the “return of the repressed.” But in 

the description of his discovery, in the concise little formula jotted 

down for Zweig, “Moses created the Jews,” Freud suggests that the 

history of the Jews surpasses any simple notion of return. For if Moses 

indeed “created” the Jews, in his act of liberation—if the exodus from 

Egypt, that is, transforms the history of the Hebrews, who had 

previously lived in Canaan, into the history of the Jews, who becomes a 
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true nation only in their act of leaving captivity—then the moment of 

beginning, the exodus from Egypt, is no longer simply a return but is 

rather, more truly, a departure…. that is, it is not so much the return to a 

freedom of the past as a departure into a newly established future—the 

future of monotheism. In this rethinking of Jewish beginnings, then, the 

future is no longer continuous with the past but is united with it through 

a profound discontinuity. The exodus from Egypt, which shapes the 

meaning of the Jewish past, is a departure that is both a radical break 

and the establishment of a history. (Unclaimed Experience 13-14) 

 This is how the postcolonial diaspora must enter the melancholic temporality 

of repetition and translation. The postcolonial irony of having to return to the colonial 

alludes to the breaks in repetition of translation. The “post” of the postcolonial usually 

means “after” in temporal order. Yet, the “after” indicates continuity and discontinuity 

at the same time. “After-colonialism” leads to the belief that colonialism is already 

over and suggests a shift from the past to future; however, the continuous reference to 

the colonial past reveals a perspective that the future is only continuation of the past. 

In this case, it is none other than postcolonialism that designates coloniality as the 

origin. In other words, coloniality becomes the prosthetic origin and returns via 

postcolonialism. This temporal loop calls for a spatial intervention, so to speak. For a 

return means a new future, and a departure is also an arrival in exodus, migration, and 

diaspora.   

 Derrida’s view on colonialism is strangely reminiscent of the melancholy of 

nature and language that Benjamin describes: “All culture is originally colonial…. 

Every culture institutes itself through the unilateral imposition of some ‘politics’ of 

language. Mastery begins, as we know, through the power of naming, of imposing and 

legitimating appellations” (Monolingualism of the Other 39). What is repeated must be 
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reiterated. For the “otherness as such must be recognized as the unpredictable that 

resides within language or that constitutes language itself” as Derrida argues (Chow, 

Not Like a Native Speaker 29). Language is “something that no one, not even the 

master and colonizer, can possess […] what inherently undoes any attempt at 

appropriation and property ownership […] the ultimately nonlocalizable and 

noncountable” (Derrida, Monolingualism 29-30). Moreover, “language as a type of 

translation [involves] only target but no originary languages” (Derrida, 

Monolingualism 60-61). It is for this reason that Derrida’s phrase “monolingualism of 

the other” is particularly resonant for reading the postcolonial diasporic writings by 

those who are often multilingual. Derrida’s “monolingualism” does not mean one 

language as opposed to many; Rather, it refers to the incalculability of language due to 

the inherent multiplicity, plurality, heterogeneity of language. Derrida asserts:  

[I]t is impossible to count languages. [...] The One of a language, which 

escapes all arithmetic (ac)countability, is never determined. The One of 

the monolanguage of which I speak, and the one I speak, will hence not 

be an arithmetical identity or, in short, any identity at all. 

Monolanguage remains incalculable, at least in that characteristic. 

(Monolingualism 30)  

The monolanguage therefore cannot be identified with any object including the other. 

“It is not to be opposed to the other, nor even distinguished from the other. It is the 

monolanguage of the other. The of signifies not so much property as provenance: 

language is for the other, coming from the other, the coming of the other” 

(Monolingualism 68, Derrida’s emphasis). The monolingualism of the other, thus, 

paradoxically means none other than the heterogeneity inherent in language that 

always alludes to the others. Derrida says, “it is always up to a language to summon 

the heterological opening that permits it to speak of something else and to address 
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itself to the other” (Monolingualism 69). For Derrida, being bilingual, or even 

multilingual, means living in translation, recognizing the self in the other, and finally 

giving a part of the self to the other:  

From language to language, an occurrence appears and disappears, an 

exceptional occurrence which requires extraordinary energy. An 

occurrence we call bi-langue, different from all thought which affirms 

itself and obliterates itself in translation. I’ll even say that this ‘we’ is 

the scenario of the first reader I am, facing any other reader, and that in 

this face-off, I will finally recognize myself in him, I will finally give 

him a part of my divided soul. (Chow, Not Like a Native Speaker 29-

30)  

 As Chow rightly points out, Derrida’s “originally colonial” condition of all 

culture must be prosthetic as well: 

Remembering the second part of Derrida’s book title, The Prosthesis of 

Origin, one must, at this point, pause and think about the phrase 

“originarily colonial” that, according to him applies to all culture. 

Reading as Derrida himself has taught us to read, might we not insist 

on going further by deconstructing (the very positing of) this 

“originarily colonial” condition, this condition of coloniality taken for 

the origin of all culture? That is to say, might we not treat this condition 

of coloniality as a prosthetic add-on rather than, in line with Derrida’s 

suggestion, as the authentic origin, as the original? “A culture never has 

a single origin,” Derrida writes in his reflections on the identity of 

Europe (in the early 1990s). “Monogenealogy would always be a 

mystification in the history of culture.” Does not this mean that there 

must be some other origins to a culture besides coloniality? What 
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would coloniality look like if and when it is recast as prosthestic rather 

than assumed as essentially originary—especially in terms of language 

politics and practices? For those working in postcolonial studies, this 

question might be the greatest provocation of Derrida’s legacy yet. (Not 

Like a Native Speaker 32-33) 

 Perhaps the melancholy of language and translation enables a view on the 

prosthetic origin of coloniality. As Benjamin’s nature mourns, being colonized by the 

language of man is melancholic after all. In other words, if coloniality is indeed an 

original condition for any culture, it might be so only in the melancholic sense. That 

is, every culture is translated into (man’s) language.   

 

Overview 

 The following chapters address Yi Sang, a modern Korean poet from the 

period of Japanese occupation; Theresa Hak Kyung, a Korean-American immigrant 

literary artist from the postcolonial and Cold War era; and Ook Chung, a Japanese-

born Québécois writer of Korean decent. Although each is related to Korean in one 

way or another, with varying degrees of explicitness, their works cannot be 

categorized together as Korean literature. What bind them together is rather their 

intimate understanding of the postcolonial diaspora through the melancholy of 

language and the movements of translation. Yi Sang’s dialogic languages of Korean 

and Japanese echo the logic of repetition in translation while projecting the reversible 

temporality of postcoloniality. Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s as second tongues, English 

and French, more immediate than the mother tongue, illuminate the thirdness of her 

otherness and transmediality of translation. Ook Chung’s wandering across four 

languages, three countries, and two fathers finds an empty center for writing as 

disseminating, which constantly dewrites the origins. Their mourning over the 
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colonized mother tongue fundamentally challenges the notion of mother tongue by 

revealing the melancholy of language. Their journey to the origins always breaks the 

past and displaces the present for an unknowable future. In doing so, their postcolonial 

diasporic writings as marginalized other literatures expands temporality as well as 

spatiality.   
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CHAPTER 2 

 

REPETITION: YI SANG’S DIALOGIC MIRROR AGAINST THE COLONIAL 

DUALITY 

Repetition Against Colonial Monolingualism 

 The paradox of colonial monolingualism is that it is always conscious of the 

multiplicity of languages. Without the paranoiac awareness of the others’ languages, 

monolingualism would not be imposed in the first place. While commanding one 

language only, i.e., the one and same way of communication, colonialism also ends up 

producing colonized polyglots. Suppressed under colonial monolingualism, the 

polyglots bear witness to the irreducible multiplicity of languages through their very 

own reflections. Their plural, fragmented, hybrid selves never speak only one 

language even when they only speak one language, for their language always 

anticipates and already responds to other languages. In doing so, they disclose that 

while one may be monolingual, there is no mono-language, as it were, that is one and 

alone without the others. In Monolingualism of the Other, Or, The Prosthesis of 

Origin, Derrida makes a double postulation: “We only ever speak one language; We 

never speak only one language” [On ne parle jamais qu’une seule langue; On ne parle 

jamais une seule langue] (7). Clearly, one does not need to be multilingual to reveal 

the colonialism of monolingualism as long as one is aware that “It is possible to be 

monolingual […] and speak a language that is not one’s own” (Derrida, 

Monolingualism 5). What the polyglots, silenced under colonialism, and the 

monolinguals, who are aware of speaking a language of the other, designate, then, is a 

heterolingual agent who reveals the otherness of language, i.e., the other in and as 
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language. The monolingualism of colonialism thus turns out to be a melancholic 

reaction to language itself that always contains the other(s).  

  The heterolingual agents never speak only one language even if they only 

speak one language, for they do not believe in the linguistic homogeneity but assume 

heterogeneous linguistic being instead. Derrida’s seemingly contradictory and 

incompossible double proposition above “is not only the very law of what is called 

translation,” as he asserts: “It would also be the law itself as translation” (Derrida, 

Monolingualism 10). That is to say, the very law of and as translation is to know that 

one language is never one and pure. A language must always translate and be 

translated because it is of the heterogeneous others. The heterolingual agents thus 

repeat the others in their languages. Translation is, after all, repetition.   

Yi Sang, a bilingual poet during the Japanese occupation of Korea, shows how 

a heterolingual agent repeats not only language of the other but also time and space. 

Trained first as an architect who began writing while working as a draftsman for the 

architecture department in the Japanese colonial government, Yi Sang actively 

engaged in unconventional experiments with language and the visual. He freely used 

mathematical symbols, numbers, and geometrical figures while writing in Japanese 

and Korean, often playing with words in Chinese, French, English, German, and even 

Latin. In doing so, Yi Sang, also an award-winning painter, visualizes languages and 

at the same time verbalizes images throughout his poetry, short stories, and essays, 

between which the distinction matters little for him since he crosses and overlaps 

genres and techniques. Multimedia receptions and interdisciplinary celebrations of Yi 

Sang’s work today, therefore, seem only natural. What deserves more attention, on the 

other hand, are the transhistorical and transnational attempts to shed a new light on the 

postcoloniality of his complex work. For Yi Sang’s notorious complexity and 
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obscurity does not only result from his multifaceted genius for art but also from his 

unique perception of space and time.  

 

Yi Sang and Double Reflections 

 Yi Sang, who was born in Seoul in 1910 and died in Tokyo in 1937, lived his 

whole short life during the Japanese occupation of Korea. Between the two countries, 

observing the overheated excitement of everything modern in the early twentieth 

century and the bitter remnants of the nineteenth century, he perceives double 

reflections of both space and time. As the two countries overlap in space, the modern 

does not follow for the pre-modern in a linear order, nor does the pre-modern resign as 

the modern emerges. The twentieth and the nineteenth centuries coexist reflecting 

each other. This doubleness of spatio-temporality for Yi Sang springs from the binary 

structure of the colonial conditions, yet his doubling far transcends the binary system 

since he multiplies the doubles infinitely. He finds his splitting, thus multiplying, 

reflections in his bilingual writing and turns that to nullify all the binary structures 

stemming from the colonial condition. Just as two mirrors that reflect each other and 

create an endless zigzag of double images, Yi Sang has his two languages mirror each 

other, in which he observes the infinite repetition of time and space. Instead of feeling 

stuck in between two spaces and two times, he has the two parallel worlds mirror each 

other, and he creates an unlimited path for the singular that is troubled by the binary 

conditions of colonialism. Unlike many of his contemporaries or other writers from 

the colonial era, Yi Sang does not directly focus on the subject of identity or the 

problem of belonging for the Korean colonized by Japan. Instead, he exposes the 

absurdity of the binary structure that immanently depends on the existence of the other 

in order to reflect the otherness itself. For him, therefore, the other becomes none other 

than the double, initiating multiplicity that is a sine qua non of one’s singularity.  
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Interestingly enough, Yi Sang created numerous doubles of himself. It is, in 

fact, as enigmatic and elusive as to ask who is Yi Sang in the first place. Despite his 

legendary status in modern Korean literature, he is thus still a mysterious character. 

The idiosyncrasy of his name, first of all, elicits nothing but ambiguity. Most widely 

and officially known as Yi Sang [이상 (李箱)], he also had several other pen names, 

such as Bi Gu (비구[比久]), Ha Yung [하융(河戎)], R, R・S, and so on. His real 

name is known as Kim Hae-kyung [김해경(金海卿)], under which a few of his early 

Japanese poems were published, but he also twisted his real name and turned it into 

more pen names: sometimes he changed his last name from Kim to Song; at other 

times he used a different Chinese character for a same-sounding character, which 

writes 金海慶 instead of 金海卿, both of which are read Kim Hae-kyung in Korean.8 

Today, all his work is published under the name Yi Sang [이상 (李箱)], and his other 

pen names as well as the different versions of his real name are not widely known.  

No record or document has been discovered directly explaining how he gave 

himself such a simple yet odd name Yi Sang, but the name almost perfectly registers 

the doubleness that he depicts in his poetry. It is not just because, in Korean 

phoneticism, yi-sang [이상] can literally indicate “double reflection [二像].” The 

name is unique because, although Yi [李], also romanized as Lee or Rhee, is a 

common Korean family name, he writes Sang in the Chinese character 箱 simply 

meaning “a box,” which is rarely used for a name.9 A long-standing myth tells that 

name simply came from Yi-san [イーさん] meaning “Mr. Yi” in Japanese, which he 

                                                             
8 Kim Mee-young also introduces Hae-kyung, which is just without the last name, and even the full real 
name Kim Hae-kyung written in Korean only without Chinese characters as Yi Sang’s other pen names. 
She also argues that Kim Hae-kyung (金海慶), the author of a highly influential art critique at that time 
entitled “Hyeondae misului yoram [A Digest of Modern Art]” about whom nothing is known besides 
the name, must be Yi Sang. 
9 An intriguing story is recently added to several myths trying to explain how the name was created: the 
name came from an art box made of plum tree wood—the Chinese character for Yi [李] literally means 
“plum tree”—that he received from his painter friend Ku Bon-woong. But then, it might be also 
possible to think that Ku Bon-woong may have given the plum tree box to celebrate the name Yi Sang.  
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used to be called by Japanese construction workers who confused his name Kim with 

another very common Korean name Yi when he worked as an architect and draftsman 

in the Japanese colonial government. Although it is introduced by many critics and 

most commonly known among the readers, there is no way of verifying the story; 

however, it is significant that the name could so readily be (mis)taken for a total 

anonymity of the colonized subject. By assuming several pen names, that is, Yi Sang 

may have been splitting a colonized, anonymous subject into multiple anonyms rather 

than trying to find a unique name or convergence into a single identity.  

While turning a Japanese title san [さん] into a proper name, Korean 

phoneticism also provides the name with a number of homonyms in Korean, including 

“double reflection [二像]”: that is, yi-sang [이상] can indicate “an ideal [理想],” 

“extraordinariness, abnormality, or odditiy [異常],” “uncommonness or derangement [

異狀],” “singularity [異像],” “over, above, or more than [以上],” and so forth, for all 

the words are read yi-sang and written 이상 in Korean all the same way. When the 

anonymous name multiplies itself into numerous homonyms, it eludes any imposed 

identity, including the specificity of the colonized, and remains ambiguous by 

reflecting only multiplicity. The name may no longer appear to be proper for a 

singular individual; yet, for a heterolingual agent who always repeats and translates 

the language of the other, a name that can turn into a common noun at any time, 

whether due to confusion or for an intended pun, seems only proper.  

 It is, therefore, not very surprising that Yi Sang frequently uses the mirror in 

his work.10 Yet, instead of reflecting the confused and sullen face of Narcissus, his 

mirror displays a singular but infinite path for multiple doubles. That is to say, the 

mirror for Yi Sang does not merely remain as a passive object for a static reflection 

                                                             
10 Park Hyun-soo discusses three perspectives on the mirror in Yi Sang’s work: 1) the symbol of binary 
structure in modernity, 2) the postmodern denial of modern subjectivity, 3) the alternative space for 
possibilities blocked in the modern world (89-92). 
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but rather demonstrates a positive and even aggressive potentiality. In the “Poem No. 

XV” [詩第十五號] of the Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖] series, his I is even afraid of the 

I in the mirror: 

나는거울업는室內에잇다。거울속의나는역시外出中이다。나는

至今거울속의나를무서워하며떨고잇다。거울속의나는어디가서

나를어떠케하랴는陰謀를하는中일가。(Yi Sang, Chosun Chungang 

Ilbo, Aug. 8, 1934; reprinted in Yi Sang Jeonjip 1 Si 84)11 

I am in a room without a mirror. The I in the mirror is out after all. 

Right now I am shivering in fear of the I in the mirror. I wonder where 

the I in the mirror is conspiring against me. (my translation) 

Even when there is no mirror, “I” is conscious of “the I in the mirror” somewhere else 

because “the I in the mirror is like a phoenix” (“거울속의나는不死鳥에갓갑다”) as 

long as “I” exists (“Poem No. XV” [詩第十五號]). Being paranoid, “I” finally shoots 

the left side of the chest of “the I in the mirror,” but he does not die because in the 

mirror “his heart is on the right side” (“그의心臟은바른편에잇다”) (“Poem No. XV” 

[詩第十五號]). Moreover, in another poem about a mirror, Yi Sang mentions the 

potentiality of the heart in the right side again: “just because the heart moved to the 

right side, it does not mean that there is no beating” (“右편으로 옴겨앉은 

心臟일망정 고동이 / 없으란법 없으니”) (“A Clear Mirror” [明鏡] in Yeoseong [

女性] May 1936, 1; reprinted in Yi Sang Jeonjip 1 Si 129). Like a phoenix and with an 

imperishable heart, the “I” in the mirror therefore indicates the life force that might be 

stronger than the real/actual “I” outside the mirror.  

 While this strong and persistent “I” in the mirror registers the positive double, 

the mirror as such becomes the potential space that always exists somewhere for that 
                                                             
11 There are several editions of the complete works of Yi Sang. The main references for Yi Sang’s 
works here are to Yi Sang Jeonjip [The Complete Works of Yi Sang] edited by Kwon Young-min in 
2009, which includes Yi Sang’s Japanese works in the original along with the Korean translation of 
them.   
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double. It does not matter whether one possesses or looks at the mirror at the moment. 

Even when there is no mirror, “there is always the I of the mirror in the mirror / 

...immersed in a lone work perhaps” somewhere else 

(“거울속에는늘거울속의내가잇소 / ...외로된事業에골몰할ㅺㅔ요”) (Yi Sang, 

“Mirror” [거울] in Katolnik Chungnyun, October 1933, 52; reprinted in Yi Sang 

Jeonjip 1 Si 34). Interestingly enough, this mirror-space for Yi Sang, which exists 

whether visible or not for the “I” who is immersed in a lone work, is none other than 

“a page” (“한페–지”), not a page of a book already written but “just the surface of a 

page” (“페–지의 그냥表紙–”), on which anything is yet to be written (“A Clear 

Mirror” [明鏡]; reprinted in Yi Sang Jeonjip 1 Si 129-130). Then, the “lone work” for 

the “I” in the mirror-page must be the very act of writing. Furthermore, his writings on 

each page often mirror each other. It is in this manner that Yi Sang’s mirror creates the 

singular with doubles. His dialogic mirror opens up an infinite path for the eternal loop 

of reflections of reflections via writing.  

 

Bilingual Writing and the Double-Languaged Hybrid 

 As a page becomes a mirror for him, Yi Sang lets his writing reflect the 

double. Above all, his bilingual writing in Korean and Japanese repeats one another to 

the extent that many readers and critics simply consider it as self-translation. Yi Sang’s 

bilingual writing is not the fruit of so-called “colonial modernization”; it rather indicts 

the colonial condition that reduces multiple possibilities to the binary structure. In 

letting the two terms mirror each other, he produces an eternal loop of reflections but 

does not get trapped between the doubles. For he creates the “double-languaged” 

hybrid in between the dialogic mirrors (Bakhtin 360). Regarding what he calls the 

novelistic hybrid in The Dialogic Imagination, Bakhtin clarifies its double-languaged-

ness: 
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In other words, the novelistic hybrid is not only double-voiced and 

double-accented (as in rhetoric) but is also double-languaged; for in it 

there are not only (and not even so much) two individual 

consciousnesses, two voices, two accents, as there are two socio-

linguistic consciousnesses, two epochs, that, true, are not here 

unconsciously mixed (as in an organic hybrid), but that come together 

and consciously fight it out on the territory of the utterance. (360) 

For Yi Sang, his Japanese and Korean do not necessarily represent national languages 

that are opposed as the colonizer’s and the colonized’s; instead, they indicate two 

socio-linguistic consciousnesses and two epochs that are superimposed.  

In his early days, Yi Sang was published sometimes in Korean and others in 

Japanese. He first published a serial story titled “December 12th” [十二月 十二日] in 

Korean in the magazine Chosun in 1930 and then a number of poems in Japanese, 

including “A Strange Reversible Reaction” [異常ナ可逆反応], in Chosen to Kenchiku 

[Korea and Architecture (朝鮮と建築)] in 1931. From 1933 on, however, he only 

published in Korean, experimenting with the language in various forms, although he 

did not completely stop writing in Japanese (it was discovered after his death that he 

would regularly write in Japanese in his notebooks). Kwon Young-min, who edited 

the most recent edition of the complete works of Yi Sang, states that it is not entirely 

necessary to be concerned with dual language writing in Yi Sang’s literature because 

his Japanese publications were limited to an architecture magazine, Chosen to 

Kenchiku, not a literary medium, and it was only during his early career. Kwon 

assumes that Yi Sang might have continued to write in Japanese afterwards just out of 

sheer habit since he was formally educated in Japanese according to Japanese colonial 

policy (Yi Sang Jeonjip 1 Si 13-14). It is perhaps for the same reason that Yi Sang’s 

dual language writing has not been considered or studied very seriously in the tradition 
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of Korean literature studies. Nevertheless, underestimating the literary value of any 

work just because it is published in a non-literary magazine cannot be justified. 

Moreover, early publication cannot mean literary immaturity, and even if this were the 

case, it would only be more reason to read a work closely instead of simply 

disregarding it. And above all, the readers must be wary of any desire to ignore the 

colonial conditions, especially when they try to read outside colonial and/or 

postcolonial contexts. Because Yi Sang’s work is highly experimental and does not 

explicitly address colonial issues, he is not usually read with a postcolonial lens. 

Indeed, the more highly his genius is praised, the more readers tend to ignore the 

colonial conditions in which his work is created. 

 What is truly problematic is the way of dealing with dual language writing. 

How to address the other language as opposed to one’s own language, which is 

already a questionable notion, should not be a problem or cause any confusion. Simply 

put, there is no reason to choose or disregard either one. It is said that Yi Sang started 

publishing only in Korean, because he was influenced by his fellow contemporary 

writers, such as Park Tae-won, Jeong Ji-yong, Kim Ki-rim, and Yi Tae-joon, who all 

insisted on writing in the colonized mother tongue only in resistance to Japanese 

colonialism (Kwon Young-min 12). Such intentions must definitely be respected, and 

it is true that many writers who worked in Japanese at that time were pro-Japanese 

collaborators and were later condemned. Although Yi Sang might have sympathized 

with resistance to the colonial language when he stopped publishing in Japanese, it is 

hard to say that he indeed chose his own language over the other or disregarded one 

language for the sake of another. It rather appears that he resisted the binary condition 

of colonialism in which one is forced to choose either one of the two languages, i.e. 

the colonial language or the colonized mother tongue.  
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When meeting with Na Hye-seok, a well-known painter, writer, and activist as 

well as one of the first modern women artists, Yi Sang is said to have asked her if it is 

necessary to write only in Korean (Ku Kwang-mo 655). Upon her response that it is 

better to write in Japanese, English, French, Chinese, Russian, and even more 

languages, Yi Sang promises to write in at least five different languages (Ku Kwang-

mo 655). Instead of choosing one or the other, Yi Sang thus turns to the multiplicity of 

languages. He tries to get rid of the twosomeness itself between one and the other, so 

to speak, as if he found with Nietzsche that “such twosomeness is surely more 

lonesome than being alone” (Nietzsche 156). Accordingly, his Korean writings often 

create a kind of dialogic mirror that reflects his early works in Japanese and multiplies 

the doubles infinitely.  

 Yi Sang diagnoses the current problem of the binary system in “Diagnosis 0:1” 

[診断 0:1] of serial poem Building the Infinite Cube [建築無限六面角体], one of his 

early works written in Japanese and published in Chosen to Kenchiku [朝鮮と健築].12 

The poem can be, at first glance, quite enigmatic, displaying a geometric progression 

of ten numbers and a dot:  

或る患者の容態に関する問題。 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0・ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9・0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8・9 0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7・8 9 0  

1 2 3 4 5 6・7 8 9 0 

                                                             
12 In Korea the title of the serial poetry is known as 建築無限六面角體. Regarding Yi Sang’s Japanese 
poetry, sometimes there is discrepancy between Kanji and Hanja in Japanese and Korean editions of the 
complete works of Yi Sang. (It could be that the Japanese editor might have translated or modernized 
the characters as Yi Sang's Korean works are all translated into modern Korean in Korean editions.) I 
follow the Japanese edition I San sakuhin shūsei [The Complete Collection of Yi Sang's Work 
(李箱作品集成)] edited by Choe Chin-sok here.    
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1 2 3 4 5・6 7 8 9 0  

1 2 3 4・5 6 7 8 9 0  

1 2 3・4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

1 2・3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

1・2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

･ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

診断 0:1 

26・10・1931 

以上  責任医師    李箱 

(Chosen to Kenchiku [朝鮮と健築] 1932. 7, p.25; reprinted in I San 

sakuhin shūsei [The Complete Collection of Yi Sang's Work (李箱作品

集成)] 314-315) 

 

The problem regarding the patient’s condition. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0・ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9・0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8・9 0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7・8 9 0  

1 2 3 4 5 6・7 8 9 0 

1 2 3 4 5・6 7 8 9 0  

1 2 3 4・5 6 7 8 9 0  

1 2 3・4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

1 2・3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

1・2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

･ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  

Diagnosis 0:1 
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26・10・1931 

The above by the doctor in charge Yi Sang  

(my translation) 

The sequence of numbers shows how the ordinary counting in decimals, using ten 

digits that goes from zero to nine, can readily be reduced to a binary system between 

zero and one. The poet himself appears in his own poem as “the doctor in charge” to 

diagnose such problematic condition. This geometric progression will eventually 

converge into zero (Kim Myung-hwan 170-171). When it is only opposed to the one, 

the zero runs toward extinction or absence rather than signifying pure potential.  

As he starts to publish in Korean only, Yi Sang determines to experiment and 

develop his Korean as “a language of art” [“藝術語”] beyond the mere “common 

language” [“通用語”] within Korea (Ku Kwang-mo 655). In a letter to his poet friend 

Kim Ki-rim in 1936, Yi Sang writes, “I am currently writing a serial poem titled A 

Critical Condition for Chosun Ilbo. It is an experiment to pursue Hangul consisting of 

function words, organizing words, constructing words, and contemplating words” 

[“요새 ⟪조선일보⟫ 학예란에 근작시 「위독 (危篤)] 연재 중이오. 기능어(機

能語), 조직어(組織語), 구성어(構成語), 사색어(思索語)로 된 한글 문자 추구 

시험이오”」 (Yi Sang Jeonjip 4 Supil 170). For him, Korean is not just the tragic 

mother tongue that needs to be preserved and protected from the other, for “a language 

of art” must guarantee the others, going beyond its territory. What prevents a language 

from guaranteeing another is none other than the binary logic: one or the other, yes or 

no, one or zero, and so on. Yi Sang breaks the binary condition and finds a way out by 

multiplying his languages. Not only does he intend to write in multiple languages, 

such as English, French, German, Chinese, and even Latin, but he also includes non-

verbal language like numbers and mathematical symbols. This way, neither Korean 

nor Japanese can be the one; whatever language he writes in, it becomes the pure 
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potential for all others, which is what Yi Sang consciously tries to accomplish with 

Korean, experimenting with Hangul.  

 The serial poem titled A Critical Condition [위독 (危篤)] mentioned above 

turns out to be an unpublished part of his best-known and most controversial work, 

Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖], which was published in Chosun Chungang Ilbo [朝鮮中

央日報] from the 24th of July to the 8th of August in 1934 as a serial but was 

discontinued due to readers’ complaints about its unintelligibility.13 Yi Sang deplores 

the poor reception of the work and attributes it to the literary lag: “Why do they call 

me crazy? Are we ever going to be fine with decades of falling behind” [“왜 

미쳤다고들 그러는지. 대체 우리는 남보다 수십년씩 떨어지고도 마음 놓고 

지낼 작정이냐”] (Yi Sang Jeonjip 4 Supil 161). Interestingly enough, the part of the 

serial Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖] published before the complaints were received 

includes a poem that seems to repeat “Diagnosis 0:1” [診断 0:1] of Building the 

Infinite Cube [建築無限六面角体] in Korean:  

                                                             
13 A Critical Condition [위독 (危篤)] is published separately two years afterward.  
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어떤患者의容態에關한問題。 

診斷 0・1 

  26・10・1931 

 以上  責任醫師    李  箱 

(“Poem No. IV” [詩第四號], Crow's-Eye View [烏瞰圖] in Chosun 

Chungang Ilbo [朝鮮中央日報] 1934. 7. 28; reprinted in Yi Sang 

Jeonjip 1 Si 51) 
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The problem regarding the patient’s condition. 

Diagnosis 0・1  

  26・10・1931 

   The above by the doctor in charge Yi Sang  

  (my translation) 

Being less verbal and more visual with numbers, English translations of both 

“Diagnosis 0:1” and “Poem No. IV” here cannot but seem extremely repetitive. What 

is more important, the two poems, published two years apart in different languages, 

appear to be nothing but repetition to the extent that they were considered as the same 

work, i.e., direct translations, for a long time. Even Korean literary critics and scholars 

would regard “Poem No. IV” as Yi Sang’s self-translation of “Diagnosis 0:1.” In fact, 

the earlier editions of the complete works of Yi Sang only printed the Korean “Poem 

No. IV” and did not even care to print the text of “Diagnosis 0:1,” simply stating “the 

same as ‘Poem No. IV’” under the title even though the Japanese poem was published 
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first, which renders it the so-called original if the two works are indeed translation (Yi 

Seung-hoon ed. 172).  

 Yet, “Poem No. IV” [詩第四號] of Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖] is not a direct 

translation of “Diagnosis 0:1” [診断 0:1] of Building the Infinite Cube [建築無限六

面角体]. For one clearly mirrors the other rather than translating it. The geometric 

sequence is reversed from the right to the left just like the mirror-image. That is to say, 

the Korean “Poem No. IV” repeats and mirrors the Japanese “Diagnosis 0:1.” Being 

more visual than verbal, the poems center around the symmetric figures. Thus, when 

the figure is repeated and reversed like in a mirror in Korean, the binary structure of 

the progression become more accentuated. In the meantime, Yi Sang experiments with 

the multiplicity of languages that converges into a pure potential in his Korean work. 

The verbal part of “Poem No. IV” includes Hangul and Hanja (Chinese characters 

used in Korean written language), and there is no word spacing in the first line just as 

with Japanese writing. Through the reversed image of the non-verbal part, however, 

Yi Sang lets the two poems gaze at each other, conversing in different tongues. In 

doing so, he creates multiple tongues in repetition instead of simply producing the 

work in another language.  

Despite the discrepancy, if it can be assumed by any means that “Poem No. 

IV” [詩第四號] is a translation of “Diagnosis 0:1” [診断 0:1], Yi Sang’s unique way 

of relating languages must be acknowledged. By repeating a poem previously written 

in a different language, he not only relates different languages to one another but also 

reflects them in different times and spaces. For this reason, his self-translation often 

takes the form of parody, and his repetition creates and thrives on difference rather 

than on the same. 
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Translating Relation in the Dialogic Mirror 

  In Korea, Yi Sang’s Korean poems are far better known than those in 

Japanese. Even when his Korean work is considered as translation from Japanese, the 

former is often treated as original. However, it is not entirely due to this nationalist 

reception that his Korean work is more widely read than that in Japanese. A closer 

inspection of his bilingual writings reveals that often the parody takes over the 

original, and this oddity stands out in his repetition.  

The odd title of his major work, Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖], directly illustrates 

the case. The title itself apparently plays a pun with the architectural terminology 

“bird’s-eye view” [鳥瞰図]: in Hanja, the Chinese characters for “bird” [鳥] and 

“crow” [烏] look similar enough to cause confusion. When read in Korean, “O-gam-

do” [烏瞰圖] and “Jo-gam-do” [鳥瞰図] also sound close to each other. Of course, the 

word “crow’s-eye view” [烏瞰圖] is derived and invented from the terminology 

“bird’s-eye view”. Moreover, Yi Sang wrote a serial poem titled Bird’s-Eye View [鳥

瞰図] in Japanese, which was published in Chosen to Kenchiku [朝鮮と健築] in 

1931, three years before Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖] was published in Korean in 

Chosun Chungang Ilbo [朝鮮中央日報] in 1934. The two series of poems are 

completely separate works and none of the eight poems of Bird’s-Eye View and the 

fifteen poems of Crow’s-Eye View are directly related. Yet the later work in Korean 

with the odd title is far more widely known to the extent that eventually both works 

were mistakenly known under the same title Crow’s-Eye View for decades until it was 

corrected in the 1990s. The wider reception might be due to the larger literary 

audience of a nation-wide newspaper than that of a causerie section of an architecture 

magazine. The confusion between the poems is due to the fact that the first complete 

collection of Yi Sang’s work that published the Korean translation of Bird’s-Eye View 
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[鳥瞰図] mis-titled it as Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖]. In any case, the parodied title 

ended up taking over the original, and the new oddity put the old ordinariness behind.  

 What happens between Crow’s-Eye View and Bird’s-Eye View may not reflect 

Yi Sang’s intention but be more of a coincidence between media and reception. 

Another set of two poems, however, shows how Yi Sang intentionally uses parody as 

well as translation to relate languages, times, and spaces. This set includes the Korean 

“Poem No. V” [詩第五號] of Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖] and the Japanese poem 

“Twenty Two Years” [二十二年] of Building the Infinite Cube [建築無限六面角体]. 

The former seems to repeat the latter as in the case of “Diagnosis 0:1” [診断 0:1] and 

“Poem No. IV” [詩第四號], but this time Yi Sang includes another element in the 

relationship between the two seemingly identical poems: a Chinese classic, Chuang 

Tzu [莊子]. Namely, “Twenty Two Years” [二十二年] parodies Chuang Tzu [莊子], 

and by then parodying “Twenty Two Years” [二十二年] in return, “Poem No. V” [詩

第五號] repeats and returns Chuang Tzu. The complex intertextuality among the three 

texts displays an interestingly intertwined, interlingual relationship among Korean, 

Japanese, and Chinese. First of all, Yi Sang parodies a verse from Chuang Tzu’s Book 

of Mountains and Trees [山木篇] in “Twenty Two Years” [二十二年]: 

前後左右を除く唯一の痕跡に於ける 

翼段不逝 目大不覩 

胖矮小形の神の眼前に我は落傷した故事を有つ。 
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(臓腑 其者は浸水された畜舍とは異るものであらうか) 

(Chosen to Kenchiku [朝鮮と健築] 1932. 7, p.26; printed in I San 

sakuhin shūsei [李箱作品集成] 315; emphasis in the original) 

  

Regarding the sole trace after erasing the front, back, left, and right 

The wing is cut and cannot fly  The eye is big and 

cannot see  

Before the eye of god in shape of fat and short, there is an incident that 

I got injured from a fall 

(Viscera and entrails Would that be different from flooded barns)  

(my translation) 

The original verse from the Chinese classic goes as the following: “the wing is sound 

but cannot fly, the eye is big but cannot see” [“翼殷不逝 目大不覩”]. Yi Sang breaks 

the second letter [殷] meaning “big” or “sound” and switches it to an other letter [段] 

that looks similar enough to cause confusion but can mean something significantly 

opposite, i.e., “a cut.” In doing so, he erases the playful irony in the original verse. The 
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wing is no longer big and sound, which previously made it ironical that it could not 

fly. It is now only natural that a broken wing cannot fly. Therefore, the conjunction 

changes from “but” to “and,” which affects the whole dynamics of the couplet. Even 

though the following verse “目大不覩” remains the same, it no longer signifies the 

same thing. The conjunction between “the eye is big” [“目大”] and “cannot see” [“不

覩”] changes from “but” to “and” as well. That is to say, the eye is still big, but it 

cannot see because it is big whereas, previously, it simply pointed to the irony that a 

big eye cannot see. Now it is only natural that a big eye cannot see.  

If the unchanged verse can be rendered completely different according to the 

changed dynamics from the preceding verse, then it suggests that there is no fixed 

meaning of the original. For instance, if the big eye cannot see because it is big, it 

might be that the sound wing was not supposed to be able to fly from the inception 

because it is big and sound, which proposes a completely different reading of the 

original verse by Chuang Tzu. In the “Poem No. V” [詩第五號] published in Korean 

two years later, Yi Sang leaves the original verse as it is. For those who did not read or 

know about “Twenty Two Years” [二十二年], it may seem that he is simply taking or 

borrowing the line from the Chinese classic. For those who read or remember his 

earlier Japanese poem, however, it might appear that he is correcting the mistaken line 

in his self-translation of the earlier version. But a close examination reveals that 

“Poem No. V” [詩第五號] is actually a parody of a parody. The discrepancy between 

the two poems is as crucial as their resemblance. 

某後左右를除하는唯一의 痕跡에잇서서 

翼殷不逝 目大不覩 

胖矮小形의神의眼前에我前落傷한故事를有함。 
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臓腑타는것은 浸水된畜舍와區別될수잇슬는가。 

(Chosun Chungang Ilbo [朝鮮中央日報] 1934. 7. 28; reprinted in Yi 

Sang Jeonjip 1 Si 54; emphasis in the original) 

 

Regarding the sole trace after erasing anyone, back, left, and right 

The wing is sound and cannot fly       The eye is big 

and cannot see  

Before the eye of god in shape of fat and short, there is an incident that 

I got injured before from a fall 

(Viscera and entrails Would that be different from flooded barns)  

(my translation) 

While returning Chuang Tzu’s verse to the original, or literally repeating the Chinese 

classic, this time Yi Sang hides and plays with the letter 前 meaning “front” or 

“before” in “Poem No. V” [詩第五號]. Now the “front” [前] is replaced by “anyone” 

[某] in the first line and is included in the third line between “I” [我] and “injure from 

a fall” [落傷]. Since “front, back, left, and right” [前後左右] is a fixed expression, 
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“anyone, back, left, and right” [某後左右] readily puzzles readers.14 And when the 

missing word 前 is found in the third line [我前落傷], it clearly means the temporal 

preceding, i.e., “before” or “previously,” rather than the spatial preceding “front” in 

this case, as in “I got injured from a fall before.” Playing this hide-and-seek with the 

letter 前, Yi Sang reminds the reader of what happened in the past and intimates that 

he is parodying the earlier poem.  

 Once the intertextuality between the two poems becomes clear, the verse taken 

from Chuang Tzu in “Poem No. V” [詩第五號] also reveals itself to be a parody of a 

parody, not the original remaining intact. In other words, Yi Sang is returning the 

original only through the parody of the parody, so to speak. To wit, here is the diagram 

of the complicated chain of parodies: 

         翼殷不逝 目大不覩  

[“the wing is sound but cannot fly; the eye is big but cannot see”] 

(Chuang Tzu) 

    ⬇  

          翼段不逝 目大不覩  

[“the wing is cut and cannot fly; the eye is big and cannot see”]  

(Yi Sang, “Twenty Two Years” [二十二年]) 

    ⬇  

           翼殷不逝 目大不覩 

[“the wing is sound and cannot fly; the eye is big and cannot see”] 

(Yi Sang, “Poem No. V” [詩第五號]) 

The first and the last look the same but are not because the last cannot arrive without 

the second in the middle for the parody, which is indicated by the movement of the 
                                                             
14 As a matter of fact, all complete collections of Yi Sang’s work except the one edited by Kwon 
Young-min assume this as a misprint and correct 某 to 前. Kwon mentions that it is possible to 
interpret “某後” as “someone from the back,” but he does not offer any further reading (55). 
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letter 前 (“before”) in the latter poem. Yi Sang is not simply taking the line from 

Chuang Tzu; he is parodying his own verse from the earlier poem “Twenty Two 

Years” [二十二年] by changing one letter meaning “cut” to another one meaning 

“sound” as he did vice versa when parodying Chuang Tzu in “Twenty Two Years.”  

 Hence the revived irony: The verse “the wing is cut and cannot fly” is 

changed to mean “the wing is sound and cannot fly,” which now corresponds with 

“the eye is big and cannot see.” Chuang Tzu’s original verse no longer means the 

same, for the change of conjunction from “but” and “and” already occurred. The 

lamentation about the wing that is unable to fly even though it is big and sound is 

gone; instead, it gives a new insight to the bitter irony that a wing cannot fly when it is 

big and sound. Likewise, it is no longer deplorable that a big eye cannot see, for an 

eye cannot see when it is big. Instead of returning the original, Yi Sang repeats his 

parody and returns the bitter irony that he is living in the time and place in which one 

cannot fly with a sound wing or see with a big eye. In “Twenty Two Years” the 

twenty-two-year-old poet at that time laments through the parody that he could not fly 

because his wing must have been cut; yet, two years later, he realizes that his sound 

wing could not fly from the outset and parodies himself. In any case, an enterprising 

spirit ends up in a confined space like the figure of a line with two arrows heading 

forward ends up in the corners of a squared space.  

The biggest irony of all, nevertheless, is that this parody of parody happens to 

appear the same as the original. His repetition in “Poem No. V” [詩第五號] is not a 

mere copy “endowed with resemblance” yet a simulacrum that “still produces an effect 

of resemblance; but this is an effect of the whole, completely external and produced by 

totally different means than those at work within the model” (Deleuze, Logic 257, 

258). To wit, Yi Sang does not simply return to the original but builds the simulacrum 

“upon a disparity or upon a difference” (Deleuze, Logic 258). Despite the clear 
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discrepancies between the Korean and Japanese poems above, the first three Korean 

editions of the complete collection of Yi Sang’s work assumed the two sets of poems 

to be identical. That is, they are translations and repetitions not worthy of being read 

separately. Meanwhile, the difference and dissimilarity of Yi Sang’s reiteration had 

been completely isolated under the veil of similarity and resemblance represented as 

translation. What these poems disclose via the complicated chain of parody is the 

intertwined relationship between languages and texts through repetition according to 

the logic of dialogic mirrors. Whereas the “Poem No. IV” [詩第四號] directly shows 

the mirrored image with relation to “Diagnosis 0:1” [診断 0:1], the “Poem No. V” [詩

第五號] twists the relations with “Twenty Two Years” [二十二年] and Chuang Tzu’s 

Book of Mountains and Trees [山木篇] one more time and mirrors the mirrored, 

which ends up looking the same as the one before the mirror but is not the same. 

According to this logic of double mirroring, Yi Sang enables infinite multiplications of 

simulacra of the double—not plain copies of the copy—thus complicating the 

distinction of the original from its mirrored repetitions. 

 

The Reversible Temporality Through the Looking Glass 

 Yi Sang’s repetition returns the previous time to the present. Returning to the 

original, as it were, turns out to be a new departure, for the original can mean 

something entirely different for the present that is open to a new future. The prefix 

“post-” of post-theories, such as post-colonialism and post-modernism, generally 

suggests temporal extension and/or turnabout, meaning “after,” “behind,” “following,” 

or “later.” This temporal movement, whether extension or turnabout, requires a prior 

construction of a departing point. The challenge of Yi Sang, however, lies in thinking 

the “post-” before facing any construction to be extended or switched. That is to say, 

Yi Sang suggests the post-colonial before colonialism is defined and alludes to post-
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modernity before modernism ripens. And he often does so by returning the declining 

pre-modern to the emerging modern for the already existing post-modern, so to speak. 

The post-colonial precedes the colonial in the same manner for Yi Sang. In a word, Yi 

Sang’s repetition actively reverses time instead of simply dwelling in the past original.  

The poem “A Strange Reversible Reaction” (異常ナ可逆反応) does not only 

show this reversible temporality but also visualizes that reversibility. Here follows the 

full text and English translation: 

任意ノ半径ノ円 (過去分詞ノ相場) 

 

円內ノ一点ト円外ノ一点トヲ結ビ付ケタ直線 

 

二種類ノ存在ノ時間的影響性 

(ワレワレハコノコトニツイテムトンチヤクデアル） 

 

直線ハ円ヲ殺害シタカ 

 

顯微鏡 

ソノ下ニ於テハ人工モ自然ト同ジク現象サレタ。 

 

⤬ 

 

同ジ日ノ午後 

勿論太陽ガ在ツテイナケレバナラナイ場所ニ在ツテイタ 

バカリデナクソウシナケレバナラナイ步調ヲ美化スルコ 

トヲモシテイナカツタ。 
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発達シナイシ発展シナイシ 

コレハ憤怒デアル。 

 

鉃柵ノ外ノ白大理石ノ建築物ガ雄壮ニ建ツテイタ 

真々５″ノ角ばあノ羅列カラ 

肉体ニ対スル処分法ヲせんちめんたりずむシタ。 

 

目的ノナカシタ丈 冷静デアツタ 

 

太陽ガ汗ニ濡レタ背ナカヲ照ラシタ時 

影ハ背ナカノ前方ニアツタ 

 

人ハ云ツタ 

「あの便秘症患者の人はあの金持の家に食塩を貰ひに這 

入らうと希つてるるのである」 

ト 

.......................................... 

1931・6・5 

(Chosen to Kenchiku [朝鮮と建築] 1931. 7, 15; reprinted in I San 

sakuhin shūsei [李箱作品集成] 278-279; emphasis in the original) 

 

A circle with any radius (the common idea of past participle) 

 

A straight line connecting one point inside the circle and one point 

outside the circle 
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The temporal influence of the two kinds of being 

(We are indifferent to this) 

 

Did the straight line murder the circle? 

 

A microscope 

Under which the artificial was developed with no difference from 

nature 

     X 

The afternoon of the same day 

Of course the sun was in the place where it must not be in the place 

where it could not not be and it was not even beautifying the pace it 

should have been.  

   

Neither development nor advancement 

this is wrath. 

 

A white marble building outside an iron railing was magnificently 

standing 

 

From the arrangement of bars with an angle of 5″ 

did sentimentalism on disposition of body 

 

Since there was no purpose it was cold and calm 

 

When the sun was beating into the back wet with sweat 
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the shadow was in the front of the back 

 

A person said 

“That constipated patient is hoping to enter the house of the rich in 

order to get salt.” 

..............................  

1931・6・5 

  (my translation)15 

The emphasized line, “Did the straight line murder the circle?” [“直線ハ円ヲ殺害シ

タカ”] fascinatingly visualizes the time that seems strangely stagnated in the newly 

entered modern era. The figure of a circle and a straight line laid over connecting two 

points inside and outside the circle can be drawn as the following:  

                                                             
15 The fifth line, “Did the straight line murder the circle,” is boldfaced in the original; the question 
mark of that line, however, is added although the omission of punctuation at the other times follows the 
original. For in Japanese the sentence particle “-か”—Yi writes “-カ” in Katakana—already makes 
question without any punctuation. All of my English translation of Yi Sang’s Japanese original spaces 
words in the ordinary fashion whereas all Korean translations do not space out words as if Japanese 
writing style, which has no spaces between words, was Yi Sang’s own style. It is true that Yi Sang 
sometimes writes in Korean without spacing out words, which some critics consider as the influence of 
surrealism and others as Yi Sang’s challenge to Korean language, yet it is inconsistent and only appears 
in a part of his work. Given that Korean translators unwittingly follow that tradition as style in 
translating all of Yi Sang’s Japanese poetry, it is possible to think that no word spacing in some of Yi 
Sang’s Korean writings is supposed to reflect the Japanese writing and his practice of bilingual writing.  

Figure 1 A circle and a straight line connecting two points inside and outside the circle 
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The temporal aspect of this figure may not be conspicuous, but the question “Did the 

straight line murder the circle?” asks whether the circle was there first in the temporal 

condition of past participle, and the straight line thereafter. The temporal order, 

however, does not seem to matter, or “we are indifferent to” temporality, for it will 

look the same even if the straight line appears first, and the circle comes later as if the 

chemical reaction of the two would result in an equilibrium mixture in a reversible 

reaction. Whichever comes first between the two, the figure will always look like a 

straight line is murdering, if not already murdered, a circle. 

 Undoubtedly, however, the circle had been there first in the past participle 

tense. And this artificial circle corresponds to the sun in nature “with no difference.” 

In the same day, in the same poem, the sun is in the afternoon, but it seems to be there 

just because “it must not be inexistent.” With the sun that does not even try justifying 

its “pace,” time does not seem to move either forward or backward: that is, there is 

“neither development nor advancement.” This static sun and the “white marble 

building” standing magnificently make a shadow of the circle and the straight line. 

Did the modern marble building, then, kill the sun? As in the state of chemical 

equilibrium in a reversible reaction, the time with lost direction makes the body go 

stale, and looking at the body standing beat by the sun and wet with sweat, one might 

dispose that constipated body according to a mere custom of long standing.16 Or the 

time that failed to justify its flow and is thus constipated with the pre-modern past is 

hoping to enter the promising-looking modern era for mercy. As far as the result looks 

                                                             
16 Going around to get salt is a Korean folk custom for bed-wetting children. Kwon Young-min 
stretches the last line and reads the second part of the poem with respect to bodily elimination 
happening in the restroom (185-187). Although Kwon offers a more evidence-based reading compared 
to the previously offered and adopted interpretation by Lee Seung-hoon, which explains the poem as a 
symbolic representation of a sexual intercourse between man and woman, it is still far-fetched to 
suppose “the place” to be the restroom. Reading the first part, on the other hand, Kwon focuses on the 
point, the line, and the circle as the primary shapes of all things and mentions irreversibility of time, yet 
it is also unreasonable that he breaks the poem and regards the two parts without respect to one another.  
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the same—and it may look already terminated like murder—the order of the times 

may be insignificant. That is to say, time is not irreversible. Like the circle-sun, time 

already appears dead in the present, and the constipated body is still dealing with the 

past. The pre-modern and the modern thus coexist, and they are strangely reversible in 

the stagnant time.  

Yet, it does not mean that the present is stuck in the equilibrium between the 

pre-modern and the modern. The figure of a straight line murdering a circle (Figure 1) 

can proceed to present a slashed zero and indicate the pure potential of the post-

modern. In 2010, a Paris-Seoul joint exhibition Est-ce que la ligne a assassiné le 

cercle? [Did the line murder the circle?] was held to celebrate Yi Sang’s centennial 

and showcased various contemporary artists’ works inspired by Yi Sang and his 

originality in crossing the boundaries among literary and non-literary genres.17 The 

exhibition was organized and curated by a mathematician and sound artist Emmanuel 

Ferrand, and its poster illustrates a magnified figure of a straight line murdering a 

circle.18  

                                                             
17 The official website domains for the exhibition (http://www.yisang.fr/ and http://www.yisang.kr) are 
no longer valid, but the introduction to the exhibition, including the posters and most of the exhibited 
art works, is available at http://yisang.widikot.com and various participating artists’ webpages, such as 
http://gerard.paresys.free.fr, http://yisangyisangmu.blogspot.com, and so on.  
18 Emmanuel Ferrand remarks that he first came across Yi Sang while reading Roland Jaccard’s novel 
Portrait d’une flapper, in which the line “Est-ce que la ligne a assassiné le cercle?” is quoted. A 
mathematician and sound artist himself, Ferrand found aesthetic values and translatability of Yi Sang’s 
works and naturally made the inspiring line the title of the exhibition (“Inteobyu”). The exact line 
quoted in Jaccard’s Portrait d’une flapper is the following: LA LIGNE A-T-ELLE ASSASSINÉ LE 
CERCLE? [capitalization in the original] (50).  
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As shown in the poster, the figure closely resembles a slashed zero [Ø]. The straight 

line is laid over the circle, connecting two points both outside the circle. In fact, the 

two points are out of the poster itself, and the line looks to stretch out of the poster as 

well. Unlike the line of Figure 1, connecting one point inside and the other outside the 

circle, this line slashing zero and stretching out endlessly suggests a pure potential that 

is ongoing and never-ending. As a matter of course, the murdered zero is mirrored and 

Figure 2 The poster of Yi Sang 2010: Paris/Seoul--Est-ce que 
la ligne a assassiné le cercle? 
(http://gerard.paresys.free.fr/YiSangMachine/) 
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doubled in another time and space as the poster of the joint exhibition in Seoul repeats 

the illustration:   

The repeated figure suggests double meaning. On the one hand, the murdered zero can 

signify the infinite potential against an absence, such as the time that is there but does 

not flow. On the other, as a slashed zero commonly used in encoding systems, it can 

also mean the null: it nullifies the tense confrontation between the old time that had 

been there and the modern time that is currently emerging.  

By asking “Did the line murder the circle?” Yi Sang points out the stagnant 

time in which the reversible temporality nevertheless contains the pure potential that 

can nullify the binary structure and its linear, hierarchical order between the pre-

Figure 3 The Korean poster of Yi Sang 2010: Paris/Seoul–Est-
ce que la ligne a assassiné le cercle? 
(http://gerard.paresys.free.fr/YiSangMachine/) 
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modern and the modern, the past and the present. “Neither development nor 

advancement” is a matter of “wrath,” and a person [人] finally appears at the end of 

the poem to call attention to the sickly situation. For Yi Sang, the man [人] must be an 

agent, that is, a person who recognizes the problematic situation and takes an active 

role or produces a critical effect. In the stagnant time, this agent is keen on observing 

the temporal movement.  

 

The Agent in the Movement 

 The temporal movement is often illustrated through spatiality in Yi Sang’s 

poetry. In other early poems written in Japanese, “Bird’s-Eye View: Movement” [鳥

瞰図: 運動] and “The Third Angle Plan: A Memorandum on Lines 5” [三次角設計

圖: 線に關する覺書 5] among others, Yi Sang’s agent actively moves to search for 

time in space and the temporal movement. First, in “Bird’s-Eye View: Movement” the 

narrator repeatedly moves up and down, looking all directions: 

一階の上の二階の上の三階の上の屋上庭園に上つて南を見ても

何もないし北を見ても何もないから屋上庭園の下の三階の下の

二階の下の一階へ下りて行つたら東から昇つた太陽が西へ沈ん

で東から昇つて西へ沈んで東から昇つて西へ沈んで東から昇つ

て空の真中に來ているから時計を出して見たらとまつてはいる

が時間は合つているけれども時計はおれよりも若いじやないか

と云ふよりはおれは時計よりも老つているじやないとどうして

も思はれるのはきつとさうであるに違ひないからおれは時計を

すてゝしまつた。 

一九三一、八、一一 

(Chosen to Kenchiku [朝鮮と建築] 1931. 8, p.12; reprinted in I San 

sakuhin shūsei [李箱作品集成] 295) 
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Gone up above the first floor above the second floor above the third 

floor to the roof garden and seen nothing in the South and nothing in 

the North thus gone down beneath the roof garden beneath the third 

floor beneath the second floor to the first floor and since the sun risen 

from the East has fallen in the West and risen from the East and fallen 

in the West and risen from the East and fallen in the West and risen 

from the East and is now in the middle of the sky I took out and looked 

at the watch that does not go but the time is correct yet the watch is 

younger than me but I rather believe that I am not older than the watch 

after all and because it must certainly be so I flung away the watch.  

(my translation) 

In this rhythmical poem written in one long sentence, the narrator repeats the up-and-

down motion. The “I” goes up a multistory building all the way to the roof garden, 

sees nothing up there, and then comes down all the way to the first floor. The 

everyday repetition of sunrise and sunset rhythmically repeats the up-and-down 

motion in the opposite directions. When the sun is in the middle of the sky, the “I” 

takes out his watch. Although the watch no longer works, since the sun’s routine 

repeats everyday, the time must always be correct at least twice a day. If the hands of 

the watch stopped pointing at twelve, for example, it must be correct at noon when the 

sun is “in the middle of the sky.” It is ironical, however, that the modern object 

already stopped working. The portable watch is so modern that it is younger than the 

“I.” Since the “I” is not dead but still moving up and down just as the old sun still rises 

and falls everyday, it must be that the “I” is not older than the stopped watch after all, 

and neither is the sun. Finally, the “I” throws the modern object.  
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 The “I” in the poem is the agent of movement. He goes up and down, and 

when he stays on top of a building, he sees nothing. Likewise, the sun must rise and 

fall; if it stays at the highest point in the sky in the middle of the day, it must see 

nothing. That is, a bird’s-eye view provides nothing without movement. This poem 

“Bird’s-Eye View: Movement” thus paradoxically indicts stationary time. While the 

movement repeats the spatial structure, it contrasts the stationary state of time that 

matches the dead watch. By throwing away the watch, the agent of movement also 

rejects time that is brought to a stop.  

 Recognizing the stagnant time and the lack of temporal movement, Yi Sang’s 

agent now takes a step further and actively runs time. If the sun looks dead and does 

not seem to move, Yi Sang demands in “The Third Angle Plan: A Memorandum on 

Lines 5” [三次角設計圖: 線に關する覺書 5] that one run faster than light and move 

to the future on one’s own: 

 人は光よりも迅く逃げると人は光を見るか、人は光を見

る、年齡の真空において二度結婚する、三度結婚するか、人は

光よりも迅く逃げよ。 

 

 未来へ逃げて過去を見る、過去へ逃げて未来を見るか、

未来へ逃げることは過去へ逃げることゝ同じことでもなく未来

へ逃げることが過去へ逃げることである。拡大する宇宙を憂ふ

人よ、過去に生きよ、光よりも迅く未来へ逃げよ。 

 

 人は再びオレを迎へる、人はより若いオレに少くとも相

会す、人は三度オレを迎へる、人は若いオレに少くとも相会

す、人は適宜に待てよ、そしてファウストを楽めよ、メエフィ

ストはオレにあるのでもなくオレである。 
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 速度を調節する朝人はオレを集める、オレらは語らな

い、過去らに傾聴する現在を過去にすることは間もない、繰返

される過去、過去らに傾聴する過去ら、現在は過去をのみ印刷

し過去は現在と一致することはそのことらの複数の場合におい

ても同じである。 

 

 聯想は処女にせよ、過去を現在と知れよ、人は古いもの

を新しいものと知る、健忘よ、永遠の忘却は忘却を皆救ふ。 

 

 来るオレは故に無意識に人に一致し人よりも迅くオレは

逃げる新しい未来は新しくある、人は迅く逃げる、人は光を通

り越し未来において過去を待ち伏す、先づ人は一つのオレを迎

へよ、人は全等形においてオレを殺せよ。 

 

 人は全等形の体操の技術を習へよ、さもなければ人は過

去のオレのバラバラを如何にするか。 

 

 思考の破片を食べよ、さもなければ新しいものは不完全

である、聯想を殺せよ、一つを知る人は三つを知ることを一つ

を知ることの次にすることを已めよ、一つを知ることの次は一

つのことを知ることをなすことをあらしめよ。 

 人は一度に一度逃げよ、最大に逃げよ、人は二度分娩さ

れる前に✕✕される前に祖先の祖先の祖先の星雲の星雲の星雲の

太初を未来において見る恐ろしさに人は迅く逃げることを差控

へる、人は逃げる、迅く逃げて永遠に生き過去を愛撫し過去か
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らして再びその過去に生きる、童心よ、 童心よ、充たされるこ

とはない永遠の 童心よ。 

(Chosen to Kenchiku [朝鮮と建築] 1931. 10, p. 30; reprinted in I San 

sakuhin shūsei [李箱作品集成] 306-308) 

 

 If a person runs faster than light, does the person see the light, 

the person sees light, he marries twice in the vacuum of age, does he 

marry three times, person, run faster than light. 

 

 He sees the past from the future, does he see the future from the 

past, running to the future is not the same as running to the past, and 

running to the future is running to the past. The one who is concerned 

for the expanding universe, live in the past, run faster than light to the 

future. 

 

 The person receives me once again, the person at least meets the 

younger me, the person receives me three times, the person at least 

meets young me, wait at ease, and enjoy Faust, Mephisto is not in me 

but is me.  

 

 The day adjusting the speed the person collects me, numerous 

me does not speak, it is in an instant that turns the present listening to 

the numerous pasts to the past, the past repeated again and again, 

numerous pasts listening to numerous pasts, it is indistinguishable even 

in their multiple cases that the present only prints the past and the past 

agrees with the past.  
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 Bring it to mind anew, regard the past as the present, the person 

knows the old to be the new, forgetfulness, eternal oblivion saves all 

oblivion.  

 

 The I to come unconsciously agrees with the person because of 

that and I run faster than the person, the new futures newly exists, the 

person runs fast, the person finally precedes light and waits for the past 

in the future, above all the person should receive one of me, the person 

should kill me in the shape that is completely same.  

 

 The person masters the gymnastic skills of the completely same 

shape, otherwise how will the person deal with my fragment of the 

past. 

 

 Ruminate fragments of thought, otherwise the new is 

incomplete, kill the association, the person who knows one should stop 

supposing knowing three to be after knowing one, let knowing one 

come after knowing one. 

 The person should run once all together, run to the utmost, 

before born twice before done xx the person withholds running fast 

because of the fear of seeing the beginning of the nebula of nebula of 

nebula of the ancestor of ancestor of ancestor, the person runs fast, runs 

fast and lives in eternity and caresses the past and lives the past again 

from the past, the heart of a child, the heart of a child, the insatiable 

heart of a child of eternity. 
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(my translation) 

 Ironically, running faster than light to the future does not lead one to escape 

from the past or the present. On the contrary, one will always live the past that is at the 

same time the present and the future, for if one runs faster than light, every instant 

becomes past, which thus paradoxically renders the past the present and the future at 

once. In this time the new is old, and the old is new. We are not waiting for the future 

in the past; we are always waiting for the past in the future because everything that is 

to come has already come, and everything that has already come is yet to come. This 

Nietzschean eternity here is to show the simultaneous possibility of all potential 

temporality as well as the eternal return of time. Yi Sang does not try to reverse time 

or simply stay frustrated with the present because for him temporality does not lie in 

linear order but manifest in simultaneity.  

 What Yi Sang stresses in that simultaneity of temporality is the “person” as the 

agent. The concurrent temporality is only possible when the “person” runs fast to the 

future-past. While running, the “person” will meet numerous “me”s, but the multiple 

“me”s tell the “person” nothing. Because of forgetfulness, the future “me” unites with 

the “person” but instantly runs faster than the “person” before saying anything about 

the future. The person must receive only one “me” at a time and learn the movements 

of the similar figures of “me” and kill them in order to avoid being imposed upon any 

false identity. In doing so, the person as the agent can live the past forever anew as the 

heart of the child of eternity.  

 What is unexpected of Yi Sang's unique temporality here is that he turns to the 

past in his attempt to run away. By returning to the past he breaks the present for a 

new departure, and the past thus becomes a new future. In order to go beyond his 

contemporary conditions that are stagnant and dispirited, he seems to disperse himself 

as the agent, spatialize time for the agent to move about, and let time diverge infinitely 
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across the universe. Then, the only way of running away from the current time is 

finding the concurrent time. And if the simultaneous time is possible, that must mean 

the simultaneity of present, past, and future, as the agent-person proves while running 

faster than light. The present is the past; running to the future is running to the past. It 

is in this condition that Yi Sang can speak of post-coloniality and post-modernity 

without looking into the time following after colonialism or modernism. He returns to 

the future from the past. 

 

The Space for the Hybrid Agent 

Mirrors and fatherhood are abominable because they multiply and 

disseminate that universe.  

(Borges, “Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius” in Labyrinths 4).  

Yi Sang’s dialogic mirror leads his languages and times to reflect one another. 

When the past and the future mirror each other, the present becomes fragmented and 

multiplied, and so do his doubles, i.e., his present selves as the agents. As his 

mirroring via bilingual writings in Japanese and Korean has already shown, Yi Sang’s 

double presents difference that comes into being through repetition, rather than a copy 

based on similarity or resemblance. That is to say, Yi Sang’s mirror highlights 

discrepancy and multiplies difference instead of focusing on abominable self-

replication. His doubles are never identical, for they are born from difference. His 

bilingual agent is, therefore, a heterolingual hybrid.  

The hybrid agent does not let the universe be disseminated by the same 

fatherhood, either. Yi Sang never takes the self-replicating fatherhood for granted, for 

he had two fathers himself. Born to his parents who were too poor to raise all their 

children by themselves, Yi Sang was adopted by his uncle and aunt who did not have 

any offspring at that time. Thus, he grew up having two fathers and was expected to 
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play the role of the eldest son in both families. Instead of feeling split as a son, 

however, Yi Sang focuses on the multiplied fatherhood and traces back to remote 

fatherhood. In the “Poem No. II” [詩第二號] of Crow’s-Eye View [烏瞰圖], he 

imagines being the father of all his fathers:  

나의아버지가나의겨테서조을적에나는나의아버지가되고또나는

나의아버지의아버지가되고그런데도나의아버지는나의아버지대

로나의아버지인데어쩌자고나는자꾸나의아버지의아버지의아버

지의……아버지가되니나는웨나의아버지를껑충뛰어넘어야하는

지나는웨드듸어나와나의아버지와나의아버지의아버지와나의아

버지의아버지의아버지노릇을한꺼번에하면서살아야하는것이냐 

(Chosun Chungang Ilbo [朝鮮中央日報] 1934. 7. 25 p.4) 

When my father is dozing off beside me I become my father and I 

become my father’s father and still my father is my father as my father 

then why do I become my father’s father’s father’s... father why must I 

surpass my father why must I finally live as myself and my father and 

my father’s father and my father’s father’s father all at once 

(my translation)  

He does not negate his present father, but at the same time he feels obligated to trace 

back and multiply his fatherhood. His repetition of fatherhood in the poem breaks up 

the present fatherhood while returning to the origin. That is to say, his returning to the 

past, again, breaks the present, which leaves the possibility for a new future. The 

multiplied fathers will be likely to reproduce hybridity. 

While the multiplication of fatherhood by the hybrid agent suggests the infinite 

doubling of time, Yi Sang also constantly searches for a new “space of enunciation 

where the negotiation of discursive doubleness... engenders a new speech act” 

(Bhabha 167). For the double-languaged hybrid not only mirrors the “two epochs” but 
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also “consciously fight[s] it out on the territory of the utterance” (Bakhtin 360). 

Certainly, writing provides him the mirror-space as shown above. In the meantime, his 

longing for Tokyo, where he was rejected several times but finally visited only to die, 

also seems to arise from yearning for a new space for the hybrid enunciation, at least 

partially so. Before leaving for Tokyo, above all, he boasts about his plan to learn 

seven different languages there (Yi Sang Jeonjip Vol.4 Soopil 176). No sooner had he 

arrived in Tokyo than he felt disappointed with the so-called modernism hastily 

flourishing in the imperial city.  

What is intriguing, however, is that he could not stop thinking about Seoul 

whilst in Tokyo. Eventually, “Tokyo becomes the mirror of Seoul” (Choi Won-shik 

125). That is to say, just as he doubles and multiplies time that is often divided into the 

pre-modern and the modern, or the past and the present, Yi Sang doubles space as 

well. The colonized Seoul and the imperial metropolis Tokyo mirror each other. Just 

like in Seoul, Yi Sang sees two epochs fighting in Tokyo—modernism prematurely 

blooming in the early 20th century and the old values still dragging from the 19th. He 

shows his self-consciousness about the crowded place in his letter to the poet Kim Ki-

rim not too long before his death in 1937: 

암만해도 나는 19 세기와 20 세기 틈사구니에 끼워 졸도하려 

드는 무뢰한인 모양이오.... 이곳 34 년대의 영웅들은 과연 

추호의 오점도 없는 20 세기 정신의 영웅들입디다.... 나는 

그들에게 낙망(아니 환멸)을 주지 않게 하기 위하여 그들과 

만날 때 오직 20 세기를 근근히 포즈를 써 유지해 보일 수 있을 

따름이구려! (Yi Sang Jeonjip Vol.4 Soopil 172-3) 

It seems by all means that I am a rogue who is about to fall in a dead 

faint, stuck in between the 19th century and the 20th century.... The 

heroes here [in Tokyo] in 1934 are indeed heroes of the 20th century's 
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spirit without a bit of stain.... I can only strike a pose of the 20th 

century when I meet them lest that they get frustrated with (or 

disgusted by) me! (my translation) 

It is quite significant that he utters the two epochs as overlapping while doubling the 

space. The colonial metropolis in the beginning of a new century is where the two 

spaces and the two temporalities continuously confront each other. In such a space of 

twosomeness, Yi Sang feels “extremely lonely and poor” (Yi Sang Jeonjip Vol.4 

Soopil 174). For a hybrid agent like himself has no place to go where only duality is 

formed and promoted. His intertextuality and hybridization of different languages, 

visual images, and mathematical symbols all experiment with the dialogic doubleness 

that turns the duality of the binary structure into the heterogeneous hybrid through its 

very repetition.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

TRANSPLANT: THERESA HAK KYUNG CHA’S POETICS OF 

TRANSMEDIALITY IN POSTCOLONIAL AND COLD WAR TRANSCRIPTION 

The Anonymized Heterogeneity in Multiplicity 

 A Korean-American writer, artist, and filmmaker Theresa Hak Kyung Cha has 

two first names. Theresa is one given upon her immigration from post-colonial Korea 

into the United States, and Hak Kyung [학경] is not the middle name but the other 

first name in Korean. If one’s proper name is supposed to designate his or her 

individuality, multiple names can ironically reveal the anonymous multiplicity of the 

individual—as Cha’s multiplicity and heterogeneity is readily reduced to an 

anonymous immigrant’s identity since her transplant. In her best-known work 

DICTEE, which is often considered as her autobiography, Cha portrays a completely 

nameless female speaker. By following the anonymous voices from the colonial past, 

Cha traces the heterogeneous multiplicity anonymized in the postcolonial Cold War 

era. Moreover, Cha’s multilingual and multi-medial work in DICTEE investigates the 

anonymized identity of multiplicity and indicts the colonialism of monolingualism—

rather than the monolingualism of colonialism. For monolingualism is always already 

colonial itself as much as colonialism usually insists on monolingual policy.  

  DICTEE is a highly complex work. It multifariously deals with the 

multiplicity of language that displays both the radical otherness of and its reflexivity 

for the postcolonial hybrid who speaks several second tongues in place of one mother 

tongue. In doing so, the text also questions language as medium by showing all the 

failures of communication attempted through language in various forms of speaking 

and writing, such as dictation, translation, language teaching and learning, history 

recording and documentation, biographical and autobiographical writing, citation, 
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publishing in print, and so on. Furthermore, Cha’s interplay of multimedia images 

including photography, calligraphy, cartography, and cinematography in DICTEE 

provides multidimensional views on the mediality of medium. It seems only proper, 

then, that Cha does not write in one standard language but mixes several, such as 

English, French, Latin, Korean, and Chinese, to open up a venue for all these complex 

issues. 

 In the midst of Cha’s complicated inquiries lies a thoroughly ambiguous 

speaker. Not only does she remain nameless throughout the text, but Cha also leaves 

the reader uncertain about whether she is the sole narrator, or there are several 

speakers. The “she” to whom Cha refers throughout the text constantly oscillates 

between “I” and “you,” and the “you” in return switches to “she” or even “he” at any 

moment. Such an obscure derangement of pronouns draws attention to the question of 

the proper name in which the potential multiplicity is possibly anonymized. Moreover, 

the narrator who lacks the proper name consciously speaks non-proper languages, i.e. 

mostly English and French as second tongues that are in turn often interrupted by each 

other or by other languages. Deprived of the one and only mother tongue—for it is 

dead from disuse since it had been oppressed by colonial language and forgotten 

behind a newly imperative language after transplant—her natural language must now 

be inherently multiple, always mixed with other tongues, often halting, thus broken 

and non-standard.   

 Despite such an anonymous yet compelling heterogeneous multiplicity that 

constitutes both the speaking subject/agent and medium in DICTEE, many readers and 

critics assume the text as Cha’s autobiography or even autoethnobiography, which 

risks reducing the disparate multiplicity ironically to an identity issue—specifically an 
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immigrant’s identity at a critical moment.19 It is true that, very much like her narrator, 

Cha herself immigrated from Korea and writes about Korean history in DICTEE, and 

her Korean mother tongue had been forbidden during Japanese colonialism and 

forgotten since her immigration to the United States. Additionally, she did learn 

French in Catholic school and did postgraduate study in Paris. What is more, the 

author’s shockingly tragic death shortly after the publication of her work as well as a 

flourish of ethnic autobiographies in the 1980s might have readily led some to accept 

it as an autobiography in an attempt to project the author herself in such ambiguous 

work. The references to Cha’s life, however, do not justify “the tendency to identify 

the narrator and the author,” which is “a critical blind spot that blunts the text’s 

political and aesthetic project” (Kim, “Narrator” 164). If DICTEE were to be read as 

autobiography nevertheless, then such reading should rather challenge the genre itself 

as Anne Anlin Cheng rightly points out:  

Dictée is generally accepted as Cha’s autobiography, although it is hard 

to pinpoint what it is exactly that makes this text an autobiography, 

since we are not offered a name or a consistent narrating voice. If 

anything, this text exhibits a great deal of resistance toward 

autobiography as a traditional genre where an author might appear to be 

retrieving or chronicling her life. Dictée does not feature a central 

narrating voice, nor does it offer chronological events. Instead it speaks 

through multiple, disembodied voices. (The Melancholy of Race 140)20  

                                                             
19 For example, the University of California Press introduces the text as a “classic work of 
autobiography” on the back cover, and in an article, “Eternal Familiars: Postcolonial Spectrality and 
Linguistic Possession,” Kelsey Henry labels DICTEE as an “experimental autoethnobiography” without 
offering the definition. Also, DICTEE is often categorized as “auto-ethnography.” The irony is that 
even though these ethnographic perspectives must assume multicultural contexts, they seem to limit 
their reading only within certain context, i.e. American ethnicities, whereas, arguably, Cha does not 
focus on ethnicity per se.  
20 Although I choose to capitalize the title as it is printed in all capital letters on the book cover, I will 
not modify the title when quoting others. In French, when written in all capital letters, the word is 
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The nonlinear narrative and multiple voice in DICTEE hardly provide the reader with 

an account of Cha’s personal history. The attribution of the ambiguity of the speaker 

to Cha’s confused identity as an unknown subject from the Third World or the 

obscurity of the language to her early struggle in adopting a second tongue only erases 

Cha’s individuality and makes the author herself simply an other, further alienating the 

text as an unusual autobiography.  

 It is in the same paradox that Cha ingeniously involves the problematic of so-

called History. The way DICTEE resists autobiography as a traditional genre disturbs 

the notion of history above all. For this peculiar autobiography deprives history of its 

“narrative alibi for itself” and no longer lets it “cover over the gap between private 

memory and communal imagining” (Cheng, “Memory” 129). For instance, in the 

section titled “CLIO HISTORY” Cha mixes uncited excerpts from a historical 

document with biographical accounts of Yu Guan Soon, calligraphy by Cha’s father 

Hyung Sang Cha, and Cha’s own hand-written manuscript; the reader also gets a 

glimpse of Korean history during Japanese occupation and the post-war period 

through the biographical materials based on the journals of Cha’s mother Hyung Soon 

Huo in “CALLIOPE EPIC POETRY”; and brief accounts of the division of the 

Korean peninsula and Cold War are provided in epistolary style in “MELPOMENE 

TRAGEDY.” Cha waits to reveal the sources of F. A. McKenzie’s The Tragedy of 

Korea, the journals of Hyung Soon Huo, and the calligraphy by Hyung Sang Cha until 

the last page of the text. Until then, the readers are not informed if the sources are 

private materials or official documents. For private memories from biographical and 

autobiographical materials intervene “History’s recording,” which is not “physical 

enough”:     
                                                             
allowed to drop off the accent aigu, which enables a pun that makes it also mean “one who is being 
dictated” in dictatorship in addition to the plain meaning of “dictation” in French. Juliana Spahr, Brian 
Kim Stefans, and others also mention the possible intention of writing the title in capital letters. (See 
Spahr, “Tertium” 189n2; Stefans, “Korean American Poetry” 16n2.) 
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Unfathomable the words, the terminology: enemy, atrocities, conquest, 

betrayal, invasion, destruction. They exist only in the larger perception 

of History’s recording, that affirmed, admittedly and unmistakably, one 

enemy nation has disregarded the humanity of another. Not physical 

enough. Not to the very flesh and bone, to the core, to the mark, to the 

point where it is necessary to intervene, even if to invent anew, 

expressions, for this experience, for this outcome, that does not cease to 

continue. (32) 

Labeling an “enemy” or naming an event “conquest” or “betrayal” cannot be possible 

without a consistent identification constituting a coherent narrative. Recording 

“History” with such words is “not physical enough” for an anonymous body 

witnessing the heterogeneous multiplicity in singular events.  

 Just as Cha paradoxically disappears as a person when a multiple, disembodied 

voice is reduced to the personal one of a Korean immigrant in the United States, 

Korean history loses its singularity when History records incoherent events without 

taking the continuing incongruity into account. By assimilating singular events, the 

“larger perception of History’s recording” rather alienates and distances the disparate 

constituents of History. Korea is just one more distant land that is all the same like any 

other distant land. Cha puts it:  

To the others, these accounts are about (one more) distant land, like 

(any other) distant land, without any discernable features in the 

narrative, (all the same) distant like any other. (33) 

In this way anyone, any land, or any country, besides Korea, will only contribute to 

the same difference instead of heterogeneous multiplicity. By employing hybrid 

languages and several media in DICTEE, Cha revives the anonymous multiplicity 

reduced to just one more other. If anything, the nameless, multiple voice of DICTEE 
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must speak for the radical other, i.e., the irreducible multiplicity, the third type of 

others, so to speak, who cannot be reduced to the other.  

 

“Tertium Quid”: the Mediality of the Third Other 

From A Far 

What nationality 

or what kindred and relation 

what blood relation 

what blood ties of blood 

what ancestry 

what race generation 

what house clan tribe stock strain 

what lineage extraction 

what breed sect gender denomination caste 

what stray ejection misplaced 

Tertium Quid neither one thing nor the other 

Tombe des nues de naturalized 

what transplant to dispel upon  

(Cha, DICTEE 20)  

 What originally enables Cha to turn to heterogeneous multiplicity is her 

sociopolitical and cultural position as the third thing. Since she was born in Korea 

during the Korean War and grew up in the United States during the Cold War, her 

position as “Tertium Quid” might at first seem to refer to her confusion of nationality 

and cultural identity as an immigrant. As expected, Cha’s personal background leads 

DICTEE to be labeled as Asian American literature. DICTEE “has increasingly found 

its way onto Asian American literature syllabi and has been the subject of an 
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increasing number of articles by Asian American critics” (Yu 119). The third-ness of 

her speaker, however, makes it difficult to identify, for it is “neither one thing nor the 

other”: moreover, “its experimental form in fact led scholars of the 1980’s who were 

gathering the heritage of Asian American writing to shun Dictée for a time, as lacking 

ethnic integrity” (Page 15). For almost a decade since its publication, DICTEE was 

forgotten by Asian American critics because its “narrative inaccessibility and its 

‘failure’ to represent a recognizable model of ethnic identity made it an unlikely 

candidate for critical attention in the nascent filed of Asian American letters back in 

the early eighties” (Cheng, “Memory” 131). And when it is received in the field, “with 

its formal experiments and its insistent undermining of generalized understandings of 

representation and authenticity, [DICTEE] presented itself as enough of an anomaly 

within the context of the political and cultural orthodoxy of Asian America” (Wong 

103). That is, while “the lag in DICTEE’s critical reception and its belated rise in 

academic popularity reveals...a theoretical and methodological crisis in Asian 

American studies” as Takada states, the twists and turns within its reception also 

uncover controversial issues of representation in general (Takada 24). Apparently, 

Cha’s “Tertium Quid neither one thing nor the other” by no means represents the third 

identity stuck in between one national/cultural identity and the other.  

 While today “Asian Americanists...believe that Cha’s identity as a gendered 

and racialized Korean American is crucial to the understanding of her work,” as Elaine 

Kim informs, her work, at least in DICTEE, refuses to represent that identity and does 

not limit itself to the issue of identity politics as “historians of avant-garde art...fear 

that brainless advocates of ‘identity politics’ will flatten and reduce her work with 

their ‘disheveled,’ ‘mawkish,’ ‘bumper-sticker’-level readings” (“Interstitial Subjects” 

47). If the Korean-American-ness of Cha and the narrator in DICTEE is indeed 

crucial, it must therefore be explored beyond its representational identity to enable a 
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multidimensional discussion of the experimental form of DICTEE. “The writer’s 

refusal of representative status for the text” should not just address the question of 

Asian American studies (Wong 103); it rather leads various parties, such as Asian 

Americanist, feminist, postmodern and avant-garde art critics, film scholars, and 

postcolonial theorists, to fight over the work wishing “to claim it for themselves” 

although it yields debates and tensions regarding those claims at the same time (Kim, 

“Interstitial Subjects” 47). That is to say, Cha’s “refusal of representative status for the 

text” turns DICTEE itself into a kind of “tertium quid” that is “neither one thing nor 

the other” yet relates various parties simultaneously on some level. It is in this manner 

that Cha singularizes the “Tertium Quid.” Rather than represent and narrativize a 

recognizable model of any national, ethnic, or cultural identity, she chooses to focus 

on the third thing or the third-ness itself and show how it refuses to be at one with 

either one thing or the other yet connects all alterity and difference. In other words, 

Cha puts behind those questions of identity that are based on the notion of the 

universal lineage and moves on to the polyphonic accounts following inspirations by 

the nine Muses.  

 The connectivity of the third-ness, however, must be distinguished from 

mediation. For, as much as Cha refuses any fixed form of representation, the third 

something in DICTEE never tries to mediate anything external. Cha’s “Tertium Quid” 

is rather close to Hölderlin’s “‘third’ as the condition of all connectivity [which] points 

to a sphere of alterity and difference that can no longer be absorbed into an Absolute 

Self,” which inspires reflection on medium in Benjamin (Weber, “Medium” 38). 

According to Weber, medium for Benjamin designates “a process that is not simply 

instrumental or teleological but that seems to have a certain autonomy” and entails 

“the potentiality, indeed the power of operating without external reference” 

(“Medium” 34). One might therefore say that Cha defies mediation and instead creates 
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a medium via the third thing. This Benjaminian medium is an autonomous process 

connecting difference and alterity through disconnections. As Weber puts it:  

“[M]edium” here names a process that never stays the same: all that is 

continual is its transformations and changes, and these are 

discontinuous: continual discontinuity. It is this discontinuous 

movement that constitutes the very ‘liveliness’ of the medium: it is 

‘alive’ to the extent that it does not stay the same. The liveliness of the 

medial connection involves a certain overcoming of temporal finitude, 

but only through disconnections (my word for discontinuous 

connectivity). Such disconnections thus are determined...as discrete, 

singular events. (“Medium” 35) 

Cha’s “Tertium Quid” in DICTEE is the very condition of this medium, for it 

“announces itself in a distinctive ambiguity” and proceeds “a process of 

decomposition,” that renders the connectivity through disconnections possible 

(Benjamin; quoted in Weber, “Medium” 39).  

 The position as the third something that makes the narrator’s voice thoroughly 

ambiguous throughout the text connects and disconnects traumatic events of the 

individual and the national by transforming the third person singular pronoun “she.” In 

DICTEE “she” is at once a character who “had come from a far” (1), a female speaker 

who “mimicks the speaking” (3), a daughter “of one mother and one father” (30), a 

national heroic figure who “willingly gave [her life] for independence” (87), and an 

exile/immigrant who is returning to Korea in eighteen years. Furthermore, the ever 

ambiguous “SHE opposes Her” as “[n]ation against nation multiplied nations against 

nations against themselves” (88). On the other hand, the disjointed “she” embraces 

“you,” “a viewer and guest” (98), because “[y]ou are she, she speaks you, you speak 

her, she cannot speak…[and] you know that he cannot speak either” (106). “She” does 
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not simply couple with “he” or belong to the race of women. That is to say, Cha does 

not employ “she” to speak for woman as opposed to man or “‘feminism’ as simply 

anti-masculine” (Cheng, “Memory” 132). In DICTEE “She is a third gender/genus” 

that engenders nothing but connections through disconnections (Derrida, “Khōra” 

257).21 The third-ness of “she” in DICTEE comes rather from her third gender/genus 

than the third person singular pronoun.  

 As a third gender the she “relays the others” in a way that a spiritualistic 

medium, “Diseuse de bonne aventure” [fortune-teller], or a muse does (Cha 4, 123). 

The nine sections of DICTEE allotted to the nine Muses provide singular accounts of 

continual discontinuity related by the medium of this third genus. Cha subtly disrupts 

what may appear to be “a faithful allusion to the canonical Nine Muses of Greek 

mythology” by slipping “Elitere” into the lot of the sixth muse in place of “Euterpe” 

(Takahashi 124). This variation interferes with linear frameworks of representation as 

well as the reference to the Western literary tradition. Shelley Wong remarks on Cha’s 

invention of the Muse and intended disruption: 

[T]he substitution of an invented Muse—“Elitere”—for what would 

normally have been “Euterpe,” the Muse associated with music. The 

installation of Elitere (an invented name driving from neither Greek nor 

Latin) signals the text’s intention to disorganize the construction of 

notions of the “common,” constructions that make possible totalizing 

identifications on the basis of seemingly definitive categories such as 

“woman,” “American,” or “writer.” It is also no accident that the 

section of Dictée presided over by Elitere should be dominated by the 

“diseuse” (from the French, meaning literally “female speaker”), who 

figures in the text as the very condition of alternative speaking, an 

                                                             
21 We will come back to this point later. 
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alternative to not only patriarchal but also Western frameworks of 

representation. (115) 

By installing “Elitere” Cha makes clear that her use of the nine Muses in structuring 

the text barely has anything to do with the construction of the Western literary 

tradition and draws attention back to the nonexistent existence who relates disparate 

stories of the others in relays.22  

 Attributing the opening epigraph to Sappho, also known as the tenth Muse, 

Cha already reveals from the outset that it is “words” that the medium of the Muses is 

supposed to lead: “May I write words more naked than flesh, stronger than bone, more 

resilient than sinew, sensitive than nerve.”23 These bodily words, or the language as 

close to the body as possible, remain broken for Cha. The second languages as broken 

tongues cleverly function to let discontinuous movement flow. Constant breaks, stops, 

and pauses in the diseuse’s speaking embody connected disconnections in singular 

events rather than suggest Cha’s Korean-ness in her way of speaking English as 

Koreans do. In one of the earliest essays on DICTEE, Michael Stephens mentions, “Its 

sound is that of a Korean woman speaking in her invented English. It is how I hear 

English all over the [Korean] peninsula, jagged and broken like the mountains, and 

always resonating” (191). Broken tongues, nevertheless, should tell far more than the 

fact that the author is a Korean woman. If there is anything that resembles the so-

called Koreanness that Cha appeals to the reader, it should rather be the way the text 

                                                             
22 Wong notices the “resonant play on ‘elite’ and ‘literature’,” with which “Elitere emerges to critique 
the privileged place of epic as high literature” (115). On the other hand, in “A Commentary on Theresa 
Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictée,” Stone-Richards notes that “in French, ‘Eutere’ is a variant of ‘Euterpe’” 
(155). 
23 Many readers assume that the opening words are quoted from Sappho since Cha writes Sappho’s 
name at the end. Kun Jong Lee clarifies, however, that “[Cha] writes the epigraph herself and attributes 
it to the Greek poet” in order to “manifests her feminist position by identifying with Sappho” (78). By 
confusing the readers, perhaps Cha begins the question of belonging, i.e. to whom words belong, from 
the outset. 
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may be labeled a novel—“So Seol” in Korean. Stephens pays attention to the use of 

Chinese characters in the Korean word for “novel”:  

So Seol. Small talk/small story. The second sound is made up, on its 

left side, with a classifier from speech or words. Its right top contains 

the number eight, which means “breaking up.” The bottom part is a 

character I know quite well by now, and that is “older brother,” the 

mouth with legs. The walking mouth. The big mouth. The loud voice. 

Somehow it comes down to this: to explain by talking. It is a “story” 

but it has come to mean “novel.” (186)  

In a word, DICTEE is “a talking story like the Korean definition for a novel” 

(Stephens 186). For Cha writes “To scribe to make hear the words, to make sound the 

words, the words, the words made flesh” (DICTEE 18). The “talking story” of a nine- 

day period “NOVENA” unfolds through the mediality of broken tongues. 

 

“Words More Naked Than Flesh”: Immediacy of Second Tongue 

[A]ll language communicates itself in itself; it is in the purest sense the 

“medium” of the communication. […] For precisely because nothing is 

communicated through language, what is communicated in language 

cannot be externally limited or measured, and therefore all language 

contains its own incommensurable, uniquely constituted infinity. Its 

linguistic being, not its verbal contents, defines its frontier. (Benjamin, 

“On Language as Such” 64) 

Each language imparts itself in and of itself [Jede Sprache teilt sich in 

sich selbst mit], it is in the purest sense the “medium” of imparting. The 

medial, i.e., the immediacy [Unmittelbarkeit] of all spiritual imparting 

is the fundamental problem of all theory of language. (Benjamin, Der 
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Begriff der Kunstkritik in der deutschen Romantik; quoted in Weber 

“Medium” 32)  

 Language is the very medium of Cha’s female medium “Tertium Quid,” so to 

speak. The Muses and their singular accounts of history and memory are connected in 

words; the mother and daughter who share the loss of their mother tongue are linked 

through their journals and letters. Yet, as Benjamin declares, “nothing is 

communicated through language” (“On Language as Such” 64), and the mediality of 

language lies in the fact that “[e]ach language imparts itself in and of itself” (quoted in 

Weber, “Medium” 32). Likewise, Cha does not try to convey anything—a 

comprehensible account of History or of an individual biography, for example—

through language but persistently tries out the mediality of language, which designates 

its “capacity to function....without serving as a ‘means’” (Weber, “Medium” 33). As if 

to prevent language from serving anything external, Cha breaks languages so that they 

can only be communicated in themselves and allow nothing through them. The broken 

languages may appear foreign, non-standard, or even improper, due to the confusion 

they cause. This confusion is in fact brought about because of mediation confused 

with mediality. Cha’s language assures that language does not mediate anything. In 

other words, her broken tongues reveal nothing but the immediacy of language.   

 In order to bring forth language as a pure medium, Cha uses several different 

languages, including English, French, and words and phrases in Latin, Chinese, and 

Korean. The differences between languages divert attention from the so-called content 

of languages and lead to the immediacy, or mediality, of languages as media. “There is 

no such thing as a content of language,” Benjamin affirms, and “the differences 

between languages are those of media that are distinguished as it were by their 

density” (“On Language as Such” 66). The first page of DICTEE explicitly directs the 
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reader to the mediality of language and the differences between languages rather than 

content or meaning: 

 Aller à la ligne   C’était le premier jour   point   Elle venait 

de loin    point   ce soir au dîner   virgule   les familles 

demanderaient   virgule   ouvre les guillemets   Ça c’est bien passé 

le premier jour   point d’interrogation   ferme les guillemets   au 

moins   virgule   dire le moins possible   virgule   la réponse serait   

virgule   ouvre les guillemets   Il n’y a q’une chose   point   ferme 

les guillemets   ouvre les guillemets   Il y a quelqu’une   point   

loin   point   ferme les guillemets 

 

 Open paragraph   It was the first day   period   She had come 

from a far   period   tonight at dinner   comma   the families would 

ask   comma   open quotation marks   How was the first day   

interrogation mark   close quotation marks   at least to say the least of 

it possible   comma   the answer would be    open quotation marks   

there is but one thing   period   There is someone   period   From   

a far   period   close quotation marks  

Clearly, the main feature of this opening page is less the message about a girl “from a 

far” than language itself. Before getting the message, the reader may at first notice 

French as a foreign language, translated into English as a second language as well. 

Then, the written out punctuation during a dictation exercise might alarm the reader 

while the differences between French and English draw attention. Meanwhile, in 

neither French nor English does language communicate meaning.  

 Once the written out punctuation marks defamiliarize the language, translation 

reveals the immediacy of these foreign or second languages. For instance, the 
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awkward use of the feminine form as in “quelqu’une” in French drops the tension at 

the expense of the loss of the feminine when it is rendered as “someone” in English; 

on the other hand, the attempt at a technical translation for “au moins…dire le moins 

possible” ends up producing the clunky phrase “at least to say the least of it possible.” 

The relation between the two passages in French and English testifies “the process 

through which ‘a medially constant transition (Überführung) of the work from one 

language into another’ takes place, namely, in and as ‘the infinitely enigmatic’ process 

of ‘translation’” (Weber “Medium” 41). In other words, Cha’s translation of a 

dictation exercise engages “the relation of singular works or events to the ongoing 

process of transformative linking connecting and disconnecting in which Benjamin 

sees the essential dynamic of the medium” (Weber “Meidum” 42).  

 Here, Jakobson’s much cited labeling of three kinds of translation, such as 

“intralingual translation or rewording...by means of other signs of the same language,” 

“interlingual translation or translation proper...by means of some other language,” and 

“intersemiotic translation or transmutation...by means of signs of nonverbal sign 

systems,” is no longer distinguishable (“On Linguistic Aspects of Translation” 114). 

One might ask, for example, when Cha writes out punctuation, does it amount to 

“intersemiotic translation”?; If the neutral “someone” is interpreted as masculine and 

consciously reworded to erase the feminine of “quelqu’une,” then does it result in 

“intralingual translation”? And finally, Jakobson’s “interlingual translation,” the only 

“translation proper” for him, presupposes individual languages. In other words, each 

language, such as French or English, is substantial and indivisible. Cha’s translation of 

dictation, however, focuses on the singular in the medium of language that is highly 

divisible and relational. “The singular is ‘odd,’ that which doesn’t fit in,” just like the 

written out punctuation marks in the dictation exercise, the awkward feminine 

“quelqu’une,” or even someone from a far on the first day of school; yet it is what 
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relates all events “linking connecting and disconnecting” by transforming itself in this 

network of different languages spoken, written, dictated, read, and translated (Weber 

“Medium” 42).  

 The singular renders an “incommensurable, uniquely constituted infinity” that 

all language contains as a possibility as Benjamin states (“On Language as Such” 64). 

The infinity, however, “does not suggest an eternity of the same but rather dependence 

on an excluded third that never ends” (Weber “Medium” 38). Cha’s “Tertium Quid,” 

the “she” as a third thing, or to be more precise, her female speaker of second tongues, 

is as it were “this third […] experienced through and as a certain circuitous writing” 

(Weber “Medium” 39”). Cha formulates such writing significantly using counterpoint. 

The passages in French and English are written in counterpoint, and “[e]ach chapter 

enunciates through formal and visual means a distinctive matter, often contrapuntal or 

even contradictory to that in other sections of the book” (Page 15). The “excluded 

third” remains invisible yet is experienced through such contrapuntal writing. In that 

sense the third is, to some extent, in accord with an exile who is aware of plurality and 

other contrapuntal juxtapositions. Edward Said writes about this “positive” aspect of 

exile’s conditions: 

While it perhaps seems peculiar to speak of the pleasures of exile, there 

are some positive things to be said for a few of its conditions. Seeing 

“the entire world as a foreign land” makes possible originality of 

vision. Most people are principally aware of one culture, one setting, 

one home; exiles are aware of at least two, and this plurality of vision 

gives rise to an awareness of simultaneous dimensions, an awareness 

that—to borrow a phrase from music—is contrapuntal. (186) 

Just like exiles, the “excluded third,” or “Tertium Quid neither one thing nor the 

other,” sees “the entire world as a foreign land” and is aware of more than one home, 
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one language, or one culture. It is perhaps for this reason that for Cha the experience 

of a second tongue is more vivid, “more naked than flesh,” and eventually, more 

immediate than the mother tongue.  

 Cha’s self-consciousness about her speaking another tongue is not awaken to 

her immigrant subjectivity in the sense that she is not a native speaker of the language 

in the community. Rather, she becomes more acutely aware of her second tongue 

when she returns to Korea for the first time in eighteen years as she writes to her 

mother:   

Dear Mother, 

 4. 19. Four Nineteen, April 19th, eighteen years later. Nothing 

has changed, we are at a standstill. I speak in another tongue now, a 

second tongue a foreign tongue. All this time we have been away. But 

nothing has changed. A stand still. (80) 

Eighteen years pass. I am here for the first time in eighteen years, 

Mother. We left here in this memory still fresh, still new. I speak 

another tongue, a second tongue. This is how distant I am. From then. 

From that time. (85) 

For Cha, speaking a second-tongue means living in exile more than anything, just as 

the eighteen-year-old Mother in DICTEE, who is “Bi-lingual” and “Tri-lingual” takes 

refuge in her mother tongue while living in Manchuria where her family moved to 

escape the Japanese occupation of Korea (45). Cha’s family also immigrated to the 

United States in the 1960s during the tumultuous years of student political movements 

against dictatorship in Korea, movements in which Cha’s brother was involved. 

“[Y]ou cannot join the D-e-m-o. De. Mo. A word, two sounds,” writes Cha, “...they 

are killing any student in uniform” (84). An abbreviation of the English word 

demonstration, De-mo [데모] in Korean particularly refers to the student movements 
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during that time. Calling to mind the idiomatic usage of her second language in her 

mother tongue, Cha recites the “perpetual exile” (81): first, her mother living in exile 

during the colonial era, and then her family emigrating during the turbulent period 

after liberation. Cha is a second generation exile, an exile of an exile, as it were.  

 Exile means, as Nussbaum succinctly summarizes Edward Said’s reflections, 

“a critical distance from all cultural identities, a restless opposition to all 

orthodoxies—both those of the colonizer and those of the colonized” (“The End of 

Orthodoxy”). In DICTEE, Cha keeps this distance via a second language. It does not 

necessarily point to her English as opposed to her Korean mother tongue. Her non-

standard English in DICTEE or the passages on the struggle for speaking do not 

simply indicate a Korean-American’s adopted English as a second language. In fact, 

she employs equally non-standard, broken French, a second language to many native 

speakers of English.24 Second languages for Cha do not come up against the first 

language, or the mother tongue as the one and only; it is the plurality to which second 

or foreign tongues call attention that is at the center of Cha’s focus. For her, a second 

tongue, another tongue, or a foreign tongue all designate less a language spoken in a 

different community than a language of exile that does not follow any standard, which 

is thus naturally broken and discontinuous. 

 

                                                             
24 French is chosen not simply because it is another dominant colonial and imperial language along 
with English. It is said that Cha focused on studying French because she thought French has more in 
common with Korean than English does (Kyung-nyun Kim “Translator’s Preface” 7). Needless to say, 
finding out what those languages actually share or not is a peripheral issue; nevertheless, if anyone is 
searching for the author’s own relationship with French as the second language of the text, it might be 
plausible to say that, for Cha, French provided a refuge as a third tongue. 
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Spatial Spirituality of the Dead Mother Tongue 

Languages, therefore, have no speaker, if this means someone who 

communicates through these languages. (Benjamin, “On Language as 

Such” 63) 

 How can a second tongue be more immediate than a mother tongue? Cha’s 

writing in second languages does not simply mourn for the loss of the mother tongue; 

rather, it challenges the existing notion of the mother tongue as the first or native 

language as opposed to the second or foreign one. Cha’s Korean in DICTEE hardly 

refers to the national language that should formulate her original national identity. For, 

once it is expected to represent anything external to it, the language loses its 

immediacy, pure mediality. When Cha’s mother is forbidden to speak her mother 

tongue, the language oppressed by colonialism is already mediated: it is forced to 

represent the difference of the other to the colonialist. Under colonialism, the 

singularity of each language is fundamentally ignored, and only the mediated language 

remains to differentiate the other. It is nothing more than a dead medium deprived of 

mediality, which has, therefore, no speaker:     

Dead words. Dead tongue. From disuse. Buried in Time’s memory. 

Unemployed. Unspoken. History. Past. Let the one who is diseuse, one 

who is mother who waits nine days and nine nights be found. Restore 

memory. Let the one who is diseuse, one who is daughter restore spring 

with her each appearance from beneath the earth. (Cha 133) 

 Cha’s speaker “diseuse” embodies the medium for that dead tongue. The 

feminine form of the French diseur meaning “speaker,” “diseuse” comes to signify 

“female speaker.” “Diseuse” is, however, more than a mere female speaker; she is 

literally a medium herself, the only medium possible for the unspoken singularity that 

remains un-mediatable. For she speaks but is not a speaker “who communicates 
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through” languages: “She mimics the speaking” (3). The mediality of the foreign 

naming, which designates nothing but itself, contrasts the lost mediality of her mother 

tongue. Making a pun with “disuse” from which death is brought about, “diseuse” 

speaks for the dead.   

Dead time, Hollow depression interred invalid to resurgence, resistant 

to memory. Waits. Apel. Apellation. Excavation. Let the one who is 

diseuse. Diseuse de bonne aventure. Let her call forth. Let her break 

open the spell cast upon time upon time again and again. With her 

voice, penetrate earth’s floor, the walls of Tartaurus to circle and 

scratch the bowl’s surface. Let the sound enter from without, the bowl’s 

hollow its sleep. Until. (123) 

She is a fortune-teller [diseuse de bonne aventure], a medium in contact with the 

“spirit” of the dead. While embodying the spiritual mediality of the dead mother 

tongue, this speaker of dead words also speaks for “the exemplary or testimonial 

singularity of martyred existence” like Jeanne d’Arc or Yu Guan Soon (Derrida, 

Monolingualism 27). For, like the mother tongue, the singularity of these martyred 

women are also mediated since History records their life and path over and over as an 

exemplar: “History records the biography of her short and intensely-lived existence. 

Actions prescribed separate her path from the other. The identity of such a path is 

exchangeable with any other heroine in history…” (30). The “diseuse” is thus “neither 

wholly in this world nor the next, but a vehicle for the embodiment of acoustic forces” 

(Stone-Richards, “A Commentary” 168). As a third term, she relays others without 

mediating them: “She allows others. In place of her. Admits others to make full. Make 

swarm. All barren cavities to make swollen. The others each occupying her” (3).  

 For Cha, therefore, the mother tongue has no substance and only exists in 

spirit. To be more precise, it indicates the space opened for spirit, which is implied by 
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the Korean word “MAH-UHM” [마음]. Cha writes this untranslatable word in all 

capital letters several times while recounting her mother’s suffering in exile: 

You suffer the knowledge of having to leave. Of having left. But your 

MAH-UHM, spirit has not left. Never shall have and never shall will. 

Not now. Not even now. It is burned into your ever-present memory. 

Memory less. Because it is not in the past. It cannot be. Not in the least 

of all parts. It burns. Fire alight enflame. . . . You are Bi-lingual. You 

are Tri-lingual. The tongue that is forbidden is your own mother 

tongue. You speak in the dark. In the secret. Mother tongue is your 

refuge. It is being home. Being who you are. . . . You carry at center the 

mark of the red above and the mark of blue below, heaven and earth, 

tai-geuk; t’ai-chi. It is the mark. the mark of belonging. Mark of cause. 

Mark of retrieval. By birth. By death. By blood. You carry the mark in 

your chest, in your MAH-UHM, in your MAH-UHM, in your spirit-

heart. . . . Inside MAH-UHM fire alight enflame. (DICTEE 45-46) 

Unlike the Sino-Korean word “tai-geuk” [태극(太極)] referring to the symbol in the 

center of the South Korean flag, which Cha also has romanized for Mandarin Chinese 

“t’ai-chi,” “MAH-UHM” is a pure Korean word with no Chinese ideograms used. Cha 

roughly translates the word “spirit” or “spirit-heart.” What makes it hard to translate, 

however, is that “MAH-UHM” connotes a sense of space: It is “the space or site in 

which thoughts, feelings, or memories are born and get settled” (Pyojun kugeo 

daesajun [Standard Korean Dictionary]; my translation). Registered in her Korean 

mother tongue only, this space in which memory is ever present allows Cha’s mother, 

who fled from Japanese colonialism and lives in exile, to “take refuge” and “be home” 

in her mother tongue. It is also “MAH-UHM” that provides her with the secret space 

in which to carry “the mark of belonging.” That does not, however, necessarily mean 
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that this Korean word represents Korean national language or the mother tongue as the 

language of belonging. On the contrary, “MAH-UHM” suggests a mother tongue that 

opens up the spiritual space for something left afar yet ever present. 

 For a second generation exile, on the other hand, the mother tongue is always 

already lost. Korean for Cha remains only vague and distant, blurred and grainy, as it 

appears in the frontispiece of DICTEE.  

The five vertical lines of Korean text presented in the image translates from the left: “I 

want to go / home / I am hungry / I miss you / Mother” (my translation). Each line is 

written in a different style: “I want to go home” is written in a literary or formal style, 

which can be also used in monologue; “I am hungry” in a polite style, addressed to 

unspecified individual(s); “I miss you Mother” in a casual style, directly addressed to 

the mother. These lines designate multiple addresses and convey lamentable messages 

sent from unknown addressors to unknown addressees. Despite many attempts by 

critics and scholars, the origin of the image is still uncertain. “It is generally assumed 

Figure 4 Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, Frontispiece, DICTEE, 1982. 
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to have been written by a Korean laborer in Japan during the period of occupation” 

(Spahr 150). Some claim that the inscription is “taken from the wall of a coal mine in 

Japan” early in the twentieth century (Wong 107); others argue that the messages are 

from “the walls of a tunnel leading to a castle being constructed during World War II 

to provide a safe haven for the Japanese Emperor,” not from a coal mine (Kim, 

“Poised” 25). On the other hand, the script is said to “follow the grammatical rules of 

Han-gul that were instituted by Korean linguists and scholars after Korea’s liberation 

from Japanese rule” (Kang 99), which lead some to argue that “the inscription is fake, 

written perhaps by later Korean nationalists in Japan” (Spahr 150). Without citing the 

source of the image, which is left as an object of pure speculation, Cha leaves her long 

lost mother tongue in a blur. What is commonly noted, despite the controversy about 

its origin, is the poor quality of the image. Consisting of “a grainy reproduction of 

writing in Korean script,” it is a “blurred photograph,” which looks “badly 

photocopied” (Min 313; Frost 181; Spahr 150). Inferring that it is “several generations 

from the original,” i.e., the result of several copies of copies, Spahr comments that “its 

blotchiness and obvious distance from the original suggests an impure product, an 

image that is several removes even from Cha” (150). Apparently, Cha does not try to 

restore the lost mother tongue, for it hardly means the origin or the original language. 

The vaguely remembered mother tongue is rather like a multiply copied copy, far 

removed from its distant origin.  

 Yet what is noteworthy about the frontispiece is the spatiality registered in the 

mother tongue, just as “MAH-UHM” indicates. Wong remarks on the function of the 

direction of the inscriptions in the frontispiece:  

It is useful to recall here the traditional function of the frontispiece—it 

is an illustration which precedes the title page and which functions to 

provide entry into the text. But the Korean inscription, reading as it 
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does, vertically and from right to left, ending at the extreme left margin, 

effectively disables that traditional function. Instead of leading the 

reader into the work, the directional movements of the frontispiece 

begin to usher the reader back out of the text. That is to say, within the 

context of narrative development, the frontispiece functions not to 

forward the narrative, but rather, to forestall it. (107) 

Wong misses the fact that the Korean inscription in the image does not necessarily 

read “from right to left, ending at the extreme left margin”: for example, the lines in 

the left, “I want to go home,” in fact read from left to right, and the message in the 

right can be read either from left to right or from right to left as in “I miss you mother” 

or “Mother I miss you.” Nevertheless, the Korean script in the frontispiece does 

forestall entry into the linear narrative and opens itself to multiple directionalities. Not 

only does it “usher the reader back out of the text,” slanted towards the opposite 

direction against the title page, but it also suggests all possible directions in a partly 

circular form. When read from right to left, it draws a partial circle as in the following 

figure: 
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When read from left to right, another circle can be drawn: 

Although the far right lines can be read either way, from right to left or from left to 

right, usually the upper-written word reads first in vertical lines, which thus more 

naturally leads the eye to move from right to left, from top to bottom. In this case, 

therefore, reading “Mother I miss you” follows the eye-movement more naturally 

rather than “I miss you mother,” which leads it to a partial circle. After all, this 

circular movement enables both readings from right to left and from left to right 

without any conflicts or interruptions. Instead of presenting one linear direction, the 

movement demonstrates open space that includes all possibilities in different 

directions.  

 Interestingly enough, Cha refers to “circle” in terms of the universe in the last 

pages of DICTEE. The eighth section “TERPSICHORE CHORAL DANCE” begins 

Figure 6 Circular movement from right to left. 

Figure 5 Circular movement from left to right. 
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with a calligraphy of the ten cosmological principles from Chinese classical 

philosophy.  

Cha repeats these principles by providing romanized transcriptions along with brief 

explanations nineteen pages later, towards the end of the last section “POLYMNIA 

SACRED POETRY” (173). According to this cosmology, the universe begins with 

“Tai-Chi” [太極], literally meaning “great pole,” and completes itself with “Chung 

Wai” [重圍], “repeating circles.”25 As noted above, “Tai-Chi,” or “t’ai-chi,” also 

appears earlier in the text to refer to the “mark of belonging” that Cha’s mother carried 

in her “MAH-UHM” (46); and above all the principles, Cha stresses the last one 

significantly enough to devote an entire page to repeat it: “Tenth, a circle within a 

circle, a series of concentric circles” (175). This series of circles is supposed to put 

                                                             
25 For the romanization, Cha follows Wade-Giles system, which is replaced by the Hanyu Pinyin 
system since 1980s. 

Figure 7 Ten Cosmological Principles (154). 
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together all the other nine principles and possibly more. If the mother tongue provided 

Cha’s mother with the secret space to carry the mark of her lost country and bear the 

universe, it must signify for Cha a more comprehensive space encircling all 

possibilities. To wit, Cha’s mother tongue is nothing but the open space of the 

Possible. 

 

Transmediality of the Void 

Is the singular that which merely “breaks” with the old, freeing itself of 

its history, or is it a product of that history? And if so, how does it 

differentiate itself from what preceded it? Such a question calls for a 

thinking that is emphatically concerned with relations, not with 

substances. (Weber, “Medium” 29) 

 Instead of devoting the mediality of second tongues to mourning for the lost 

immediacy of the mother tongue, Cha moves on inviting other multiple media and 

focuses on transmitting the mediality. Binaries involving language, such as the 

opposition between mother tongue and foreign language, or between standard and 

non-standard languages, are induced from mediation imposed on language, not 

language itself as medium. Cha does not comply with the construction of modern 

nation-states by drawing boundaries around and mediating language with nationhood; 

nor does she conform with the fantasy formation of legitimacy mediated by 

standardized language. Instead of providing any grand narrative in which all the 

fragmented memories, histories, and beings form some sort of organic unity based on 

the connections through mediating language, Cha directly focuses on the fractures and 

demarcations in which the broken tongues reveal the others and the open space that 

her mother tongue evokes. As the “diseuse” “relays the others” by “tak[ing] on their 

punctuation” and “becom[ing], herself, demarcations” (4), Cha connects not only 
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different languages but also multiple media through the unmediating mediality. 

Images of photographs, maps, calligraphy, and cinematography are intermittently 

placed without captions, and the inserted manuscripts and obviously calculated blank 

spaces remind us of the readily forgotten fact that we are dealing with print media 

after all. 

 The “ERATO LOVE POETRY” section intensively adopts the mediality of 

print and film among others. This section stands out in several aspects while the 

critics’ attention is mostly concentrated on the first half of DICTEE. Being the fifth of 

nine sections, it marks a shift at the center of the work. Compared to the first half of 

DICTEE, the latter does not directly address Korean history or Cha’s personal 

memories. In fact, from the “ERATO” section on, the reader can no longer find 

concrete references to any specific place from which the narrator speaks. The section 

begins with a photograph of Sister Thérèse posing as Jeanne d’Arc in theatrical 
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costume and ends with a still cut from Carl Dreyer’s film The Passion of Joan of Arc 

(1928) in which Renée Falconetti performs as Jeanne d’Arc (93, 119).26   

                                                             
26 A copy of the same photo of Sister Thérèse is printed in The Autobiography of St. Therese of Lisieux, 
Story of a Soul (45), one of the sources Cha reveals in the “Notes” of the end of DICTEE. 

Figure 8 Sister Thérèse posing as Jeanne d’Arc (DICTEE 93). 
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They are respective photographs of Sister Thérèse and Falconetti; yet at the same time, 

both pictures are of Jeanne d’Arc presented in different media, such as theater, 

cinema, and eventually photography in print. What, then, is immediately being 

imparted in these media? The absence of captions deprives the reader of any 

information including sources, references, and even subjects, which might mislead one 

to any mediated objects. Even if some may recognize the pictures on their own and try 

to connect them by their common element, i.e., Jeanne d’Arc whose name also appears 

earlier in the text, the vague narration of the section hardly refers to the martyred 

heroine of France. The reader encounters, instead, a loose narrative of a woman on the 

screen, being filmed and seen, along with other cinematographic fragments and 

passages from Sister Thérèse’s autobiography.  

Figure 9 Renée Falconetti presented as Jeanne d’Arc in The Passion of Joan of Arc 
(1928) (DICTEE 119). 
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 The non-text is as notable as the text in DICTEE. To put it differently, in the 

“ERATO” section, Cha exposes what usually remains invisible and reveals how it 

works with the visible. However loose and fragmented, each narrative unfolds in 

parallel with another, staying separate between the two sides of pages: for example, 

the cinematographic descriptions of a woman remain on the left pages while passages 

from Sister Thérèse’s autobiography only appear on the right pages. What plays the 

key role in this parallel writing is nothing more than blank space. For instance, 

whenever either page carries text, blank space corresponds on the other page:  

 

The parallel writing hinders linear reading, and the deliberately inserted blank spaces 

visualize the interrupted reading. “[T]he spatial sensation created by the simultaneous 

reading suggests a filmic collage, where every voice has its own autonomy. Instead of 

Figure 10 Parallel writing in DICTEE (94-95). 
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enriching the meaning of the narratives, such a simultaneous visual display creates a 

cacophony of intermixed voices that breaks down the reader’s attempt at a linear 

reading” (Galu 20). Moreover, the blank spaces paradoxically suggest possible 

correlations among the disparate, fragmented stories by leading the reader’s eye to 

move zigzag across the pages. Simultaneously read, sometimes the passages on one 

side seem like marginal annotations of the passages on the other side, sometimes like 

supplementary notes or filmic instructions, and other times they appear to be loose 

sequences of the same narrative or a montage. In this labyrinthine reading, contrasting 

stories between the unfaithful marriage of the mundane world on the screen and Sister 

Thérèse’s holy marriage, between the woman’s silent disappearance from the frame 

and Sister Thérèse’s avid longing for martyrdom—these stories are intertwined and 

fused. For nothing contrasts like black and white, but even in black and white, 

disparate stories eventually merge into one another. Cha writes, “In the enclosed 

darkness memory is fugitive. […] In the whiteness no distinction […] her body all the 

time de composes eclipses to be come yours” (118). After all, there is no “coherent 

and transparent history” or “a unitary and graspable subjectivity” (Galu 20). 

 Cha’s transmedial practice does not, however, shift attention from language or 

try to “‘supplement’ the ‘incapacity of language to make referents visible’” (Gelly 5; 

quoted in Galu 21). Rather, it is the medium of language that first conditions Cha’s use 

of other media: Cha’s interrupted, disjointed writing experiments with the mediality 

transmitting among multiple media. By the same token, nor does delocalization 

“circumvent” certain problems of language as Takada argues:  

[W]hile the first half of DICTEE clearly grapples with the interpolative 

violence of language—French dictations, Catholic catechisms, 

Japanese colonization of Korea—that both constitute and cripple 

socially abject(ed) subjects, I argue that the Erato section signals a 
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textual shift that attempts to circumvent these problems of language 

and offer instead possibilities of a provisional universalism based on 

trans-racial, trans-gendered identifications. (25) 

Even if the “ERATO” section significantly marks delocalization in DICTEE, what this 

circuitous writing achieves is a kind of infinity rather than universality. The singular 

for Cha in DICTEE, i.e., the invisible yet ever present “Tertium Quid neither one thing 

nor the other,” infinitely continues to reappear in different places and times just like 

the purloined letter in Poe’s story keeps reproducing paranoid relations while 

remaining completely invisible in its unfitted presence. Thus, such infinity “does not 

suggest an eternity of the same but rather dependence on an excluded third that never 

ends” (Weber, “Medium” 38). Weber also explains how a circuitous writing involves 

the field of the visible ultimately delimited by the invisible third and further 

anticipates the reproducibility of cinematography as a form of writing:  

Such writing marks a limit of the visible in this medial process, since 

the ‘third’ upon which its connections depend—and without 

connections there can be no writing—can never be brought into view, 

remaining irreducibly outside the field of the visible, which, however, it 

also delimits. There is a striking anticipation here of how practices of 

inscription—what Benjamin will later call techniques of 

reproducibility—condition the field of the visible and the audible, 

framing that field through interruptions, as in cinematography (a form 

of writing—the inscription of movement as sequence of images).” 

(Weber, “Medium” 38)  

 The invisible third is experienced through none other than the blank space in 

the “ERATO” section, which essentially designates the void. It is the void that the 

“diseuse” absorbs to “relay the others,” and now it lets “the others relay her story” (4, 
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102). It is the halting moment akin to the muteness of punctuation and pauses in which 

the dead medium of the mother tongue always manifests itself. Only in this void 

muteness does one speak the other and vise versa: 

You are she, she speaks you, you speak her, she cannot speak. She goes 

to the piano while he plays. You know that he cannot speak either. The 

muteness. The void muteness. Void after uttering. Of. Each phrase. Of 

each word. All but. Punctuation, pauses. Void after uttering of each 

phrase. Of each word. All but. Punctuations. Pauses. (106) 

Cha follows traces of her mother tongue’s spatial dimension that is open to the others 

and drives forward its transmediality. The void of punctuation and pauses transforms 

into the blank space on the page and the whiteness of the screen. It opens space for the 

others to relay her stories by remaining invisible. The blank space carries the reader’s 

eye to the other side, and the whiteness of the screen between frames takes the 

audience backwards to allow the others. In the end, the woman on the screen 

disappears in the whiteness, leaving a void that eventually becomes the viewer’s: 

The white table the two white chairs the waiter in his white jacket the 

mist thick and rising. Very far. Above. Again from above the waiter 

inside the large white corners running back and forth calling her name. 

Hardly visible. (114) 

It had been snowing. During the while. Interval. Recess. Pause……In 

the whiteness no distinction her body invariable no dissonance 

synonymous her body all the time de composes eclipses to be come 

yours. (118) 

 As the woman finally leaves the frame, the transmedial void now hints at the 

space that exists outside the field of the visible and the audible. Cha’s reference to 

Carl Dreyer’s films, such as The Passion of Joan of Arc (1928) or Gertrud (1964), 
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arises from his strategic use of the out-of-field. “In one case, the out-of-field 

designates that which exists elsewhere, to one side or around,” states Deleuze: “in the 

other case, the out-of-field testifies to a more disturbing presence, one which cannot 

even be said to exist, but rather to ‘insist’ or ‘subsist,’ a more radical Elsewhere, 

outside homogeneous space and time. Undoubtedly these two aspects of the out-of-

field intermingle constantly” (Cinema I 17). The delocalization and the use of 

multimedia, especially cinematography, in the “ERATO” section must refer to this 

“elsewhere” that exists not only outside postcolonial Korea during the Cold War but 

also “outside homogeneous space and time” in general.  

 In order to look into this Elsewhere, both Cha and Dreyer paradoxically focus 

on close-ups instead of attempting a bird’s-eye view, as it were. For “the more the 

image is spatially closed, even reduced to two dimensions, the greater is its capacity to 

open itself on to a fourth dimension which is time, and on to a fifth which is Spirit, the 

spiritual decision of Jeanne or Gertrud” (Deleuze, Cinema I 17-18). Perhaps, Cha’s 

way of looking into Korean history via individuals’ biographical materials might be an 

attempt at taking a close-up of History as well. Yet more directly, in the beginning of 

the “ERATO” section, Cha examines close-ups of a woman on the camera who 

previously appeared as a viewer and guest at a theater two pages earlier:  

Extreme Close Up shot of her face. Medium Long shot of two out of 

the five white columns from the street. […] Medium Close Up shot of 

her left side as she purchases the ticket her full figure from head to foot. 

[…] Cut to Medium Close Up shot of her from the back. […] The clock 

in Extreme Close Up. […] Close Up shot of her feet from the back on 

the three steps leading into the theatre, camera following her from the 

back. […] Medium Close Up, directly from behind her head. (96) 
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This “continuous movement by which the camera passes from the close-up to the 

medium or full shot” precisely echoes what Dreyer called “flowing close-ups,” which 

is “primarily a way of treating the medium shot and the full shot as close-ups—by the 

absence of depth or the suppression of perspective” (Deleuze, Cinema I 107). When 

any kind of shot can “take on the status of the close-up,” the film “does not allow itself 

to be actualized in a determinate milieu” (Deleuze, Cinema I 107). This is how Cha 

succeeds in delocalizing the specificity of Korean history and her personal relationship 

with the colonized Korean mother tongue and English/French as imperial second 

languages. Instead of providing more depth or perspective to stress further the 

specificity of Korean history and her experience of leaving, she moves to elsewhere 

[ailleurs] for “other things seen, other things heard.”27 Flowing all together, they are 

no longer isolated as the local or limited to specificity, but all become “particular 

instances of close-ups […] on the planeness of a single shot-sequence which is by 

right unlimited” (Deleuze, Cinema I 108). A “dimension of the Open, which escapes 

sets and their parts,” takes place in “the out-of-field, this elsewhere or this empty 

zone,” and this “‘white on white which is impossible to film’” designates the 

elsewhere to be nowhere but right where you are, the invisible yet ever present 

(Deleuze, Cinema I 28).  

 

Khōra, Choral Space in Translation 

My work […] has been a series of metaphors for the return, going back 

to a lost time and space, always in the imaginary. The content of my 

work has been the realization of the imprint, the inscription etched from 

the experience of leaving.” (Cha, unpublished “Personal Statement and 

                                                             
27 Other Things Seen, Other Things Heard (Ailleurs) is the title of Cha’s multimedia presentations 
performed at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in 1978. 
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Outline of Postdoctoral Project,” Berkeley Cha Archive, 1978; quoted 

in Takahashi 77)  

 What is stimulating about Cha’s postcolonial depiction in DICTEE is that her 

question of the proper name and language is entangled with inquiries about the proper 

place. Some critics “do not consider DICTEE to be an example of postcolonial 

literature, [for] the narrator, like Cha, escapes colonialism through immigration, and to 

call this work, with its attention to immigrant difficulties, ‘postcolonial’ would be to 

risk overwriting the specificities of colonial and postcolonial concerns with those of 

minority immigrants” (Spahr 125). Colonialism, however, is not something one can 

escape through immigration. Besides, without the experience of leaving and 

naturalization, this “narrative instance of post-colonial displacement” would not find 

its own way into spatial inquiries (Cheng, “Memory” 119). DICTEE’s postcoloniality 

lies in its singular force, rather than “the specificities of colonial and postcolonial 

concerns.” Fused in the “Tertium Quid,” the postcolonial singularity “will eventually 

defy modulation or mediation” (Hallward, xii). By focusing on the mediality of 

language and transmediality of a dead mother tongue’s spiritual spatiality, DICTEE’s 

“[s]ingular configurations replace the interpretation or representation of reality with an 

immanent participation in its production or creation”; according to Hallward, “Only an 

‘absolute postcolonial’ orientation tends towards the (ultimately unattainable) pole of 

a totally singular configuration of reality” (xii, xviii). Cha transcribes the experience 

of leaving in postcolonial inquiries into a time and space lost in the notions of History 

and proper place.   

  While the narrator with no proper name consciously speaks non-proper 

languages, she constantly traces the notion of the proper place. Beginning with 

someone “from a far” (1), the text follows several inquiries of where one belongs or to 

whom the land belongs: a Korean patriotic martyr Yu Guan Soon who dies for her 
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country lost to the Japanese, an exiled mother in Manchuria who escapes Japanese 

occupation like many other Koreans at the time, a naturalized American who returns 

to her mother country as a foreigner, and so on. What is more intriguing, Cha pays 

keen attention to the proper places of words, sounds, and images: where the sounds 

must be produced and dropped out, where the words must come or be omitted, where 

the images must take place, as well as to whom the sounds, words, and images belong. 

The strategic use of spacing and blank space also plays a part of the investigation. The 

images of vocal structures and the maps of human bodies as well as of the Korean 

peninsula divided between North and South are inserted in the midst of the tumultuous 

histories and East-West confrontations. In the end, Cha reaches spatiotemporal 

iterability, encapsulated as in the last cosmological principle: “a circle within a circle, 

a series of concentric circles” (175). 

  The originality of the complex queries about the proper name, language, and 

place in DICTEE is headed by the narrator’s consciousness in coming from a distant 

land—namely, being “Tertium Quid” or the third thing from the Third World, as it 

were. The term “Third World” is invented by a Cold War discourse that replaces the 

binary thinking of colonialism and preserves the ideology of “Western civilization” in 

contrast with “the savagery of ‘pre-historic’ primitives” (Pietz 70). The “Third” here 

indicates both spatial and temporal distance from the West and/or the colonizer; yet, at 

the same time, it testifies to the fact that this binary thinking cannot sustain itself 

without the third thing that is neither one nor the other, which always already nullifies 

the initial premise of that logic. In order to prevent this third from being reduced to the 

same old other, which might be an even more distant other for it is third in order, third 

in importance, postcolonial studies tries to dismantle the binary logic by focusing on 

the multiplicity and heterogeneity of the fragmented subject positions. Cha’s ingenuity 

comes from singularizing specifically this invisible third in DICTEE. Cha endows the 
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third with its own space, thus propelling immediacy or mediality into different media, 

defying mediation.  

 This inevitable third kind linked with notions of space strangely harks back to 

the infamously elusive Platonic concept khōra. Meaning “place occupied by someone, 

country, inhabited place, marked place, rank, post, assigned position, territory, or 

region” (Derrida, “Khōra” 246), khōra is “an invisible, formless receptacle of 

everything,” or “space, which exists forever and is indestructible, and which acts as 

the arena for everything that is subject to creation” (Plato 51a, 52a). It is a “third kind” 

that Plato belatedly distinguishes, conceiving that the two—“One was a pattern 

(paradeigmatos) intelligible and always the same, and the second was only the 

imitations of the pattern, generated and visible”—would be enough (48e quoted in 

Derrida, Dissemination 160). This third kind “at times appears to be neither this nor 

that, at times both this and that,” but “never is anything other than what it is” (Derrida, 

“Khōra” 231, Plato 50b). The “alternation between the logic of exclusion and that of 

participation […] stems perhaps only from a provisional appearance and from the 

constraints of rhetoric, even from some incapacity for naming” (Derrida, “Khōra” 

231).  

 This “unnameable, improbable, bastard” designates “the problematic of space, 

which innumerable religions of matriarchal (re)appearance attribute to ‘woman’” 

(Kristeva, Reader 191). Plato compares it to a nurse in that it is “the receptacle of any 

birth” (49a) or to a mother for the convenience of comparing “the receptacle to a 

mother, the paradigm to a father, and the intermediary nature between the two to a 

child” (50d). Yet Derrida clarifies that khōra is an individual woman as a third 

gender/genos that does not belong to an oppositional couple:  

She is a third gender/genus (48e)…. And since it's only a figure, a 

schema, therefore one of these determinations which khōra receives, 
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khōra is not more of a mother than a nurse, is no more than a woman. 

This triton genos is not a genos, first of all because it is a unique 

individual. She does not belong to the “race of women” (genos 

gynaikōn). Khōra marks a place apart, the spacing which keeps a 

dissymmetrical relation to all that which, “in herself,” beside or in 

addition to herself, seems to make a couple with her. In the couple 

outside of the couple, this strange mother who gives place without 

engendering can no longer be considered as an origin. She/it eludes all 

anthropo-theological schemes, all history, all revelation, and all truth. 

Preoriginary, before and outside of all generation, she no longer even 

has the meaning of a past, of a present that is past. Before signifies no 

temporal anteriority. The relation of independence, the nonrelation, 

looks more like the relation of the interval or the spacing to what is 

lodged in it to be received in it. (“Khōra” 257) 

That is to say, khōra is a woman in the way that Cha’s “diseuse” as medium or 

“Tertium Quid” is a woman. She does not oppose the man, or any kind, but receives 

all as a receptacle. To call her khōra or “diseuse” is less about giving her proper name 

than about the appellation, that is, “to call it/her in the same manner” in order to avoid 

confusion since “she must not receive for her own sake, […] she must receive not that 

which she receives” (“Khōra” 237-238).  

 Thus, khōra is not a position that “represents something for someone…or 

someone for another position” (Kristeva, Reader 93-94). As Plato explains, the 

receptacle is “itself in motion,” “not only […] shaken by the things it contains, so that 

it lurches haphazardly all over the place, but its motion in turn further shakes them” 

(52a-53a). Kristeva, therefore, concludes that khōra is “an essentially mobile and 

extremely provisional articulation constituted by movements and their ephemeral 
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stases. […] Neither model nor copy, [it] is analogous only to vocal and kinetic 

rhythm” (Reader 93-94). That is to say, khōra, then, is “a rhythmic pulsion rather than 

a new language. It constitutes the heterogeneous, disruptive dimension of language, 

that which can never be caught up in the closure of traditional linguistic theory” (Moi 

13). Derrida recognizes “this latently effectual tertium dater as the fundamental 

problem of all translated consisting in a rhythmic back and forth between original and 

interpretation which is precisely owed to such an idiosyncratic intermediate space that 

has to be kept open as ‘location,’ ‘place,’ ‘district,’ or ‘area’ for that occurrence which 

Derrida identifies as the fundamental event of this third element: namely ‘to grant (a 

place)’ (‘Statt-Geben’), i.e., ‘donnant lieu’” (Wetzel 301-302). “Diseuse” in DICTEE 

does not translate between languages or between media, but within one medium: “that 

of language, or more precisely, of writing,” which is none other than given space 

(Wetzel 290). Like a translator, who “is not to take ‘the receiver’ into ‘consideration’ 

or to communicate something to him,” she rather sets something free “that Benjamin 

essentially calls the intention, in which the languages supplement each other but in 

which they also differ from each other” (Wetzel 290). “‘Babelization’ is not waiting 

for the multiplicity of languages,” Derrida states: “The identity of a language can only 

affirm itself as identity by opening up to the hospitality of self-difference or of a 

difference of being-with-oneself” (Apories 28). “Diseuse,” in the end, translates within 

a contrapuntal, circuitous writing, communicating in the choral space of language that 

recognizes the difference of language-being-language.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

TRAVERSAL: OOK CHUNG’S DIASPORIC LABYRINTH 

Recounting of Numbers 

 In order to realize the heterogeneity in multiplicity, it is necessary to recount 

multiplicity. Does multiplicity indicate quantity or quality? Postcolonial thinking 

tinges the question, for it reveals that the binary structure of colonialism depends on 

the historical construct of the meaning of multiplicity as opposed to the One. And the 

postcolonial focus on fragments, the in-between, and the indeterminate helps elucidate 

what it means to be many without reducing multiplicity to a strange quality opposed to 

a desirable oneness. Thus, the postcolonial recounting naturally leads to diasporic 

writing centered around the multiplicity of dissemination.  

 The necessity of a deconstruction of the binary, first of all, is often fixed on 

introducing the increased number “three” and the “triangular” structure with 

expectancy of the third element to disrupt the binary opposition. Derrida’s 

“dissemination” suggests, however, “a warning to those who […] might be tempted to 

view the number ‘three’ as a guarantee of liberation from the blindness of 

logocentrism” (Johnson xxxii). According to Derrida, Western thoughts are founded 

upon the “triangular” structure, such as “Dialectical, Trinitarian, Oedipal,” which may 

be imperceptible yet violent in its reduction of variables (Johnson xxxii). Interestingly 

enough, he “insists upon squares, crossroads, and other four-sided figures” in an 

attempt to “work a violent but imperceptible displacement of the ‘triangular’” 

(Johnson xxxii). In other words, diasporic writings, or writings of disseminating 

multiplicity, do not rush to multiplicity as in 1, 2, 3, …n; nevertheless, the number 

“four” is worthy of attention in thinking diaspora and dissemination. 
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 Now numbers appear to be more significant than the rhetoric. Does the number 

really matter? Considering that all the conflicts stemmed from the binary form which 

persisted since the colonial, Cold War, and even the division between East and West, 

which discloses various forms of the unvarying desire for the hegemonic One, then, 

yes, the number does seem matter. Yet, it is not about finding a good number. That is 

to say, it is not to say that one or two is evil, that three may be dangerous, or that four 

is the ultimate number. Whether the number three or four, triangular or quadrangular 

structure, the deconstruction of the binary must not depend on numerical value in 

order to refuse the binary form. Still, the number matters, for we must recount. As Yi 

Sang experiments reversibility and mobility with a multiplicity of language by 

reproducing endless duals of a dual through his bilingual writing and logic of 

translation, and Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s tertium quid focuses on mediality as 

immediacy of perpetual circulation instead of the fixed status of a third party as an 

outsider as it were, Derrida’s four-sided figures can help point to another dimension in 

recounting histories and events rather than simply suggesting the new number four 

over the old number three.     

 Recounting numbers, therefore, directly entails relating. Not only does it mean 

narrating anew what is related in the account, but it also calls for relinking and 

relaying the relative. Glissant’s contemplation of Relation greatly helps understanding 

relating in recounting: “Relation informs not simply what is relayed but also the 

relative and the related” (27).  

But Relation is not to be confused with the cultures we are discussing 

nor with the economy of their internal relationships nor with the 

projection of their external relationships nor even with the intangible 

results of the intricate involvement of all internal relationships with all 

possible external relationships. Nor is it to be confused with some 
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marvelous accident that might suddenly occur apart from any 

relationship, the known unknown, in which chance would be the 

magnet. Relation is all these things at once. (Glissant 170-171) 

Relation is “open totality,” “movement,” “whose order is continually in flux” (Glissant 

171, 133). Recounting numbers in Relation intends to acknowledge multiplicity as 

well as diversity as quantity, not as quality, so that each of the relative remains 

singular in the open totality without getting assimilated into the absolute and confused 

with the totalitarian.   

 The truth of Relation, which is “always approximate,” is given in a narrative 

(Glissant 27). It is, however, not exactly the same to say that “truth inhabits fiction,” 

for in that case one might focus on “the exemplary content and the meaning of [the] 

fiction, i.e., what is written therein as opposed to the writing itself, the signifier and 

the narrating form,” and the truth is reduced to the “exemplary message” or 

“hermeneutic discovery of meaning” (Derrida, “Purveyor” 48, 53, 66). Derrida 

reminds us of the excluded narration and the scene of writing set aside, when a history 

or story [histoire] is analyzed in its truth based on what is related in the account. As 

Derrida critiques Lacan’s “The Seminar on ‘The Purloined Letter,’” he focuses on the 

narrator’s position and involvement that remains invisible. For, while Lacan structures 

the narrated side of narration into triads, the excluded narrating form becomes “a 

supplementary square” (Derrida, “Purveyor” 48). The triangular structure on the 

narrated side and the fourth position on the narrating side might appear to be a unique 

case of Poe’s fiction. “The Purloined Letter” certainly provides a unique histoire by 

itself producing the framing effect that brings about multiple readings. What makes it 

a writing of dissemination, nevertheless, is that the text provides a map “like the four-

way divergence (l’écart du quatre) with no promise of topos and truth,” in which the 

unity of the signifier is mutilated (Derrida, “Purveyor” 65, 66).  
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 The number “four” in the writing of dissemination basically recounts “the 

square of the earth or the world” (Derrida, Dissemination 348). It relates, relays, and 

relinks what relatively remains invisible in the world or the earth by portraying a map 

of crossroads: “Carrefour [crossroads], from quadrifurcus, having four forks…” 

(Littré quoted in Derrida, Dissemination 347). The operation of writing as the 

supplementary square is not simply a unique framing effect stemmed from the margins 

of a story or history. This square is a center, that is, an empty center that splays a 

crossroad of divergence. Without referring to this empty square in the center, although 

silently, it is not possible to render the triangle and invisible fourth position. Derrida in 

Dissemination illuminates this square via Philippe Sollers’ illustration in Nombres: 

4.24. […] The square we are passing through here is the earth, but these 

four filled-in surfaces refer to a center which isn’t there and which 

doesn’t count, so that the complete figure  

       contains an empty 

square for the one moment impossible to live. Fate… And yet I 

progress through this maze of words…we turn as we transform our 

selves in this airless labyrinth carved out of air… (Nombres 4.24.; 

quoted in Derrida, Dissemination 348)28 

                                                             
28 “4.24. […] Le carré que nous parcourons ici est la terre, mais ces quatre surfaces remplies renvoient 
à un centre qui n’est pas là, qui ne compte pas de telle sorte que la figure complète 
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The square brings the world together metaphysically through a deconstruction of 

metaphysics. According to Derrida, the “ternary rhythm (Oedipus, Trinity, Dialectics) 

have always governed [Western] metaphysics,” all of which “lives in the certainty of 

[the] is,” “which is ‘Being’ as an indication of presence” (Dissemination 352). Derrida 

uses the pun linking “is” [est] and “East” [Est] here. The Western narcissistic attempt 

to add meaning—like the triads analyzed as meaning in the content of the story—to its 

being cannot be successful without the fourth surface. For “the ‘is’ […] procures this 

state of calm, this consciousness of ideal mastery, this power of consciousness in the 

act of showing, indicating, perceiving, or predicating, in the operation of the fourth 

surface” (Derrida, Dissemination 352). The fourth surface, on the other hand, remains 

as “a deathly surface, a dead surface of death” “without ever having been itself and 

without coming back to itself” (Derrida, Dissemination 351). It does not mean 

anything or add any meaning to the content; yet, as a dead surface that enables the 

intersection of meanings, it relates death. While “the moment of present meaning, of 

‘content,’ is only a surface effect, the distorted reflection of the writing on the fourth 

panel,” it is the empty square that opens its surface “for the intersection of meanings” 

(Derrida, Dissemination 350, 349). “The square proliferates,” and that is how the 

fourth surface operates in the writing of dissemination (Derrida, Dissemination 349).  

 Numbers have no meaning. Only the living proliferation, multiplication, 

dissemination exists in number. Leaving the way open for its living proliferation, the 

writing of dissemination renders “this maze of words” around “a center which isn’t 

there and which doesn’t count,” that is, “an empty square for the one moment 

impossible to live,” through which one progresses (Sollers quoted in Derrida, 

Dissemination 348). “This is a subversion of the ‘est’ that assures the West of all its 
                                                             
comporte une case vide pour l’instant impossible à vivre, le sort… Et pourtant, j’avance dans ce dédale 
de mots parcourus par un sang neuf, un tremblement, une pulsion dissociée, rageuse, et je tourne en me 
répétant, nous tournons en nous transformant, dans ce labyrinthe sans air et frayé dans l’air…” (Sollers, 
Nombres 37-38) 
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fantasies of mastery…” (Derrida, Dissemination 352). The Western narcissism 

requires its separation from itself as a whole, and the “est” “has always tried to say 

what is beyond narcissism” (Derrida, Dissemination 353). Only “beneath the grid of 

the four forks” does Being “confine itself to its own crossing-out as a criss-crossing” 

and lies the irony of meaning of Being and of the world between East and West 

(Derrida, Dissemination 353). 

 Ook Chung, a Québécois writer born to Korean parents in Japan, traverses the 

Earth between East and West, and his narrator’s four languages, three countries, and 

two fathers converge into an empty center of writing in Kimchi. In a word, Ook 

Chung’s heterolingual hero never arrives in any one destination but always traverses 

the four corners of the earth. Just as Brett de Bary states, “Translation is a traversal, 

not an arrival” (46).   

 

Ook Chung’s Three Countries 

 Ook Chung often draws a complicated labyrinth wandering around three 

places. Canada, Korea, and Japan form his triangular identity, which at once testifies 

to an individual story or history [histoire] of the postcolonial diaspora. Ook Chung’s 

histoire often blurs the distinction between the narrator and the writer himself in the 

uniqueness of their diasporic profile. In the novel Kimchi, the narrator begins the story 

with his biographical background that overlaps with the author’s: “Je suis né en plein 

cœur du Chinatown de Yokohama, de parents coréens. Et j’ai grandi à Montréal, la 

ville la plus européenne de l’Amérique…” [I was born in the heart of Chinatown in 

Yokohama, from Korean parents. And I grew up in Montreal, the most European city 

in America…] (Kimchi 11). Of course, this does not permit the reader to confuse the 

narrator with the author. As Derrida notes, “The fact that the entire surface of scription 

as a whole […] should be enveloped by a narration whose narrator says ‘I’ does not 
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permit us to confuse fiction with narration” (“Purveyor” 52). Ook Chung’s intimate 

relation with his narrator, nevertheless, proposes a way of relating fiction and 

narration and thus suggests the potentials of individual stories entangled in individual 

histories. It is not, however, an attempt to search for a coherent identity of an Asian 

immigrant in the West. Although many writers of Asian descent in the West often 

narrate their biographical stories and address the lost meanings of their split beings 

and thus thwarted narcissism (which might be a paradoxical way of indicting Western 

narcissism), Ook Chung focuses less on the dead split, so to speak, than the living 

proliferation on the deathly surface. For the lost meaning of being as a whole cannot 

be retrieved since it is always already lost in the (Western) narcissistic fantasy, and it 

is dissemination itself that carries out the loss in its endless division and 

multiplication, which regards neither meaning nor being.    

 It is for that reason that the very countability of his three countries is more 

telling than the specificity of them for Ook Chung. That is to say, what is really 

significant about his uniquely diasporic profile is the multiplicity of the places, 

cultures, languages, and times in which he has lived and still lives rather than specific 

cultures of Japan, Canada, and Korea. After that succinct introduction of where he was 

born and grew up, the narrator of Kimchi immediately counts numbers in his unique 

biography: “Trente ans séparent ces deux pôles de mon univers, trente ans et quatre 

langues, ainsi que les quatorze heures d’avion….” [Thirty years split up these two 

poles of my world, thirty years and four languages, as well as fourteen hours of 

flight….] (Kimchi 11). It is as if the fact that he lived multiple years in multiple worlds 

in multiple languages were to sum up all the layers of postcolonial and diasporic 

histoires of someone who was born to Korean parents who had left their ancestral 

homeland for their former colonizer country Japan, and who then grew up in the West 

as an Asian immigrant.  
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 The countability of such diasporic multiplicity does not merely designate the 

many-opposed-to-the-only-one. For Ook Chung, this multiplicity is always present 

and thus refers to his presence itself without alluding to the singular origin that is 

presumed lost since dissemination due to multiplication. It is perhaps for this reason 

that the narrator of Kimchi does not particularly seem to miss or mourn Korea. In the 

author’s preface to the Korean edition of Kimchi, Ook Chung does not attempt to 

appeal to the Korean audience by confessing his intimate relationship—or a longing 

for one—with his ancestral homeland Korea. Instead, the author wonders about his 

center as he briefly describes what each of his three countries specifically means to 

him:  

내 ‘중심’은 도대체 어디일까? 어느 곳에서도 나는 완전하게 

느껴지지 않는다. 내 정체성의 삼각을 형성하는 세 나라 중 

어느 한 나라에 너무 오래 머물면, 몸의 어느 한 기관이 

모자라는 것처럼 느껴진다. 캐나다에서의 나는 몸이 없는 

머리일 뿐이다. 나는 단순한 이지적인 존재이다. 일본에서는 

감정이 지성을 능가한다. 그러나 마치 어른이 되어 사탕 가게에 

있는 것 같은 느낌이 든다. 탐미주의를 물리게 포식하나 

도덕성은 결여된…. 

 한국은 엄격한 아버지처럼 내 부족한 점들에 직면케 

한다. 한국만이 가르쳐줄 수 있는 생존에 대한 냉혹한 교훈을 

모두 습득하기에 내 능력이 부족하다. 그래서 얼마의 시간이 

지나면 나는 떠나야 한다. (Ook Chung, “Jakgaui mal” 8-9)29 

Where is my center? I do not feel completely myself anywhere. When I 

stay for too long in any of the three countries that form the triangle of 

                                                             
29 Ook Chung’s “Jakgaui mal” here is the author’s preface to the Korean translation of Kimchi, 
originally written in French but printed in the Korean translation only. 
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my identity, I feel as if an organ of my body is lacking. In Canada, I am 

only the head without body: I am a simple, intellectual being. In Japan, 

sentiment surpasses intellect: yet I feel like an adult in a candy store, 

satiating myself with aesthetics while lacking morality… 

 Korea is like a strict father, making me confront with my 

shortcomings. I am not able to learn the callous lessons on survival that 

only Korea can teach. Thus I have to leave after some time passes. (my 

translation) 

Certainly his center is not Korea even though he compares the country to a father-

figure. In other words, the center does not designate the origin. Korea is simply 

included in the triangle along with Japan and Canada, as one of the three, instead of 

holding a primary position.  

 Even the triangular identity imposed on him does not necessarily imply one 

lost whole from which his split stemmed, as it were. For Ook Chung, the triangle 

indicates rather his tripled selves than the self supposed to be one whole but split into 

three: “I am tripled. Like the three symbols on top of the hanja ‘心,’ there are I in 

Canada, I in Korea, and I in Japan…” [나는 셋이다.	 한자 ‘心’의 윗부분에 얹힌 

세 기호처럼, 캐나다에 있는 나, 한국에 있는 나, 그리고 일본에 있는 나…] 

(“Jakgaui mal” 10). The three “I”s do have an organic relationship with one another as 

“each country sustains [his] life like a body organ” [각각의 나라는 몸의 

기관들처럼 내 생명을 유지 시켜준다] (Ook Chung, “Jakgaui mal” 10). Yet, their 

indispensability tells more about the contradiction of an organic unity: Ook Chung 

states that he “feels difficulty in breathing” as “two lungs find one heart” (“Jakgaui 

mal” 10). Therefore, his identity does not consist in the organic unity of the three “I”s. 

His multiplicity of being three simply refers to his presence. His identity, on the other 

hand, is “floating up in the air, i.e., in the lack, in a kind of absence” [내 정체성은 
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공중에 머물며 떠 있고 이 부족함에, 일종의 부재에 있다] (“Jakgaui mal” 10). 

While he is absent, with his identity up in the air, his multiple “I”s are present in the 

earth. Through this oscillation between the identity in absence and the multiplicity of 

presence, Ook Chung breaks away from the typical question of split identity for the 

postcolonial diasporean.  

 What constitutes Ook Chung’s diasporic singularity is his awareness of 

multiplicity as the condition of presence in which constant movement is inevitable. 

Since his identity stays floating up in the air, he cannot but wander about the “airless 

labyrinth carved out of air” (Nombres 4.24. quoted in Derrida, Dissemination 348). He 

confesses, “For too long I have been having difficulty in breathing, and perhaps that is 

why I have been wandering all over the earth, searching for my breath, my spirit/mind, 

and the impossible equilibrium…” [“내가 숨쉬기의 곤란을 느낀 것은 너무나 

오래 전부터인 듯하다. 어쩌면 그래서 이렇게 온세상을 헤매는지도 모른다. 

내 숨결[氣]을,	 내 마음[心]을,	 불가능한 균형을 찾아서…”] (“Jakgaui mal” 

10). To put it differently, he is present—that is, alive—by being scattered on the 

airless, thus deathly, surface. Hence, Ook Chung travels all the time among his three 

countries, yet this travelling is compelled rather than privileged: 

생각하고, 느끼고, 심지어 움직이는 일까지도 제대로 하려면 

오로지 세 나라를 여행하는 동안, 그 사이를 연결하는 틈에서만 

가능하다. 그렇지 않으면 나는 불구자이고, 병석에 누운 자이며, 

힘없이 방에 칩거하며 프로크루테스의 침대에 누워 이를 가는 

죄수와 같다. (Ook Chung, “Jakgaui mal” 8-9) 

Thinking, feeling, and even moving around, if they are to be done 

properly, are possible only during traveling, in interstices between the 

three countries. Otherwise, I am handicapped, taken to a sickbed, like a 

prisoner grinding teeth in a Procrustean bed. (my translation) 
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Unless he is allowed to be in the gap in between places by travelling, he feels cut out 

and forced to fit in the triangle of the three countries as if he were put in the 

Procrustean bed. Interestingly enough, Poe and Derrida both use the same metaphor. 

In “The Purloined Letter” Poe directly applies the metaphore to the obsessively rigid 

measures of the Parisian police: “A certain set of highly ingenious resources are, with 

the Prefect, a sort of Procrustean bed, to which he forcibly adapts his designs” (26). 

Derrida, on the other hand, indirectly applies the metaphor to “the violence of 

[Lacan’s] Seminar’s framing, the cutting off of the narrated figure from a fourth side 

to leave merely triangles,” which rather directly falls on Ook Chung’s triangular 

identity imposed on him without reflecting his constant moving in between 

(“Purveyor” 54). Both the Parisian police in Poe’s story and Lacan in the seminar fail 

to see what is obviously there in their presence: the letter and letters, respectively. 

What might be too obvious to be noticed about a postcolonial diasporean like Ook 

Chung is that he is always in a state of flux, leaping times, crossing borders, and 

dwelling in multiple places at once. Failures of recognizing the fluidity in his multiple 

presence will violently cut him off.  

 Then, why does such a fluid subject wonder about the center? What is this 

center if it is not the origin? The center for Ook Chung must be more centrifugal than 

centripetal, providing a driving force of his endless travelling rather than a place to 

return. Neither his ancestral homeland Korea nor his birthplace Japan seems to present 

that center. For a national identity may be constructed from the inception to produce a 

kind of centripetal force, so to speak, but never a centrifugal motive. Ook Chung’s 

novel Kimchi, despite titling it after the national dish of Korea, is not a story about 

kimchi or Korea. In fact, the novel reads more as a romance story. While traveling 

from Montreal to Yokohama, Osaka, Seoul, Paris, and Tokyo, the narrator of Kimchi 

falls in love, discovers his biological father by accident, and eventually finds out that 
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he fathered a child himself. At the center of this fourteen-year-long journey in the 

novel is supposed to be kimchi, as the title of the novel suggests. Kimchi is the very 

empty center of Kimchi. 

 

Two Fathers in Kimchi 

 In order to discuss an empty center, it is necessary to investigate what is filled 

on the surface first. The romance in Ook Chung’s Kimchi surrounds the empty center 

of kimchi like a labyrinth. The narrator’s love story and that of his parents’ progress 

through the maze of words, times, and places. Ook Chung begins the novel with a 

prologue consisting of two parts: the narrator’s visit to his birthplace, Chinatown in 

Yokohama, on Christmas day in 1999, and the story of his parents from the time 

before he was born. His parents met through prison letters. A second-generation 

Korean-Japanese girl, his mother used to read every night until she became near-

sighted and unhealthy, grew up to become a serious reader and got interested in 

writers from her ancestral country. One day she tumbled upon an article in a Japanese 

literary magazine, written by a young Korean prisoner in a detention camp. The 

prisoner, a former officer in Korea, was describing his extraordinary escape from the 

misery and political climate of his country to Japan. Deeply impressed by the literary 

quality of the article, she wrote to him in the detention camp, and they started 

exchanging letters. Upon his release, the man came to meet her, and they soon got 

married. A few months later, she learned that the letters were written by someone else: 

the husband confessed that he dictated them to a cellmate since he received too many 

letters and needed help. The wife was disappointed then, but there were only more 

disappointments to come: a failure in a business, a fall into debt from her family, and a 

hellish ménage à trois with his mistress.  
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 After the prologue, the narrator leaps time again to 1985, and this time he 

arrives in Osaka as an exchange student from Canada to research his project on post-

war Japanese writers. Since he studied in Paris before, he is introduced to a group of 

Japanese students of French literature, and there he meets Hiroé with whom he falls in 

love. Yet he is already involved with another woman, Kyoko, and as soon as the two 

women learn about each other, both relationships end at once. After some gloomy time 

of sickness and a short interest in another woman who has a half-white daughter with 

an autistic disposition, the narrator takes a time leap once again: he visits Tokyo in 

1998 as a writer on a Canada-Japan fellowship, during which he finds out about his 

biological father and a child whom he fathered thirteen years ago. It turns out that a 

political exile and poet from Korea named Kim Chi-hee wrote the story of his cellmate 

and, after its publication, continued ghostwriting letters in response to the readers-

admirers. Eventually Kim Chi-hee visited the couple, for whom he had played the 

“Cyrano de Bergerac,” and was naturally yet secretly attracted to the wife (206). 

Enraged from her husband’s lies and extramarital relationship, the narrator’s mother 

ended up having an affair with the true writer of the story and letters, the one she was 

originally meant to meet. When Kim Chi-hee received the news about her pregnancy 

with his child, however, she had already left with her husband and children for 

Canada. The narrator learns this story from a letter that Kim Chi-hee wrote to his 

stepdaughter. Another letter written to his biological child is given to the narrator, 

which he reads in Paris, where he goes to meet the woman who gave birth to his own 

child. In the epilogue, the narrator is waiting to meet his daughter Yuki for the first 

time, who accompanied him to the Chinatown in Yokohama in the prologue.  

 The complicated romances in the novel unfold in different times and places 

around the father-figure. Perhaps it is not entirely coincidental that Ook Chung names 

the narrator’s biological father Kim Chi-hee. Kimchi, then, may be supposed to allude 
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to the father, and Kimchi may be a story of tracing paternal lineage. There is, however, 

no father-child relationship in Kimchi, and the biological, thus original, father only 

exists in the idea, always living in a different time or place, yet far from the ideal. Not 

to mention that the narrator never meets Kim Chi-hee and barely has any relationship 

with his own daughter, yet both men happen to meet and feel sympathy for the 

children left or abandoned by their biological fathers. Kim Chi-hee starts taking care 

of Aerin, the daughter of the narrator’s father and his mistress after the narrator’s 

family emigrated to Canada; as the narrator confesses his feelings to Amy’s mother 

Mikami, he volunteers to look after Amy, a little girl whose white father lives in the 

United States, visits her once a year, and does not speak her language. Ironically, the 

narrator loses the chance to pursue his wish to play a family with them [“de jouer à des 

« jeux de famille »”] because Mikami’s demented father cut his veins (147). Fathers in 

Kimchi are, thus, always absent in the present one way or another: they do not live in 

the same countries, same times, or same languages; when a father does, he remains 

invisible living on the other side of the wall and tries to leave the present world.  

 It is noteworthy, on the other hand, that the idea of “country” and “citizenship” 

is emphasized by the narrator’s father who raised him (and who was considered as his 

biological father until Kim Chi-hee’s letter tells otherwise). His presence as a father is 

also vague and only remembered in the voice. The one time he mentions his father in 

Canada, the narrator quotes his repeating speech: 

Après toutes ces années, j’entends encore la voix de mon père (son 

discours n’a guère changé) : « Je Vous Ai Fait Venir Dans Ce Pays, Je 

Vous Ai Procuré Une Citoyenneté, Grâce À Moi Vous Pouvez 

Recevoir Une Éducation Convenable, Faire Des Études À L’Université 

Plus Tard, Vous Avez Un Avenir Devant Vous, Soyez Reconnaissant 

Envers Ce Pays… » (160-161) 
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After all these years, I still hear my father’s voice (his speech has 

hardly ever changed): “I Made You Come To This Country, I Procured 

You A Citizenship, Thanks To Me You Can Receive An Appropriate 

Education, Study At University Later, You Have A Future Before You, 

Be Grateful To This Country…” (my translation)  

Capitalizing all the initial letters of his words, the narrator shows how oppressive and 

authoritative his father sounds, which is, perhaps, only appropriate in talking about 

“country” and “citizenship.” The man emigrated twice, from Korea and then from 

Japan, and finally immigrated to Canada with his family. That is to say, instead of the 

country in which he was born and the citizenship that he obtained by birth, he made a 

choice twice to move to a country of his own choosing and earn citizenship by 

himself. By doing so, he bears witness to the paradox of modern nation-building and 

the legitimacy-construction of citizenship, i.e., that one is not endowed with the 

nationality but free to choose and change to another as one wishes. The irony is that he 

claims his paternal authority based on the national authority of his choice and the 

rights he acquired as its legitimate citizen. The phrases “Thanks To Me” and “Be 

Grateful To This Country” begin and end his repeating speech, which identifies 

himself as the father with the country he chose.  

 Whereas the authoritative father focuses on the nation-states in the ironical 

manner, the biological father rather urges not to get attached to a country and 

celebrates uprooting itself. Writing a letter to his own child, Kim Chi-hee does not 

intend to claim his paternity; instead, he tells his child, whom he does not even know 

and does not ever care if it is a son or daughter, not to search for his or her roots, 

including himself, the biological father, and the motherland (234-237). “My dear 

child, what is the point of trying to find your ‘biological’ family?” [“Mon cher enfant, 

à quoi bon tenter de chercher ta famille ‘biologique’?”], asks Kim Chi-hee (236). For 
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him, tracing the so-called “biological” family signifies none other than defining the 

“clan,” which recognizes familial solidarity only with regard to the borders of a 

country: “Combien je déteste cette suffisance par laquelle on délimite son ‘clan,’ où 

on ne se reconnaît de fraternité qu’à l’aune des frontières d’un pays” [How I hate this 

self-sufficiency, according to which one defines one’s “clan,” in which they recognize 

one another of brotherhood only with regard to the borders of a country] (235). Those 

who do not know how to recognize their fathers, mothers, brothers, and sisters who are 

scattered all over the world are the very nationalists: “Les nationalistes sont des 

daltoniens, ils ne savent pas apprécier toutes les nuances et le coloris de cette fraternité 

élargie qu’on a coutume d’appeler la ‘diaspora’” [The nationalists are color-blinds, for 

they do not know how to appreciate all the nuances and shades of the enlarged 

fraternity that is generally called “diaspora”] (235). Kim Chi-hee, thus, expects his 

child to embrace diaspora instead of looking for his biological family or getting 

obsessed with one country:  

Tes pères, tes mères, tes frères et sœurs, ils sont éparpillés dans le 

monde entier. Tu sauras bien les reconnaître sans avoir à demander 

d’où ils viennent, qui ils sont. La recherche des racines comme panacée 

est une illusion. Chéris ton déracinement. Attache-toi à une foi, à un 

dieu, plutôt qu’à un pays…même si tu es athée. (236) 

Your fathers, your mothers, your brothers and sisters, they are spread 

throughout the entire world. You would immediately recognize them 

without having to ask where they come from or who they are. 

Searching for one’s root as if it were a panacea is an illusion. Cherish 

your uprooting. Become attached to a faith, to a god, rather than to a 

country…even if you are an atheist. (my translation) 
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One should not believe in a country although one can believe in a god and be an 

atheist at the same time. In other words, even such a contradictory faith must not be in 

a country. The strong resistance is not only to nationalism, which is intolerant even 

within different regions of a same nation [“l’intolérance tend à s’étendre au sein même 

de différentes régions d’une même nation” (236)], but also to the borders of a country 

as such. For they delimit family and fraternity, disregard expatriates, and thus hinder 

uprooting.    

  It is paradoxical that the diasporic narrator who wanders all around the world 

happens to find the biological father who tells him of diaspora instead of urging him to 

return to the original homeland. Moreover, through the contrast between the two 

fathers, Ook Chung shows that the narrator’s diasporic nature does not necessarily 

come from his personal history of being born to migrating parents and, furthermore, 

that diaspora and immigration are not one and the same. As the narrator’s immigrant 

father in Canada is still obsessed with the institutions of nation-states, one can migrate 

yet always live within the borders of a country and even be a nationalist in that sense. 

Kim Chi-hee, on the other hand, perceives diaspora in a broad sense: “le mot 

‘diaspora’ revêt pour moi un sens plus généreux que celui de la simple connotation 

ethnique” [the word “diaspora” assumes a more generous sense for me than that of the 

simple ethnic connotation] (236). For this expanded fraternity [“cette fraternité 

élargie”] beyond an ethnic group of dispersed people is based on the continuous state 

of leaving. As he writes to his child not to get attached to a country, Kim Chi-hee goes 

on saying, “C’est beaucoup demander, je sais, que de renoncer à une partie de toi-

même. Mais si tu connais la chanson Arirang, l’hymne de tous les Coréens, tu sauras 

qu’il n’y a pas de retours, seulement de nouveaux departs” [I know it is a lot to ask to 

give up on a part of yourself. But if you know the song Arirang, the anthem of all 

Koreans, you will know that there are no returns, only new departures] (236). 
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Interestingly enough, the Korean folkloric anthem Arirang has hundreds of variations 

named after different provenances or regions, such as Gyeonggi Arirang, Jeongseon 

Arirang, Jindo Arirang, Miryang Arirang, and so on. The lyrics vary as well, but all 

versions include the line about a loved one’s crossing a mountain pass, “Arirang gogae 

ro numu ganda” [“아리랑 고개로 넘어간다”]. What the word “arirang” means is 

still controversial; nevertheless, regardless of the version, Arirang always signifies 

dispersion by both its lyrics and regional variations yet brings the Korean people 

together by allowing for diasporic sympathy, singing about leaving and separating. It 

is not the imposition of nationalism, therefore, but a paradoxical solidarity based on 

the sympathy with one another’s leaving that brings the dispersed people together, and 

that is what Kim Chi-hee’s expanded fraternity or “diaspora” must signify.      

 Accordingly, for the poet, the “stateless” includes whoever renounces one’s 

faith in nation-states and chooses to live a life of leaving for new departures. Kim Chi-

hee sympathizes with his child’s stateless situation as he also chose to put his faith in 

words instead of his own country: 

Je te parle en connaissance de cause car ta situation d’apatride n’est pas 

tellement étrangère à la mienne. Peut-être un jour liras-tu mon nom sur 

un imprimé, ou peut-être ta mère t’a-t-elle déjà parlé de moi. C’est bien 

la seule information que je puisse te donner à mon sujet. Il y a bien 

longtemps, j’ai fait le choix de placer toute ma foi dans les mots, au-

delà de la “famille”, de la patrie, de ma propre vie. J’étais prêt à les 

suivre aveuglément, lucidement, partout où ils me mèneraient, sans me 

douter de tous les sacrifices que ces simples mots en apparence 

inoffensifs me coûteraient. (236) 

I am speaking to you knowing full well that your stateless situation is 

not much different from mine. Maybe one day you will read my name 
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on a print, or maybe your mother has already told you about me. It is 

the only information that I could give you about me. A long time ago, I 

made the choice to put all my faith in the words, beyond the “family,” 

homeland, or my own life. I was ready to follow them blindly, clearly, 

everywhere they would lead me, without suspecting all the sacrifices 

that these simple, apparently harmless words cost me. (my translation) 

Regardless of where he lives, the poet lives in diaspora as well since he left his 

homeland for the words, follows them everywhere, and thus departs in his writing all 

the time. It is significant that the only information that he reveals to his child about 

himself is the fact that he is a writer. Since he chose words over his family, country, or 

even his own life, writing is in fact everything about him. Kim Chi-hee thus defines 

himself, neither as the biological father nor as the Korean father, but as the writing 

father. If Kimchi is said to be a story of the origin despite all the resistance to one’s 

own roots, such as the biological family or the original homeland, it must be a story 

about writing. Frédéric Boulesteix states that Kimchi is rather a confession of the 

origin of writing than a writing obsessed with the origin of being (310). By writing 

about writing, through the origin of writing in his writing, Ook Chung returns to the 

empty center of kimchi. 

 

Kimchi, the Empty Center 

 Apart from the immigrant father’s lecture on being grateful to the country of 

Canada, the narrator seems to have brooded over the question of his cultural identity 

between Japan and Korea. It is kimchi that eventually makes him realize that he is 

Korean; still, that does not necessarily confirm that his identity belongs to Korea. As 

soon as he realizes that he is a Korean who cannot live without kimchi, the narrator 

confesses that he hardly knows Korea enough to claim its cultural identity: 
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J’ai compris que j’étais coréen le jour où j’ai découvert que je ne 

pouvais pas me passer de kimchi. Longtemps j’ai cherché à savoir qui 

j’étais, longtemps j’ai cherché une réponse à l’incessante question: « À 

quelle identité culturelle te sens-tu appartenir et pourquoi? » Si je 

répondais « le Japon », on me reprocherait de ne pas connaître ce pays 

plus qu’un Occidental, bien que j’y sois né et que le japonais ait  été 

ma langue maternelle et usuelle jusqu’au jour où mes parents ont 

décidé d’émigrer au Canada. Si je répondais « la Corée », comme j’ai 

toujours eu l’habitude de le faire spontanément, les preuves à l’appui 

me faisaient défaut car je n’ai mis les pieds dans mon pays ancestral 

qu’une seule fois et je suis bien le premier à être gêné de ne pas savoir 

lire le hangul. (Ook Chung, Kimchi 63-64) 

I realized that I was Korean when I found out that I could not go 

without kimchi. For a long time, I have been trying to know who I was 

and looking for an answer to the incessant question: “To which cultural 

identity do you feel you belong and why?” If I were to respond 

“Japan,” one might reproach me for not knowing the country any more 

than a Westerner, even though I was born there and Japanese was my 

mother language spoken daily until my parents had decided to emigrate 

to Canada. If I were to respond “Korea,” as I always did without 

thinking, the supporting evidence would be lacking because I have set 

foot in my ancestral country only once, and I am embarrassed myself 

for not knowing hangul. (my translation).  

It is noteworthy that the narrator distinguishes his attachment to kimchi from Korean 

cultural identity. That is to say, he recognizes that, even though he is strongly attached 

to kimchi just like any other Korean, it is ironic for him to claim his cultural identity to 
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belong to Korea since he has been to the country only once and does not even know 

how to read or write the language. Then, what is more ironic is that he does not feel 

entitled to Japanese identity either, although he was born in Japan and his mother 

tongue was Japanese. Kimchi does not confirm the narrator’s Korean identity; rather, 

it reassesses the question of belonging and what defines cultural identity. 

 If kimchi symbolizes any identity in Ook Chung’s Kimchi, it is that of the 

Korean diaspora. As he realizes that he is a Korean who cannot live without kimchi, 

the narrator identifies “us” with the Korean diaspora all over the world rather than 

those who were born and grew up within the borders of the country: “Le kimchi, c’est 

plus qu’un condiment ou une garniture de table, c’est le symbole national de la cuisine 

coréenne, cela fait partie de nos cellules et de notre sang, de notre identité à nous, la 

diaspora coréene éparpillée à travers le monde” [Kimchi is more than a condiment or a 

side dish, it is the national symbol of Korean cuisine, it is a part of our cells and blood, 

of our identity, the Korean diaspora scattered across the world] (64). And it is for this 

reason that Ook Chung’s Kimchi must not be considered as a work in which the author 

confirms his Korean identity, which the word “kimchi” might always readily 

symbolizes (Bang Min-ho 288). Strongly associated with Korean, “le kimchi” in 

Kimchi signifies that which goes far beyond the borders. It is, then, not totally 

nonsensical that the narrator, when young, used to confuse the word “kimchi” with the 

Japanese word “chi,” which means “blood”:  

Enfant, je mélangeais dans ma tête l’expression kimchi avec le mot 

japonais « chi », qui veut dire sang, peut-être à cause de la riche et 

onctueuse couleur rouge de la sauce de chili, comme si la salade s’était 

mise à saigner. Cette association puérile me fait sourire aujourd’hui, 

mais je me demande si cette trouvaille accidentelle n’a pas ses racines 

dans quelque chose de plus profond, car je jurerais que je ne peux pas 
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me passer de kimchi plus d’un mois sans que mon sang ne crie de 

révolte contre cette privation et ne réclame son juste dû de salade 

piquante. C’est un besoin physiologique, comme le riz pour tous les 

Asiatiques. (64-65) 

As a child, I used to mix in my head the word kimchi with the Japanese 

word “chi,” which means blood, perhaps because of the rich and 

unctuous red color of the chili sauce, as if the salad was beginning to 

bleed. This childish association makes me laugh today, but I wonder if 

this accidental find does not have its roots in something more profound, 

for I swear that I cannot live without kimchi more than a month without 

my blood crying out to revolt against this privation and demanding its 

right to spicy salad. It is a physiological need, like rice for all Asians. 

(my translation) 

The “childish association” of kimchi with blood relates the two different languages in 

an intriguing way: both the signs, one in Korean and the other in Japanese, have the 

“chi” sound in common, and the objects represented by those signs respectively 

feature the color red. Junga Shin and Yong Ho Choi take this as an example of trans-

semiosis, i.e., semiosis “as a process of translating a sign in terms of another sign,” 

and they explain that in this case “‘kimchi’ was first translated into blood, and then 

blood into ‘something more profound’ regarding the Korean people, i.e., ‘the 

Koreanity,’ so to speak” (“On trans-semiosis” 315). Instead of recalling blood 

relations with other Koreans or getting obsessed with “the Koreanity” represented by 

kimchi, however, the narrator turns “something more profound” to something more 

disseminating, so to speak: that which runs in bodies across the borders—comparing 

kimchi for the Koreans with rice for all Asians. Furthermore, the smell of kimchi 

carried by the Korean diaspora is compared to a Jewish badge: the narrator’s mother, 
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who is a second generation Korean-Japanese, never learned Korean, and only has a 

Japanese/Japanized name, always carries the smell of kimchi like a yellow star on her 

body [“on lui faisait bien sentir qu’au fond elle porterait toujours sur elle ce parfum de 

kimchi comme une étoile jaune”] (68). Kimchi, then, is not limited to Korean identity 

but refers to a diasporic identity in general, just as Kim Chi-hee tries to widen the 

perception of diaspora beyond the ethnic connotation.  

 The unforgettable flavor of kimchi proves to be comparable and even 

compatible with the state of diaspora to both the narrator and Kim Chi-hee through 

linguistic associations. Just as the narrator’s early experience of kimchi is linguistic 

above all, linking the Korean word “kimchi” with the word “chi” in his Japanese 

mother tongue, later in the novel Kim Chi-hee also mentions a Japanese word that 

makes him think of kimchi whenever he hears it:  

Les Japonais ont une expression qui, chaque fois que je l’entends, se 

confond toujours dans mon esprit avec celle de kimchi: “kimochi,” qui 

veut dire “sensation” ou “humeur,” souvent avec une connotation 

presque jouissive (au sens sexuel). Mais, comme dans les religions 

tantriques, la jouissance n’est atteinte qu’après une longue abstinence. 

(237) 

The Japanese have an expression that, every time I hear it, always 

becomes confused in my mind with the word kimchi: “kimochi,” which 

means “sensation” or “mood,” often with an almost exhilarating 

connotation (in the sexual sense). But, like in the Tantric beliefs, 

jouissance is only reached after a long abstinence. (my translation)  

At first, unlike the word “chi,” which was both phonetically and semantically 

associated with kimchi in however a “childish” way, “kimochi” seems to remind him 

of “kimchi” only phonetically. For Kim Chi-hee, however, both “kimochi” and 
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“kimchi” refer to the “lack” that is the very condition of diaspora. The Japanese word 

“kimochi” is not used merely with the sexual connotation, but Ook Chung stresses its 

possible usage with a sexual meaning because of the “jouissance” that comes after a 

long abstinence and is thus embodied in the lack.30 In other words, “kimochi” can be a 

phonetic reminder of kimchi that signifies the lack as “jouissive” as the jouissance, so 

to speak. Kim Chi-hee calls the lack of which kimchi reminds the Korean people 

across the world “unfulfilment”: “on aurait beau nous présenter les meilleurs plats du 

monde entier, sans kimchi il manquera toujours quelque chose, mais c’est ce manque 

même, cette sensation d’unfulfilment et d’appétit aiguillonné, qui donne son identité et 

sa saveur inoubliable au kimchi” [Even if we were given the best dishes of the entire 

world, without kimchi something would always be missing, but it is this very lack, this 

feeling of unfulfilment and of tickled appetite, which gives kimchi its identity and its 

unforgettable flavor] (237). Such a perpetual feeling of unfulfilment is inseparable 

from the state of diaspora, for, according to Kim Chi-hee, diaspora refers to those who 

gave up a part of themselves by renouncing their faith in the countries and thus live 

with the lack thereof.  

 It is for this reason that kimchi in Ook Chung’s Kimchi does not represent 

Korean national identity. If kimchi brings the Korean diaspora together, that is 

because kimchi signifies the permanent missing itself and thus enables diasporic 

sympathy based on a common lack. “Kimchi means,” as Bang Min-ho states, “for the 

author as well as for the main character of Kimchi, the feeling of lack, unfulfilment, 

and the empty center” [<김치>의 주인공과 마찬가지로 작가에게 김치란 

결핍감, 채워지지 않는 감정이며 빈 중심이다] (288). The “empty center” here 

does not refer to the author or the narrator’s lack of understanding his country of 

                                                             
30 In the quote above “souvent avec une connotation presque jouissive (au sens sexuel)” [often with an 
almost exhilarating connotation (with sexual meaning)] is deleted in La trilogie coreénne, but Ook 
Chung still mentions the “jouissance” regarding “kimochi.” 
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origin where the spicy dish happens to have originated.31 Being “the source of the 

spiritual hunger” [정신적 허기의 근원] and representing “the inner lack” [영혼 

결핍], kimchi designates the empty center that “leads to the act of creating” [창작 

행위로 이끄는] (Bang Min-ho 288). In fact, Kim Chi-hee mentions kimchi for the 

state of “unfulfilment” that makes him write instead of putting his faith in his country, 

family, or even his own life:  

Longtemps je me suis demandé pourquoi il a fallu que je devienne 

écrivain, plutôt que menuisier ou n’importe quel autre métier modeste 

mais honorable. C’est difficile à expliquer. Pour moi, le besoin d’écrire 

a toujours été lié d’une certaine façon à l’image de la torture. Les 

Anglais ont une expression, qui traduit bien ce que je veux dire: 

unfulfilment. À mon sens, le besoin d’écrire n’existerait pas sans cet 

état d’unfulfilment. Tous les auteurs que j’ai admirés dans ma vie ont 

consenti à cet état permanent de faim. C’est comme le goût du kimchi 

pour les Coréens…. (236-237) 

For a long time, I’ve wondered why I had to become a writer, rather 

than a carpenter or any other humble yet honorable job. It is difficult to 

explain. For me, the need to write has always been tied in a particular 

way to the image of torture. The English have an expression that 

translates well what I mean: unfulfilment. As for me, the need to write 

would not exist without this state of unfulfilment. All the authors whom 

I have admired in my life have consented to this permanent state of 

hunger. It is like the taste of kimchi for the Koreans…. (my translation) 

                                                             
31 Bang Min-ho explains that kimchi means the empty center since Korea cannot stand as a concrete 
substance for the author who lacks understanding of Korea because he was born in Japan and grew up 
in Canada (288). In doing so, Bang directly identifies kimchi with Korea, which is not clearly justified. 
Regardless of where he was born or grew up, moreover, Ook Chung seems as indifferent to claiming his 
Japanese or Canadian identities as claiming a Korean identity. 
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A writer must keep writing because there is always the ticklish lack that is never 

fulfilled, just like Koreans’ perpetual hunger for kimchi. This torturous state of 

“unfulfilment” is like the driving force of creativity for the writer. The empty center 

remains empty not because of any loss but because it constantly drives one out to 

create to disseminate. In a word, for Ook Chung, or for all the writers in and of 

Kimchi, kimchi is a reminder of the empty center for writing as disseminating. 

 

Writing as Disseminating 

 It is not coincidental that both the narrator and Kim Chi-hee express their 

attachment to kimchi through linguistic associations. After all, they both are writers as 

attached to words as kimchi. For the political exile and poet Kim Chi-hee, words 

mean, above all, faith, on which he gave up in his country. He does not want his child 

to look for him as the biological father but expects to be found as a writer. That is to 

say, Kim Chi-hee does not believe in any kind of kinship including ethnicity and even 

the biological family and is determined to live in words only, for the state of 

unfulfilment makes writing compatible with diaspora. The notion of blood relationship 

does not excite the narrator, either, at least not as much as the possibility of being 

related through words. Reluctant to open Kim Chi-hee’s letter, the narrator finds him 

“a perfect stranger” [“un parfait étranger”], and the only thing that intrigues him is the 

fact that they share the same profession as writers: “…il me répugne d’entendre la 

voix d’un homme qui demeure pour moi un parfait étranger, n’eût été de cette 

profession commune que nous exerçons. Serait-ce de lui que je tiens ma vocation 

d’écrivain, mon amour des mots, même si ces mots ne sont pas ceux de ma langue 

natale mais ceux de ma langue d’adoption?” […it repels me to listen to the voice of a 

man who remains a perfect stranger for me, had he not had this profession that we 

practice in common. Would it be from him that I take my vocation of writer, my love 
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of words, even if these words are not those of my native language but of my adoptive 

language?] (215) The narrator seems more fascinated by the idea of having the writing 

father than the biological father whose existence he did not know of until then, as if he 

would rather that they be related through the vocation of writing than by blood.   

 It may be natural that the narrator becomes self-conscious about being a writer 

upon discovering the existence of his biological father who turns out to be a writer as 

well. But then it appears intriguing that the writer becomes self-conscious again when 

the narrator is about to meet his thirteen-year-old daughter for the first time. In the 

epilogue of Kimchi, the narrator is waiting to meet his daughter Yuki and wonders 

what she would think about a father who writes: “Yuki serait-elle fière d’avoir un père 

tel que moi? Un père qui fait profession d’écrire… Comment suis-je donc devenu 

écrivain?” [Would Yuki be proud of having a father like me? A father who writes for a 

living… How did I become a writer?] (246) When Kim Chi-hee asks himself “why 

[he] had to become a writer” [“pourquoi il a fallu que je devienne écrivain”] (236) in 

the letter to his child, he explains that it was the “state of unfulfilment” [“cet état 

d’unfulfilment”], the “permanent state of hunger” [“cet état permanent de faim”], that 

made him write (237). The narrator, on the other hand, answers himself that maybe 

being a writer meant being a father: “Peut-être faute d’avoir été père. Les mots sont les 

fantômes des enfants qu’on n’a pas eus, qu’on aurait souhaité avoir” [Maybe for lack 

of having been a father. Words are the ghosts of children whom one has never had, 

whom one would have wished to have] (246). Although the two fathers’ answers may 

sound different, both are conscious about being a writer as a father. In other words, 

they both perceive themselves not just as a writer or a father respectively, but a writing 

father. Either by writing for having not been a father or by choosing to remain a writer 

instead of the father, writing is intimately related with fathering.  
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 In a sense, writing fathers create to procreate. The narrator clearly states that 

words are the children as. Writing can thus mean disseminating for them. The state of 

“unfulfilment” that turned Kim Chi-hee to nothing else but writing is congruent with 

the state of diaspora as he compares it to the “permanent state of hunger” for kimchi 

that all Korean people across the world understand. Contrary to the founding fathers, 

as it were, the writing fathers are essentially diasporic. “[A]ll nationalisms have their 

founding fathers,” according to Edward Said, as “[t]riumphant, achieved nationalism 

[…] justifies, retrospectively as well as prospectively, a history selectively strung 

together in a narrative form” (140). In a word, all founding fathers exist in the 

nationalists’ narrative. What makes writing fathers, on the other hand, is “a condition 

of estrangement [from which] all nationalisms in their early stages develop” (Said 

140). Witnessing the formation of nationalist narrative yet being fended off by 

nationalism at the same time, the exiles come to believe that “the only home truly 

available now, though fragile and vulnerable, is in writing” (Said 147). Kim Chi-hee, 

therefore, writes directly back at the national narrative: “j’attaquais avec virulence les 

laquais et les grands pontes du régime dictatorial” [I would attack with virulence the 

servants and bigwigs of the dictatorial regime] (200). And, since “[t]he exile knows 

that in a secular and contingent world, homes are always provisional,” and that 

“[b]orders and barriers, which enclose us within the safety of familiar territory, can 

also become prisons,” Kim Chi-hee directly compares a writer to a prisoner (Said 

147):  

L’écrivain est comme un prisonnier dans une cellule glacée. Je 

l’imagine couché sur le sol, tandis qu’un vent glacé et hivernal s’infiltre 

par la lucarne. Tout le reste de son corps est plongé dans la douce 

chaleur d’un drap, sauf la main, que caresse la langue glaciale d’un 

vent coulis. L’écrivain est celui qui toujours refusera de glisser cette 
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main solitaire et vigilante sous le drap douillet. Son corps aura beau 

appeler le sommeil pesant, il est celui qui se lève en pleine nuit, 

écartant la couverture, pour que le reste du corps aille rejoindre cette 

main glacée qui griffonnera des phrases toute la nuit dans le clair-

obscur de la lune. Le sommeil boudeur ne viendra qu’à l’aube, s’il se 

décide à revenir. Mais l’homme qui écrit ainsi n’a pas de choix. Il 

accepte cet état permanent d’unfulfilment et cette insomnie qui est sa 

nourriture. 

J’envie ton déracinement et je bénis ta malédiction. (237)32 

The writer is like a prisoner in a chilled cell. I imagine him lying on the 

ground, while freezing winter breeze penetrates through the skylight. 

All the rest of his body is buried in the soft warmth of a sheet, except 

his hand, which is caressed the cold language of a draft. The writer is 

the one who will always refuse to slide this solitary, vigilant hand under 

the cozy sheet. His body may well call for heavy sleep, but he is the 

one who gets out of bed in the dark of night, moving aside the blanket, 

so that the rest of body joins this frozen hand that will scribble 

sentences all night in the half-light of the moon. The sulky sleep will 

only come at dawn, if it decides to come back. But the man who writes 

this way does not have any choice. He accepts this permanent state of 

unfulfilment and this insomnia that is his nourishment.  

I envy your uprooting, and I bless your curse. (My translation) 

Kim Chi-hee’s description of the torturous state in which the writer is like a prisoner 

echoes the words of Wallace Stevens that exile is “a mind of winter” (quoted in Said 

                                                             
32 Ook Chung republished Kimchi as a part of trilogy in La Trilogie coréenne in 2012 and revises the 
last line of the letter as the following: “Bénis ton déracinement” [Bless your uprooting] (314). 
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148). The “sheer fact of isolation and displacement, which produces the kind of 

narcissistic masochism that resists all efforts at amelioration, acculturation and 

community,” may render “a fetish of exile” (Said 146). But “exile, unlike nationalism, 

is fundamentally a discontinuous state of being” (Said 140). Kim Chi-hee finally 

becomes the writing father to the narrator when he blesses his child’s uprooting. For 

“[e]xiles are cut off from their roots, their land, their past” (Said 140). Unlike the 

founding father, Kim Chi-hee writes to disseminate.  

 What makes the narrator a writing father is not the creative talent that runs 

through blood but the condition of exile into which he is born. “Exile is not, after all, a 

matter of choice: you are born into it, or it happens to you,” according to Said (146). 

Quite literally, the narrator happens to be born into exile, and that is what makes him 

write. Seeking “to preserve the meaning of exile from sliding into a generalized 

aesthetics of modernism, available to all who claim geographical or psychic 

displacement,” Said distinguishes exiles from refugees, expatriates, and émigrés (Giri 

230). Exiles have been “banished”; the word “exile” carries with it “a touch of solitude 

and spirituality”; “the exile lives an anomalous and miserable life, with the stigma of 

being an outsider” (Said 144). The word “refugee” does not share this solitude and 

spirituality; Expatriates “do not suffer under [exile’s] rigid proscriptions”; as for 

émigrés, “choice in the matter is certainly a possibility” (Said 144). The narrator’s 

case, however, blurs these distinctions since his exile began with his two fathers who 

were refugees, and his family members who were expatriates in Japan emigrated to 

Canada. The narrator simply happens to be born into an exile in which the political, 

social, and personal reasons, which Said distinguishes from exile, are all entangled. 

Elsewhere, in “Diasporama,” which constitutes Ook Chung’s La Trilogie coréenne 

together with “Kimchi” and “La petite marchande de poèmes et de kimchi,” the 
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narrator states that he writes because he has “something to say,” and that what he has 

to say is directly his “condition of exile”:  

Si j’écris en français, ce n’est pas tant parce que je trouve la langue 

français belle que parce que j’ai « quelque chose à dire ». Et, 

paradoxalement, ce que j’ai à dire est ma condition d’exilé. Je parle, je 

pense, j’existe dans une langue « accidentelle », et si je suis devenu 

écrivain, c’est encore par accident. Le métier de conteur est l’héritage 

que j’ai reçu de ma condition d’être-en-exil. (Ook Chung, Trilogie 13) 

If I write in French, it is not because I find the French language 

beautiful but because I have “something to say.” And, paradoxically, 

what I have to say is my condition of exile. I speak, I think, I exist in an 

accidental language, and if I became a writer, it is also by accident. The 

profession of storyteller is the heritage that I have received from my 

condition of being in exile. (my translation) 

 “It is not surprising that so many exiles seem to be novelists,” according to 

Said, for “[m]uch of the exile’s life is taken up with compensating for disorienting loss 

by creating a new world to rule. […] The exile’s new world, logically enough, is 

unnatural and its unreality resembles fiction. Georg Lukács, in Theory of the Novel, 

argued with compelling force that the novel, a literary form created out of the unreality 

of ambition and fantasy, is the form of ‘transcendental homelessness.’…The 

novel…exists because other worlds may exist, alternatives for bourgeois speculators, 

wanderers, exiles” (144). Ook Chung’s new world is far from unreal, for he chooses 

diaspora to be the alternative for wanderers and exiles. As Bed Prasad Giri points out, 

the new narratives of diaspora no longer dwell on “a condition of ‘catastrophic’ loss 

and dispersion to be lamented. […] Instead, diaspora is now being recuperated as an 

alternative site of sociality and belonging, marked by mixed peoples and cultures, 
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transgressive poetics/politics, and de-centered subjectivities” (216). In other words, 

diaspora is “an alternative to the mass institutions that dominate modern life,” which 

is the way Said speaks of exile (146). Just as “exile is irremediably secular and 

unbearably historical,” exile’s new world or the novel is irremediably historical and 

unbearably secular for Ook Chung (Said 138). It is best shown in the narrator’s 

peculiar relationship with the French language:  

À la veille du grand départ pour le Canada, mon identité linguistique 

aurait pu s’orienter vers le coréen ou le japonais ou encore vers une 

autre langue. Dans les faits, toutefois, ce choix a été fait par-dessus ma 

tête par mes parents et, d’un point de vue macroscopique, par des 

facteurs historiques et socioéconomiques. Je ne peux pas dire que j’ai 

choisi le français. En ce qui me concerne, c’est un simple cas de 

désulfuration. Le français est ma langue d’adoption, mais n’est-il pas 

plus juste de dire que c’est elle qui m’a adopté, comme des parents 

adoptent un orphelin sans son consentement, avec des résultats plus ou 

moins heureux? (Ook Chung, Trilogie 13) 

On the day before the grand departure for Canada, my linguistic 

identity could have turned towards Korean or Japanese or even another 

language. In fact, nevertheless, this choice has been made over my head 

by my parents and, from a macroscopic point of view, by historical and 

socioeconomic factors. I cannot say that I have chosen French. As far 

as I am concerned, it is a simple case of discoloration. French is my 

adopted language, but isn’t it more right to say that it is she who 

adopted me, like parents adopt an orphan without his or her consent, 

with more or less happy results? (my translation)          
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Peut-être devrais-je me montrer plus reconnaissant envers ma langue 

d’adoption? J’ai enseigné le français comme langue étrangère en Corée 

du Sud pendant trois ans et comme langue seconde au Nouveau-

Brunswick pendant un an. C’est ma langue alimentaire. Celle qui me 

permet de vivre et de gagner de l’argent. Même si c’est pour acheter et 

manger du kimchi. (Ook Chung, Trilogie 14) 

Maybe I should show more grateful to my adopted language? I taught 

French as foreign language in South Korea for three years and as 

second language in New Brunswick for one year. It is the language that 

puts food on my table. The one that allows me to live and earn money. 

Even if it is to buy and eat kimchi. (my translation)   

The narrator happened to adopt French, or it is rather French that adopted him, for 

secular and historical reasons. It was his father’s choice since “he had chosen Quebec 

just because they speak French there” [“il a choisi le Québec justement parce qu’on y 

parle le français”] (Trilogie 13). Ook Chung adds, “Parce que, en Asie, pour les gens 

cultivés de sa génération, le français a longtemps représenté une langue de prestige, 

beaucoup plus que l’anglais” [Because, in Asia, for the cultivated people of his 

generation, French has long represented a prestigious language, much more than 

English] (Trilogie 13). And, the narrator also adopts the language for both secular and 

historical reasons, for that language enables him to earn a living and continue to live in 

diaspora, wandering around the world.  

  Whereas the French language adopted him, it is his writing that orphans him. 

“[E]xiles are always eccentrics who feel their difference (even as they frequently 

exploit it) as a kind of orphanhood” (Said 144). Since his writing depicts not a new 

world of the unreality of ambition and fantasy but an alternative of diaspora just as 

secular and historical as his condition of exile, his writing leaves him in orphanhood. 
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The narrator in Kimchi describes the feeling of being an “other” since his book is 

published: 

Il y a quelques années, il y a eu cette chose: un petit objet rectangulaire 

avec mon nom dessus. Aujourd’hui, quand j’entre dans une librairie ou 

une bibliothèque, il m’arrive de rencontrer ce petit objet coincé parmi 

d’aures semblables à lui, un peu plus grands, un peu plus petits. Cet 

objet ne m’appartient plus, et le nom que je lis sur la couverture est 

celui d’un étranger, d’un imposteur. Nous sommes devenus des frères 

ennemis, le livre et moi. Le livre m’a abandonné, dès qu’il est sorti et je 

suis redevenu cet « autre », cet orphelin qui, après avoir replacé le 

volume sur le rayon, retourne au froid de la rue, à la petite misère 

quotidienne, à sa difficulté d’être. Avant rien ne me semblait si beau, si 

grand et si magique que ce rapport entre un livre et celui qui l’a fait, 

que ce jeu d’ombre et de lumière, de nuit intérieure et de fanal, comme 

si un corridor de lumière reliait le naufragé en haute mer au phare à 

l’horizon, comme si le livre-objet était la matérialisation impérissable 

de tous nos naufrages et égarements, de toutes ce qui, en dehors du 

refuge de l’écriture, ne peut être sauvé et que l’écriture, en fin de 

compte, ne sauve que pour mieux nous perdre. (155-156) 

There has been this thing since a few years ago: a little rectangular 

object with my name on it. Today, when I enter a book store or a 

library, I happen to meet this little object stuck among other similar 

things, a bit bigger or smaller. This object doesn’t belong to me 

anymore, and the name that I read on the cover is that of a stranger, of 

an impostor. The book and I became close enemies. The book 

abandoned me, as soon as it was out and I became this “other” again, 
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this orphan who, after having replaced the volume on the shelf, returns 

to the cold of the street, to the little daily misery, to its difficulty of 

being. Before, nothing seemed so beautiful, great, and magical than this 

relationship between a book and the one who made it, this play of 

shadow and light, internal night and beacon, as if a passageway of light 

connects the castaway on the open sea to the lighthouse to the horizon, 

as if the book-object was the imperishable materialization of all of our 

shipwrecks and wandering, of all that which, outside the refuge of the 

writing, cannot be saved and that writing, ultimately, only saves us the 

better to lose us. (My translation) 

Ook Chung and his narrator, therefore, do not “take home and language for granted” 

because they “stand away from ‘home’ [and] look at [them] with the exile’s 

detachment” (Said 147). Yet, they do not reject home, either, because they “achieve 

independence and detachment by working through attachments” (Said 148). “[W]hat 

is true of all exile is not that home and love of home are lost, but that loss is inherent 

in the very existence of both” (Said 148). It is for this reason that the narrator of 

Kimchi travels back and forth between his birth place, ancestral land, host country, and 

everywhere. He is not yet the “perfect” man, according to Hugo of St. Victor: “The 

man who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; he to whom every soil is 

as his native one is already strong; but he is perfect to whom the entire world is as a 

foreign land. The tender soul has fixed his love on one spot in the world; the strong 

man has extended his love to all places; the perfect man has extinguished his” (quoted 

in Said 147). In his endless wandering, the narrator switches back and forth from the 

tender soul to the strong man to the perfect man. He finds himself continually 

returning to Asia, becomes sentimental when he visits Korea for the first time, has a 

complicated relationship with his mother tongues, at one point realizes that home is 
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wherever his love is, and sometimes seems entirely detached from all kinds of 

belonging. Especially when he says, “cette tendresse était un pays en elle-même […] 

L’amour apprivoisait même la médiocrité des lieux” [the tenderness [of love] was a 

country in herself…. Love tames even the mediocrity of places], he still appears 

attached to, if not obsessed with, his country as much as love (Kimchi 112). To wit, 

Kimchi is not a story of how a tender soul became a perfect man but of an exile’s 

extremely honest confession of his “working through.” 

 

Working Through and Dewriting the Origin 

  Whereas the biological father blesses his uprooting, the narrator constantly 

returns to Asia as if he were somehow obsessed with his Asian origin. Ook Chung, 

however, deals with the origin of his writing rather than his ethnic origin through the 

narrator’s repeating trips to Asia in Kimchi. In Kimchi the narrator travels from 

Montreal to Yokohama, Osaka, Seoul, Tokyo, and Paris. The sections of the novel are 

divided by these itineraries, and Ook Chung notes the specific times and places in the 

section titles.33 

Section Place Time 

Prologue Yokohama, Japan Winter 1999 

First Part Osaka, Japan Autumn – Winter 1985 

Second Part Osaka, Japan  Spring 1986 

Interlude Montreal, Canada Ten years later 

Third Part Tokyo, Japan 1998-1999 

Epilogue Yokohama, Japan 1st January 2000 

Table 1 The sections of Ook Chung’s Kimchi divided by specific times and places 

                                                             
33 Including Kimchi in La Trilogie coréenne, Ook Chung adds the times and places of the sections 
where that information was previously missing. 
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Kimchi begins with the narrator’s trip from Montreal to Yokohama in the winter of 

1999; in the first section he arrives in Osaka from Montreal and spends the fall and 

winter of 1985 there as an exchange student; the second section entitled “Le fantôme 

de la pluie” depicts his gloomy time in Osaka during the following spring in 1986 after 

his relationship with two women ended; then, ten years later, he is in Montreal, 

contemplating his relationship with his own book as the author before he finds out 

about his biological father in Tokyo between 1998 and 1999; towards the end of the 

last section, the narrator flies from Tokyo to Paris to meet the woman who allegedly 

gave birth to his child; then, in the epilogue he is finally about to meet his daughter for 

the first time in Yokohama in January 2000. The loopy trajectory of both spatial and 

temporal orders in the novel reveals the intimate relationship between traveling and 

writing. 

 Writing is inseparable from the condition of exile, and through writing exile 

suggests an alternative of diaspora to the community of mass institutions that stresses 

belonging to the same home and language. The exiled writer lives in diaspora, refusing 

belonging, not because he is already detached from home and able to view the world 

as foreign from the inception. Ook Chung rather shows how his exiled narrator 

becomes a diasporic writer “by working through attachments” while traveling all over 

the world (Said 148). The narrator confesses, “Je suis même devenu « écrivain », ce 

qui m’a permis d’obtenir des bourses et de voyager. Au départ j’écrivais pour voyager 

en imagination en des pays fraternels; maintenant, cela ne me suffit plus. Je dirais 

même que les vrais voyages ont remplacé l’écriture, ce qui ne me trouble pas outre 

mesure” [I even became a ‘writer,’ which allowed me to get scholarships and travel. 

At first I used to write to travel in imagination to brotherly countries; now, that is no 

longer enough. I would even say that the real trips have replaced the writing, which 

does not trouble me too much] (21). He travels not only in Asia but all over the world: 
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“Parfois, je me réveille la nuit dans mon hôtel en me demandant : « Où suis-je? » À 

Montréal, Paris, Londres, Mexico, ou Tokyo? Car depuis ces dix dernières années, je 

n’ai pas cessé de voyager. Moi qui ai été si longtemps en proie à l’immobilité, me 

voici maintenant devenu un nomade, un citoyen du monde. J’ai une boulimie de 

voyager que rien ne rassasie” [Sometimes, I woke up at night in my hotel room, asking 

myself: ‘Where am I?’ In Montreal, Paris, London, Mexico, or Tokyo? Because, for 

the past ten years, I have never stopped traveling. Having been so long beset by 

immobility, here I have become a nomad, a citizen of the world. I hunger for travel, 

which can be satisfied by nothing else] (176). Still, returning to Asia allows him to 

work through his attachments to the origin not of his ethnic, cultural, or national 

identity but of his writing that is brought about by exile: 

C’est d’ailleurs un peu comme si avec chaque retour en Asie, j’effaçais 

un signe de plus dans la longue chaîne de mes pas. Je suis en train de 

marcher à reculons vers ma naissance, d’effacer les pages de ma vie 

l’une avant l’autre, dans la tentative de retrouver mon imprint. Imprint, 

imprimer, quel jeu de mots ironique… Moi, je sais bien que je serais 

satisfait de vivre sans livre, de désécrire les pages tristes de mon exil, si 

cela pouvait me rapprocher de l’innocence de mon enfance. (21-22) 

Moreover, it is as if with every return to Asia, I was erasing another 

trace in the long chain of my footprints. I am walking backwards 

toward my birth, erasing the pages of my life one after another in an 

attempt to rediscover my imprint. Imprint, to print, what an ironic play 

of words… I know well that I will be satisfied living without books, 

dewriting the sad pages of my exile, if that could bring me closer to the 

innocence of my childhood. (My translation)  
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Traveling to Asia signifies tracing back to his birth before his exile began, that is, 

before the origin of his writing. The spatial shift of traveling involves the temporality 

of tracing and retracing, and the intertwined spatiality and temporality instantly entails 

the act of writing, enabling him to “dewrite” [“désécrire”]. When Ook Chung makes 

up the word “désécrire” instead of repeating the word “erase” [“effacer”], he 

particularly designates the act of writing that is to be undone, not the passive tracing of 

memories. Traveling thus enables him to work through both his spatial and temporal 

attachments, and by working through these attachments, the narrator eventually 

“dewrites” his origin.  

 The word play of “imprint” in English and “imprimer” in French, meaning “to 

print” or “to publish” directly shows how traveling and writing are intimately linked to 

enable the “working through.” For the narrator, the word “imprint” designates his 

instinctive attachments to Asian features:    

Je ne sais trop comment le désir pour d’autres traits asiatiques s’est 

éveillé en moi ; tout ce que je sais, c’est que cela s’est fait 

progressivement, par détours pourrait-on dire, comme l’assemblage 

d’un puzzle, et lorsque ce puzzle s’est entièrement mis en place, je me 

suis aperçu que j’avais fait à rebours ce que, en éthologie, on désigne 

par le terme d’imprint, un tropisme dont la force mnésique est telle que 

des canetons prendraient pour mère n’importe qui et le suivraient 

jusqu’au bout du monde. (20) 

I do not know how the desire for other Asian features awoke in me; all I 

know is that it was gradually done, by detours one could say, like the 

assembly of a puzzle, and when this puzzle is completely put together, I 

realized that I had done in reverse that which, in ethology, is designated 

by the term imprint, a tropism of which the mnemonic force is such that 
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ducklings will take anyone for mother and follow her until the end of 

world. (My translation) 

Like ducklings follow whoever they first see, the narrator instinctually and 

automatically recognizes Asian features among others in the West. After having for a 

long time been “colonized by white faces seen on TV, heard from radio, or read in 

books in school” [“Pendant longtemps, mon imaginaire a été colonisé par des visages 

blancs, vus, entendus, lus, à la télé, la radio, dans les livres d’école”], his imagination 

finds Asian features like the long-lost piece of a puzzle (20). All the Chinatowns in the 

world constitute “Ariadne’s thread” for him [“Car véritablement, dans mon cas, les 

Chinatown du monde entier ont été mon fil d’Ariane”] (19); every Asian face he meets 

in passing is like a lost piece of paradise or lost country [“je m’accrochais à chaque 

visage asiatique rencontré au passage comme à une parcelle d’un paradis et d’une 

patrie perdus, que je tenterais de recoller comme les morceaux d’une mosaïque”] (20); 

he finds himself fascinated by the familiar black hair of Mexican women [“Alors je 

suis parti au Mexique. Là-bas, je me suis aperçu que la couleur de mes propres 

cheveux ne tranchait pas avec mon entourage et j’éprouvais la sensation grisante de 

me fondre dans cette mer de têtes noires”] (21); he feels like “family” in the 

Chinatown of every city he visits. Looking at the passersby’s black hair and narrow 

eyes that look exactly like his, he embroiders stories about their lives. [“À chaque ville 

où je voyageais, il fallait au bout d’un certain temps que j’aille visiter le quartier 

chinois. Je m’y sentais « en famille », le temps de siroter un café en regardant les 

passants aux cheveux noirs et aux yeux bridés, exactement comme moi. Je brodais de 

petites intrigues autour de leurs vies et j’en inventais pour moi-même”] (21). The 

“imprint,” the very first impression that is so strong in memory, allows traveling in 

imagination and leads the narrator to writing, and once the very last act of writing—to 

print or publish [imprimer]—is done, he gets to travel backwards to the origin of that 
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“imprint” again. Working through his attachments in this way, he eventually dewrites 

his origin called exile. 

 Dewriting one’s origin is certainly a matter of life and death. The one who 

writes to disseminate and travels to dewrite cannot imagine equilibrium. From the 

beginning, Ook Chung mentions his difficulty in breathing and states that his endless 

wandering around the world is an attempt to search for the impossible equilibrium 

(“Jakgaui mal” 10). Ook Chung’s narrator, on the other hand, confesses that his writer 

already lost the equilibrium. For “Écrire perpétue une forme de névrose. L’écriture est 

un précipité de la vie ou de la mort, elle aide à vivre comme elle tue parfois, on dirait 

qu’il n’y a pas de milieu entre ces extrêmes, et l’écrivain est toujours, d’une façon ou 

de l’autre, un déséquilibré” [Writing perpetuates a form of neurosis. Writing is a 

precipitate of life or of death; it helps to live as it sometimes kills; one might say that 

there is no middle between these extremes; and the writer is always, in one way or 

another, a madman/unbalanced] (156). That is to say, the wanderer who searches for 

the impossible equilibrium in his endless movement finds writing compatible because, 

as a writer, he already lost equilibrium. According to the same logic, the one who has 

difficulty in breathing is already dead. This impossible state between life and death is 

what involves dewriting one’s origin, so to speak.  

 Water is an important motif for such an impossible state between life and death 

in Kimchi. For the long time in which he would only vaguely recollect his “imprint” in 

Asian faces in passing, the narrator feels like a drowned adrift: “J’ai été si longtemps 

un noyé à la dérive, un noyé ne se sachant pas noyé” [I have been such a longtime a 

drowned man adrift, not realizing that I was drowned] (20). Finally arriving in his 

hometown, Chinatown in Yokohama, he literally describes his drifting [dériver]:   

Il me semble parfois que j’ai été un cadavre noyé pendant plus de vingt 

ans de ma vie, mais un cadavre obstiné qui refuserait de couler, tout 
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bouffi et gorgé d’eau saline, à moitié décomposé déjà, ballotté au gré 

des courants océaniques dans un labyrinthe de vagues, à la recherche 

d’un port où ressusciter.  

 Et voici que le grand ressac de ma vie me ramène là où tout 

commence et recommence, dans le port de Yokohama… [….] Je 

comprends que cette longue odyssée était nécessaire pour mieux 

revenir en moi-même, pour mieux goûter cette lumière lustrale et 

respirer cette expansion de l’âme. Je prends une grande inspiration et je 

repense à cette phrase de Romaine Brooks: « We leap into dangerous 

waters. Lucky is who, with the return of a wave, is landed higher than 

he was before. » Dans mes yeux pleins de sel, la lumière tremble 

comme du lait. Il y a de la craie dans tout ce que je vois, dans le bleu de 

la mer qui me lave, dans le pastel du ciel, dans les taches blanches des 

mouettes qui chantent… Tout m’est redonné. (14-15) 

It seems to me sometimes that I have been a drowned body for more 

than twenty years of my life, but an obstinate body that refuses to sink, 

all swollen and stuffed with salty water, half decomposed already, 

tossed at the whim of the current of ocean in a labyrinth of waves, 

looking for a harbor where I could resuscitate.  

 And here the big backwash of my life takes me back to the 

place where everything starts and restarts, in the harbor of Yokohama… 

[….] I understand that this long odyssey was necessary to return better 

to myself, to taste better this purifying light and breathe this expansion 

of the soul. I take a great inspiration and I think again about this 

passage of Romaine Brooks: “We leap into dangerous waters. Lucky is 
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who, with the return of a wave, is landed higher than he was before.” 

(My translation) 

His adolescent years during which he was isolated because of his Asian looks and 

name were his years of drowning [“mes années de noyade”] (13). Since then, he has 

been drifting back to the harbor of Yokohama where his family embarked for Canada 

thirty-three years ago. Yet, as a drowned body, his traveling back to the departure, 

toward the origin, is bound to be a passive movement.  

 Beginning in those years of drowning, his writing might have been parallel 

with the drifting. Unlike the passivity that drifting connotes, however, Ook Chung 

emphasizes a more assertive movement of descent [“descente”] and ascent 

[“ascension”] with regards to writing. In Kimchi, water renders both passive and 

assertive movements possible at the same time. First of all, water is often associated 

with death. Remembering when he started writing at the age of fourteen, the narrator 

describes a puddle of dirty water in which he deliberately soaked himself one morning 

in order to fabricate a pretext for missing school and going back home. For him the 

puddle is the muddy mirror of his adolescence and Narcissus’ fountain: “Aujourd’hui, 

cette flaque me hante comme le miroir boueux de mon adolescence. Narcisse est mort 

au bord d’une fontaine. Quelque chose est mort en moi ce jour-là” [Today, the puddle 

haunts me like the muddy mirror of my adolescence. Narcissus died at the edge of a 

fountain. Something died in me that day] (164). Hence his drowning and drifting. 

About a decade later, he arrives in Japan as an exchange student studying postwar 

Japanese writers. As he discovers a group of writers called “Burai-ha (Les 

Décadents)” whose works gravitate to the notion of “ruins” referring both directly and 

metaphorically to the effects of the second world war, he gets fascinated by the strange 

tradition of suicide among Japanese writers. Where the two groups meet, there he 

finds Dazai Osamu who drowned himself with his lover and was lifted as a dead body 
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on his thirty-ninth birthday (42-43). Even though he firmly reprehends the temptation 

of death raised to an ideal, the narrator sees “an intense life force” [“une force vitale 

intense”] hidden behind the temptation (43). Dazai remains as his inspiration for the 

rest of the novel. For, like Dazai who sank and rose, the narrator dreams of his own 

descent and rise: “Je pressentais obscurément que mon propre salut dépendait de cette 

descente et de cette remontée. Quelque chose demandait à être détruit et à renaître…” 

[I vaguely sensed that my own salvation was depending on this descent and rise. 

Something was asking to be destroyed and born again…] (43). Drowning is rather the 

beginning than the end, for descending is the first step to departure for ascending. In 

order to rise, it is necessary to drown first as there cannot be resurrection without 

death. Water, therefore, signifies death and life at once, or death for life. 

 Considering death as the beginning is crucial for passive drifting to be a 

traveling toward the origin. For, otherwise, the journey could never promise rebirth in 

the end, at the origin. Yet, in that endless cycle of birth and death the idea of the origin 

itself becomes entirely meaningless. It is for this reason that the narrator eventually 

understands that his salvation depends upon the cycle of descent and ascent rather than 

the arrival at the origin as the final destination. 

 

Wandering Across Languages 

 Ook Chung’s wandering and drifting in Kimchi resembles errantry in the sense 

that Glissant uses the word errance in his Poetics of Relation not only in that it 

“includes a sense of sacred motivation” distinguished from “idle roaming” (Wing, 

“Notes,” Poetics of Relation 211), which reminds of Kim Chi-hee’s emphasis on faith, 

but also because it fundamentally stresses a horizontal movement. Seeing Ook 

Chung’s traveling as errantry, however, may conflict with the viewpoint of his exile 

thus far. For exile accentuates “uprooting” [“déracinement”] whereas errantry is still a 
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rooted movement based on the rhizome that maintains “the idea of rootedness but 

challenges that of a totalitarian root” (Glissant 11). Moreover, Glissant asserts that 

“whereas exile may erode one’s sense of identity, the thought of that which relates—

usually reinforces this sense of identity. […] while one can communicate through 

errantry’s imaginary vision, the experiences of exiles are incommunicable” (20). 

Nevertheless, Said’s reflections on exile and Glissant’s discussion on errantry at least 

meet at one point: originality in plurality. The idea of Relation for which Glissant’s 

errantry strives is approximated as nearly as possible by a creolization that is a 

limitless synthesis of differences (Glissant 34). And “when most people are principally 

aware of one culture, one setting, one home,” Said states, “exiles are aware of at least 

two, and this plurality of vision gives rise to an awareness of simultaneous 

dimensions, an awareness that—to borrow a phrase from music—is contrapuntal” 

(148). Whether in exile or errantry, Ook Chung achieves originality through and thus 

becomes singular in his plurality of vision and synthesis of differences. His journey of 

working through attachments and dewriting the origin does not depict a linear 

progress; “It is nomadic, decentered, contrapuntal” due to his awareness of plurality 

(Said 149). And, above all, it is by writing in the plurality of language that Ook Chung 

illustrates the contrapuntal process of working-through. Wandering across language, 

he uncovers and unsettles the four corners of his life [“les quatre coins de ma vie”] and 

the earth (12).  

 It is not rare to find untranslated Korean, Japanese, or English in Ook Chung’s 

writing in French. The narrator of Kimchi confesses: 

Dans ma famille, c’est une véritable macédoine de langues, un fouillis 

linguistique tel qu’un visiteur s’y perdrait. Les gens pensent que je suis 

polyglotte alors qu’en fait je suis plutôt un « polyglotte dysfonctionnel 

» puisque, dans mes conversations avec mes parents, je suis incapable 
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de commencer et de finir une phrase dans la même langue; au lieu de 

quoi, il ne sort de ma bouche que des brochettes d’expressions 

tronquées en japonais, coréen, anglais, toutes confondues. (64)  

In my family, it is a real mix of language, a linguistic mess such that a 

visitor would get lost. People think that I am polyglot while in fact I am 

rather a “disfunctional polyglot” since, in my conversations with my 

parents, I am incapable of beginning and ending a phrase in the same 

language; instead, only kebab skewers of truncated expressions in 

Japanese, Korean, English, all mixed up, come out of my mouth. (My 

translation) 

Moreover, not being able to read hangul, the narrator describes the shape of the letters 

that read “Arirang” [아리랑] as combinations of alphabet and numbers: “le premier 

ressemblait à la préposition anglaise « of », le second au nombre « 21 », le dernier à la 

combinaison « 2f » coiffant un « 0 » aplati” [the first letter looks like the English 

preposition ‘of,’ the second the number ’21,’ and the last the combination of ‘2f’ on 

top of a flattened ‘0’] (66).  

 With such an intriguing vision wandering across languages, Ook Chung’s 

narrator eventually finds East and West in his own name [煜]. The singularity of his 

name essentially becomes illuminated in its plurality, for he reads it in Korean, 

Japanese, Chinese, and French all at once and sees the conflicting yet intimate 

relationships between water and fire and between East and West there: “Dans mon 

prénom, il y a le symbole chinois du feu, mais il y a aussi, dans son épellation 

occidentale, la lettre « o », qui rime avec eau… O comme « Orient », comme « 

Occident »” [In my first name, there is the Chinese symbol of fire, but there is also, in 

its Western orthography, the letter “o” that rhymes with water [eau]… O as in 

“Orient,” as in “Occident”] (246). The conflict between the East and the West is more 
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complicated than a simple opposition. The “image of the East and the West that always 

fight in [him]” [“l’image de l’Orient et l’Occident qui luttent en moi depuis toujours”] 

is like that of “water and fire, another of these conflicting or invigorating symbols, 

perhaps, that seem to preside over [his] life” [“l’eau et le feu, un autre de ces symboles 

conflictuels ou tonifiants, c’est selon, qui semblent présider à ma vie”] (17). What is 

interesting about the narrator’s name is that it overlaps a vertical mirror-play with the 

horizontal image of East and West. In Japanese his name signifies “ascension”: 

 [B]ien que j’utilise aujourd’hui mon prénom coréen, avant de quitter 

le Japan, j’étais « Noboru » – tout le monde m’appelait ainsi, même ma 

parenté coréenne au Japon – et je redeviens « Noboru » chaque fois que 

j’y retourne… « Noboru », mot qui signifie en japonais « ascension », 

et c’est plus qu’une sensation de remonter le cours du temps, de 

retrouver mes racines qui m’étreint en débarquant à Yokohama ce jour 

de Noël-là… C’est véritablement une renaissance. En kanji, c’est-à-dire 

en caractères chinois, mon prénom comporte trois idéogrammes: à 

gauche le feu, à droite les symboles pour « soleil » et « debout ». (12) 

Although I use my Korean first name today, before leaving Japan, I 

used to be called “Noboru”—everyone used to call me so, even my 

Korean relatives in Japan—and I rebecome “Noboru” every time I 

return to Japan… “Noboru” signifies “ascension” in Japanese, and it is 

more than a feeling of going back in time, of finding my roots that 

embrace me while landing in Yokohama on that Christmas day… It’s 

truly a rebirth. In kanji, that is, in Chinese characters, my first name 

contains three ideograms: the fire in the left, the symbols for “sun” and 

“standing.” (My translation) 
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The Chinese ideograms of fire [火], sun [日], and standing [立] all seem to suggest the 

act of rising up. The Chinese character 煜 composed of the three ideograms, on the 

other hand, has meanings all related to fire: it could literally mean “shining,” “light,” 

“blazing,” or “flame,” and metaphorically “thriving,” “flourishing,” or “prospering.” 

With his daughter’s name which happens to be Yuki [雪] meaning “snow,” the 

narrator’s name suggests a vertical mirror-play between the top and the bottom. The 

“o” in his name written in Western orthography reflects the movement in the image of 

water: 

Le haut devient le bas. Peu de gens savent qu’au fin fond de la mer se 

produit ce que les professionnels de la plongée sous-marine appellent la 

« neige profonde », la neige des profondeurs. Ce sont les bancs de 

planctons morts qui s’agrègent comme des nuages pour ensuite 

exploser en une neige de flocons. Cela ne se produit que dans les 

endroits les plus abyssaux et les plus sombres. Il faut avoir touché le 

fond de l’abîme pour assister à une telle féerie, aussi miraculeuse 

qu’une neige au Sahara… C’est un spectacle que seuls les noyés et les 

plongeurs de grand bleu peuvent voir… Que seuls les noyés… Mort et 

résurrection. La pluie remonte… (246-247) 

The top becomes the bottom. Few people know that in the darkest 

depths of the sea occurs what professional scuba divers call “deep 

snow,” the snow of depths. They are the schools of dead planktons that 

join like clouds to explode afterwards into snowflakes. This only 

happens in the deepest and darkest places. It is necessary to get to the 

bottom of the abyss in order to witness such a wonder, as miraculous as 

snow in Sahara… It is a spectacle that only the drowned and the divers 
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of deep sea can see… Only the drowned… Death and resurrection. The 

rain goes up… (My translation) 

The relationship between water and fire denotes the endless cycle, for “the fire 

transforms water into cloud; the cloud in the sky turns into rain; the rain crystalizes 

into snow; and the cycle starts over” [“Le feu transforme l’eau en nuage, le nuage dans 

le ciel se transforme en pluie, la pluie se cristallise en neige, et le cycle recommence”] 

(246). As the narrator stresses a rebirth rather than the banality of finding his roots, the 

endless cycle of water and fire emphasizes the eternal return, all of which can be 

testified by an individual’s first name. Moreover, an exile and postcolonial diasporean 

bears witness to the relationship between East and West in that manner. The fourfold 

mirror-play between water and fire overlapped with East and West 

manifests/illustrates as the four corners of a postcolonial diasporic life in exile.  

Je n’en reviens pas comme la vie se plaît à jouer avec les référents, à 

multiplier les symboles autour de moi, en une sarabande allègre et 

aérienne qui me procure cette sensation pointue, proche de la voyance, 

que les quatre coins de ma vie s’incurvent pour former une sphère dans 

la paume de ma main, une boule de cristal ou un furoshiki, en ce matin 

de Noël plus blanc que neige. Il neige sans neiger. Il neige une lumière 

d’enfance, de premier matin du monde… Je reçois cet éblouissement 

comme un baptême. (12-13) 

I can’t believe how life enjoys playing with the referents, multiplying 

the symbols around me, in a cheerful and elevated saraband that 

provides this sharp feeling for me, close to clairvoyance, that the four 

corners of my life bend to form a sphere in the palm of my hand, a 

crystal ball or a forushiki, in this Christmas morning more white than 

snow. It is snowing without snowing. It is snowing a childhood light, of 
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the first morning of the world… I receive the dazzle like a baptism. 

(My translation) 

 After all, the fouring of life and world is all a play of symbols and referents, 

which is observed by those who are aware of the plurality of language. In Kimchi, all 

the symbols and referents diverge from the prologue go through the narrator’s journey 

till the epilogue and then converge again in the prologue as though the novel’s 

temporal labyrinth creates its own endless cycle. The girl who guides the narrator to 

his childhood hometown in the prologue turns out to be his thirteen-year-old daughter 

whom he is waiting to meet for the first time in the epilogue. The epilogue thus comes 

prior to the prologue in the temporal order: being a father brings the narrator close to 

his (re)birth, and the narrative starts over again.
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